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SYNOPSIS 
Insofar as lectures are conducted mostly in the form of a mono-
logue, they are seen as constituting a special form of speech event, 
which poses particular problems in identifying their larger scale 
principles of linguistic organisation. The role of various cohesive 
devices in unifying the unfolding text is examined, but it is argued 
that this needs to be complemented with some notion of discourse 
structure. A model of discourse structure is proposed which contains, 
fundamentally, three layers: Member, Period and Episode. Episodes are 
the largest discourse unit proposed and these are distinguished by 
focusing activity at their boundaries; very loosely they represent 
divisions into 'topics'. Episodes are segmented into Periods which 
are considered to have a definable prosodic shape specified in terms 
of Key (relative pitch height) and Tone (pitch movement). Periods 
themselves are constituted by Members which - though seen as coterminous 
with the largest unit of grammar - can simultaneously be ranged into 
classes according to their function in the discourse. Such functions 
are seen as primarily related to the presentation and structuring of 
the information, or to the reception of the discourse by the audience. 
Constituency relationships between units on different layers of the 
discourse scale are left ill-defined, but it is argued that the model 
proposed thereby remains more flexible and is thus better able to 
demonstrate the process whereby the discourse reflects back on itself 
in the light of the lecturer's moment by moment assessment of the 
felicity of his utterance. In this respect it is claimed that 
although monologue discourse is delivered by one person, it is 
nonetheless shaped by the exigencies of interaction. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
LECTURES: A SHORT REVI~'W 
OF THE LITERATURE 
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INTRODUCTION 
Despite many misgivings over its use as a teaching method, 
especially in the last ten years, 'the lecture remains in most sub-
jects the main vehicle for instruction• 1• This tension between 
declared opinion and actual practice has generated an extensive 
literature on various educational aspects of the lecture method. 
Some of the areas of concern that emerge in the literature may be 
summarised as follows: comparisons of the lecture with other methods; 
suggestions about how lectures might be made more effective; studies 
of the psychological 'set' of lecture audiences; and evaluations of 
lectures, usually by considering the reactions of audiences. Through-
out this literature, however, we find very little examination of the 
actual lecturing process itself, nor has much attention been paid to 
the way this process is reflected and constituted in speech. 
At the same time the lecture itself has undergone something of 
a transformation, not only as a result of uneasiness at its effective-
ness, but also because of the influx of new educational technology 
such as overhead projectors, video and audio tape-recorders, slide 
projectors etc. The combination of these two factors has led to the 
development of hybrid forms. Dona~Bligh (1972), for instance, lists 
seven teaching methods ranging from 'buzz groups' to audiotapes and 
reading which can profitably be used within the overall context of 
a lecture and there are many possible combinations of these methods 
In this climate of change there is thus more of a case than ever for 
a close examination of the role of speech in lectures. 
1 The Hale Report: p.52 
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Unfortunately, most accounts of research into lectures do not 
even specify in detail what constitutes a lecture for the purposes 
of the particular investigation. In this account we will use the 
term to denote situations involving a single teacher teaching a 
group of students usually numbering twenty or more, mainly or ex-
clusively by verbal expositions. 
We shall consider the function and purposes of lectures from 
the point of view of both lecturers and students and which of these 
functions may be considered appropriate in the light of research. 
We shall review recommendations concerning the organisation and 
structuring of lectures and attempt a comparison with one study of 
an actual lecture. We shall draw on investigations of psychological 
constraintson learning processes to make further remarks about the 
structure of lectures and shall conclude with some remarks on their 
evaluation. 
I FUNCTION AND PURPOSE 
A useful picture of how lecturers consider the role of lectures 
is presented in the Hale report on University Teaching Methods (U.G.C. 
1964). This reveals that many lecturers consider students too immature 
to study independently. 
Teachers of science therefore consider that lectures provide a 
useful method of opening up difficult topics which students cannot 
undertake unaided and that, where subject matter~ quickly outmoded, 
lecturing is the most 11economical method" of making new topics 
available. They claim also that in lecturing they can respond to 
students in a way that teaching aids cannot do, that they are able 
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to build up a complex argument or diagram, make reference to recent 
developments and indicate topics for further inquiry. Through his 
personal presence the lecturer can also share his enthusiasm for the 
subject with his students. 
It seems clear however that not all these statements of intent 
can be accepted uncritically. Although lecturers may be more res-
ponsive than teaching aids (e.g. programmed learning or CCTV) other 
teaching situations such as the seminar or the tutorial may be even 
more responsive. Arguments about the economy of lectures in terms 
of employment of staff resources do not usually take into account 
the quality of learning that takes place. Are lectures really more 
"economical", if the quality of learning associated with them is 
substantially poorer than that associated with other teaching methods? 
One may further question the basic premiss that students are too 
immature to study independently. If students are too immature to 
study independently, do lectures really help them to develop a more 
self-regulating and self-directing approach to learning or do they 
merely reinforce or perhaps produce the very lack of maturity that is 
bemoaned? 
Students themselves have a slightly different and more modest 
view of the role of lectures. In the N.U.S. report of 1969 {Sanders 
~ al) students thought the major functions of lectures were to 
impart information (76 per cent), to provide a framework for the 
course (75 per cent), to indicate methods of approaching the subject 
(64 per cent), to indicate sources of reference (47 per cent), and to 
stimulate independent work (41 per cent). Presumably 59 per cent 
did not think that lectures stimulated independent work and very few 
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students seem to have found in lectures a source of inspiration or 
enthusiasm for their subject. 
From these two complementary studies we may compile a list of 
possible objectives for lectures. This list corresponds with that 
offered by Gregory (1975). Possible functions of lectures are: 
(1) to provide a framework for private studies and guidance 
as to sources, when the lecture supplies the basic teach-
ing; 
(2) to furnish information and view points that are not 
readily available, or not available in an appropriate 
form, e.g. data from the lecturer's own research; 
(3) to stimulate thinking; 
(4) to arouse enthusiasm; 
(5) to encourage a critical attitude; 
(6) to provide an appropriate model of such qualities and 
attitudes as precision and clarity of thought and express-
ion. 
Bligh (1972) clusters these aims under three broad headings: 
(i) the communication of information; 
(ii) the transmission of cognitive skills, e.g. the logical 
presentation of an argument; 
{iii) the alteration of attitudes. 
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Educational research however, reveals that not all these objectives 
are best served by lectures. Bligh conducted a survey of 91 studies 
comparing lectures with other teaching methods and concluded that 
lectures do convey information and that they are at least as effect-
ive as other teaching methods in this respect. "The Lecture", 
he maintains is one method of achieving the first kind of objective 
(i.e. the transference of information) and its use for this purpose 
is at least sometimes justifiable. But he continues, "since the 
other methods are equally effective, this conclusion does not nec-
essarily justify the frequent heavy reliance on the lecture method 
in tertiary education". 1 
The case for lectures as a vehicle for promoting thought is 
more difficult to establish. It is difficult, for example, to 
construct studies that are both able to measure or demonstrate the 
presence of thought processes in a set of subjects and relate them 
specifically to the use of a particular teaching method. Though 
the relations between thought processes and teaching methods are 
difficult to establish, Bloom, for instance has investigated the 
kinds of mental activity undertaken by students in two different 
situations - the lecture and the discussion. He asked students, 
while listening to tape-recordingsof lectures or discussions which 
they had previously attended, to recall at intervals their thoughts 
in the original situation. A partial breakdown of their responses 
is given below: 
Time spent in: Lectures 
1. Irrelevant thoughts 31 per cent 
1 Bligh: What's the Use of Lectures? (1972) p.31 
2 Bloom, B.S. (1953) 
Discussions 
14.5 per cent 
2. Problem solving and 
synthesising information 
3. 'Passive thoughts about 
subject and thoughts 
evidencing simple com-
prehension' 
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1 per cent 8.3 per cent 
36.8 per cent 20.3 per cent 
These figures suggest that students are more actively involved, 
attentive and thoughtful during discussions than they are in lectures. 
The common sense explanation of this phenomenon is that the two sit-
uations demand different roles of students. In the lecture the 
student is not usually called on to contribute to the discourse. 
This role is limited to a relatively passive one of interpreting, 
selecting and noting down what he hears and sees. By comparison 
his role in a discussion is potentially much more active. He can 
contribute to the shaping and development of the discourse. 
If we accept Bloom's findings and a common sense interpreta-
tion of them, it follows that lectures are not the best vehicle 
for promoting thought. 
If promotion of thought is desired then the best methodfur 
doing so would seem to be one that demands an active rather than a 
passive role. Seminars are doubtless more demanding in this respect 
than lectures. 
Considering the third possible objective of lectures, the 
alteration of attitudes, we find that some of the arguments applying 
to the previous objective still apply. More participatory learning 
situations seem better suited for engagement with questions of value 
and attitude. 
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This conclusion is borne out by Lewis's experiment in which he 
gave exactly the same information to two groups of housewives, one 
in a lecture situation and the other in a discussion group. The 
content referred to the desirability of eating whale meat. When 
questioned sometime later, 31 per cent of the discussion group had 
actually served whale meat as opposed to only 3 per cent of the 
lecture group. 
This suggests that while lectures may reinforce existing atti-
tudes, discussion is a moreappropriatemethod for changing them. 
The notion that lectures may promote enthusiasm for a subject 
is not borne out by students' attitudes to lectures in general. 
McLeish undertook a study aimed at rating teaching methods in 10 
colleges of education and several universities. There was a marked 
preference for seminars and tutorials and a relative distaste for 
lectures in all groups of students, which would be difficult to 
account for, if they were generally promoting enthusiasm and interest. 
If lectures do inspire students it seems inconsistent that if anything 
they desire less of them. 
We may conclude that though lectures are as effective 
as other teaching methods for transmitting information they are not 
as effective as other teaching methods for promoting thought or 
changing attitudes. 
Nonetheless, certain reservations must be stated with regard to 
these conclusions. One difficulty resides in the notion of informa-
tion transfer. Has information been successfully transferred if 
students can succeed at certain objective type tests that measure 
recall of facts, principles and simple comprehension? If so, this 
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is presumably a very isolated aspect of the whole learning process 
in which mastery of facts or information would include the ability 
to place new facts in the context of the whole subject area, the 
ability to apply given principles in new situations, and so on. 
If these abilities are some of the goals of learning then it seems 
pointless to consider the teaching of fact or principle in isolation 
from them. 
In experimental situations, however, it appears difficult to 
test systematically for anything else but simple recall of fact and 
principle. The possibility arises therefore that lectures come to 
seem effective vehicles only for the transfer of information pre-
cisely because this particular objective is the one most easily tested. 
A further difficulty inherent in the kind of research cited 
above is its tendency to ignore the specificity of its particular 
parameters and, through overlooking this specificity, to make wide 
ranging and unsupported generalisations. No research for instance 
makes reference to the specific cultural context in which it has been 
conducted. By ignoring such factors it has an inherent tendency to 
universalise its results as if all lectures in all times and places 
k·h 
can only effectively achieve such and such objective. Consideration 
I' 
of the origins and history of the lecture reveal a wide range of 
different contexts of use all of which affect its nature and via-
bility. We find, for instance, that it made its first recorded 
appearance in ancient Athens where it grew up in the context of the 
classical Greek democratic process wherein according to McLeish 
"the training of the citizen in the arts of oratory was one of the 
prime tasks of the educational system". In this context "the living 
• 
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personality and the trained delivery of the teacher were of para-
mount importance in presenting materials of human interest to a 
highly receptive, but at the same time critical and thoughtful 
audience". The underlying implication is that under different 
historical conditions in a different cultural context with a differ-
ent or more limited range of available media the lecture may well be 
able to achieve purposes beyond it in a different setting. We find 
for instance that the lecture became established as the prime method 
of university education during medieval times - that is, during a time 
when books or manuscripts were scarce and expensive. It would seem 
clear therefore that the possible roles of lectures are not uni-
versally definable but may well vary from setting to setting and 
from culture to culture. 
II STRUCTURE AND ORGANISATION 
(A) The Pedagogic Viewpoint 
In his book What's the Use of Lectures, Bligh sets out a typology 
of seven basic forms of lecture distinguished according to their 
organisation. We can briefly summarise four of these basic types 
as follows: 
1. The hierarchical classification. 
The most appropriate form for conveying information by surveying 
an area of knowledge is through a lecture organised in terms of a 
hierarchy. Lectures organised in this way set out the information 
fo1 J.o·.-;L--,: 
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~O}")iC title 
(titJe of lect~ro) 
hier.archy ~~or::t to Gho·.-,• 'links 1 • 
I 
1 
2 
3 __ 
II 
? 
(a) .........•....•.... 
(b) .........•........• 
(c).)•••••••••••e••~c••• 
(b)•s•••••••••'9••••••• 
(c) ......•.... ., ......• 
~ 11 -
In this type of lecture the lecturer begins by posing a question 
or :rxcesents a prob1em f"j_nd proceeds to set out possible solutions~ 
Under each r•ossiblo solt;tion is clustered a set of facts, arguments 
or hypotheses whieh bear on its validity. This type may take the 
form fo:r instance of a tcleGcoped presentation of a scientific investi-
gation. It bea1·s scme ::;:ir:iila:rity to the hier&rch:i.c classification 
in so far as it is constituted by three levels: the problem; the 
possible solutions; aYld the sets of facts, propositions and h;ypoth-
eses which bear on each offered solution. It differs from the 
classification method in ns much as its pre.sentation takes the form 
of a."l ongoing inquiry. Bligh remarks that 11 i t involves some dramatic 
skill to convey puzzler::ent, the use of rhetorical questions, end 
considerable skill in timing the presentation of the next piece of 
evid~nce or Mhcn raisins objections to the latest hypothesis". If 
this can be achieved it makes this form suitable for stimulating 
student's interest if the problem can be made to arouse their curiosity. 
pos::;iblc 
solution:s 
( J'tv~o;- h pr-e c-) J l' v ... _____ .) •__) 
iter:;~, of 
info:cn~tion 
(evidence) 
lineo of 
rc,1Eoo::i n;; 
(inferences) 
~·'J.[;. _). :1:'~c·r ~'i,)l, _//;~): J)i~-t;_:r,~-._::1 tu ilJLL~~tr.~ .. ~~e the pro~Jle:n-
cr:·n"Src8. ~-:::c :..,·J..rc ~-'o; .. :.-l 
~2 .... 
repre,scn"l.s a. li12k :in the cl:::jn9 A fec:ture of speci[~l importance in 
this fo:r':i:l of cl,s.r:i. ty 1:Lcn moving f:ro:il one link or 
stage in tho e;1.:rsn·:~:~:j_; to t!1s- "''~:·-ct.. Ac:cordingly Blip;h rec:omrnends 
stages }J.';_ve been \·?2.·5. :: te;'l G'l U!<.:; b·:::-ard riiUch of tho lecturer's energies 
me.y be devoted. tc• e:i.:pl,:~iiLL,2; t:hy each stage fol1ovis from the previous 
one~ It :i.s alr;o f.:::)25~Dtcd tJ-•: t this forp of lecture include 5oct:i.ons 
v:hich tnJ-:e· stock. c,f or rc:.:-:ritulo.te previous stages or lilhlcs in the 
chain of the £;.rem::c-n.L It r•wy be rep:c'esented diagr<:mm:atically as 
follows: 
fie,. 1+ o (n.f·tcr 
of ~1. ::_-~ix-.. r'"JinL 
ta>:.iL~C \:~t,Jc:: 
' . . c; ;_ :~ l :'l J_ 11 r. 
the or~anisation 
t~l!o period~-_; of 
A r1ore ::;peci~ J:! c;cd fc:<:, cf J.cctu.ce Ol'(;adsation is exemplifj ed 
\ 
o: 
bc:l:aviour 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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\ 
\ 
\ 
' 
' · t·- 1-L~.:· .-:;_r,d . 
.... -,. ·~}c;.rc,cc~r::,,;cltion 
,. 
,. I 
I 
I 
I 
into:ucticn 
between individu~~s 
}_..ig. 5. (after j-31ic~, "i•J?2): 1·~n cx=J.~."lJ~Le o:~ a net\·iork., rt lect1_1rc:r in 
e;ro:_l.p dync.;_~;:;j cc-.: 'i,::::.s ccl~·tc~:::1--red ·~.--L ~.n t~le q~.~.e~:tj_on '.~LE:.t i..:> it ti·L~).t ;(~.~J.-'~C;.:3 
a nur:ibS~C Oi' ;-;~()_';J..o :.~ 11 gT()U~-)~~(~) f • ::o 1:/iol~c:l to C>~J~lE)J ct·~r fi Vf: i'~ .. ctor,::..:; 
VIhic11 v.rere E:;a intE~rt'(<~LJ.tcC_ ~~Jat t;~c;/ furt:-.cJ. u ~1Gt';;or~-c. 
The variouE; types of lcct1;re ore;an.isation !).:r·e ac:tua1:i.zcd by 
drawing on a set of corr"~on ntr&tcg:i.cc~ Tlles8 DtrategieG or tecb.niqt<cs 
include a. kind of meta. cticcour.se devoted to mr,_k..i.ns the oycrall orgtm·~ 
isation clea~ or keeping it in focuo. These include stating the 
projected o1·uu1isation o.t the bcg:ilm:;n.g of the .lecture, :i.tc:ni8ing 
ea.ch point ;J.s it occurs end build in~': u.p a vicuJl diGpJ.ay of these 
itcmiccd roints either before or during the lecture« He aJ.Go 
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recommends a process of taking stock and summarising which may occur 
throughout the lecture but certainly at the end. "Points" are "items 
of information" (where information may denote principle as well as 
fact) and constitute, as it were the skeletal structure of the lecture. 
As a general rule, Bligh argues, making a point should have six 
stages. 
(i) Concise statement: the point should be stated in as 
concise a form as possible. "This may be a simple 
sentence of seven or eight words with one key word or 
phrase in it, particularly if the point to be taught is 
a concept". 
(ii) Display: the keyword or phrase should then be in-
corporated into some form of visual display as part of 
the progressive build up of the lecture. This process 
says Bligh, provides repetition which is a valuable aid 
to memory. It also clarifies the organisation of the 
lecture and facilitates note taking. 
(iii) Re-expression: the point should be reiterated in an 
alternative formulation. 
(iv) Elaboration: the point should then be elaborated - a 
process which may take a variety of forms: 
(a) the lecturer may add more detail to his original 
exposition; 
(b) he may illustrate his original statement of the 
point by, for instance, providing statistical 
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information or by using models, pictures or other 
forms of visual aid; 
(c) the point may be further elaborated by means of 
explanation; 
(d) it is also useful to relate the point to other areas 
of the subject and to the students' own experience; 
(e) this may be done by means of examples which, Bligh 
argues, should be brief, familiar and in concrete 
terms. 
(v) Feedback: there should also be opportunities for feedback. 
Bligh argues that if a point is worth making in the first 
place then it is worth ascertaining whether or not it has 
been understood before proceeding to the next; 
(vi) Recapitulation and Restatement: finally there should be 
some kind of recapitulation and restatement. Recapitula-
tion consists of a brief reminder of examples, illustrations 
and evidence. Restatement consists of repetition of the 
key statement. 
Even this short summary of Bligh's account of lecture types and 
their organisation raises serious problems. It is difficult for 
example to determine the exact status of his account since it operates 
both descriptively and prescriptively. At times it has the features 
of a descriptive account (the chaining form, for instance, "simply 
consists of a sequence"). Elsewhere it is clearly prescriptive 
(taking stock within the chaining form should be done with increasing 
frequency as the lecture progresses). The ambiguous status of the 
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account has the corollary of raising uncertainties about what is being 
described. The forms of lecture organisation seem simultaneously 
to be actually occurring instances of organisation (cf. diagram for 
network lecture), idealisations from data, and models to be imitated. 
There is a further ambiguity about how much these forms of organisa-
tions constitute 'projects' in the form of a lecture plan and how 
close they come to actualisation in sequential monologue. In this 
respect there seems to be a difference in the two levels of organisa-
tion - the overall level and the lower level realised in "making a 
point". This difference can be restated in terms of the difference 
between organisation constrained by the content or subject matter, 
and organisation constrained by the medium. 
If we look at the chaining form, for instance, we can see the 
chain as appropriate only when subject matter may be stated in the 
form of an argument, but actualisation of that form requires recapit-
ulations - a feature of organisation derived from the constraints of 
the medium. This problem of "plan" v 11actualisation of plan" becomes 
clearer if we consider the network form of organisation. The diagram 
of this form refers clearly to a particular organisation of subject 
matter. In its actualisation however the nature of extended mono-
logue requires that points would have to be made sequentially. Con-
sequently the actual structural organisation of the network lecture 
as delivered may not differ markedly from the chaining form or the 
hierarchic classification. It may be possible to blur some of these 
distinctions for pedagogic purposes but it is difficult to see how 
clear recommendations can be made about lecturing technique without 
some reference to what actually happens in practice. 
I 
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(B) The Discourse Analysis Viewpoint 
In the light of this remark it is especially useful to consider R.Stra-
ker Cook's (1975) analysis of an actual soil physics lecture. 
Straker Cook's area of interest is the discourse structure of lectures, 
i.e. the level of linguistic organisation in an extended monologue, 
operating above the sentence, that accounts for its coherence. This 
work is undertaken in the context of preparing comprehension materials 
for students attending lectures in the medium of English where English 
is their second language. Straker Cook believes that not all diffi-
culties in comprehension for these students relate to intrasentential 
factors: there is a further level of difficulty related to problems 
of understanding strings of sentences as pieces of ongoing discourse 
with their own principles of coherence. Comprehension involves not 
just processing the smaller units of structure such as clause and 
sentence but also recognising the devices that relate utterances 
together in a particular communicative situation. The difficulty has 
been summed up by one student in the words: "we understand the 
English but can't follow the lecture". 
Straker Cook's analysis of a soil physics lecture is based on 
previous work on classroom discourse by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975). 
Their research dealt with explicitly interactive discourse but 
Straker Cook retains their use of a rank scale to identify units 
of the rhetorical organisation of lecture monologues. The rhetorical 
organisation of lectures is thus seen as being hierarchical in nature, 
consisting of five main ranks: lecture, exposition, episode, move 
and act. The structure of each rank consists of units, either 
singly or in combinations, from the rank immediately below. Thus, 
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lectures are made up of expositions which in turn consist of 
episodes. Episodes are made up of moves and moves are made up of 
acts. 
Straker Cook's analytic model is complex and extremely detailed 
at the lower ranks. He identifies, for instance, seventeen classes 
of act at primary delicacy and these in turn are subdivided at second-
ary delicacy to provide in all twenty-seven different ways of classi-
fying acts. This detailed complexity makes the composition of his 
system difficult to summarise without over-simplifying it. We will 
proceed however by describing the smallest units of structure, giving 
some examples of units from each rank during the course of the des-
cription. 
(i) ACTS: The category of act was formulated by Sinclair and 
Coulthard (1975) to take account of the discrepancy between gramma-
tical forms, such as interrogative, declarative and imperative, and 
the functions they perform in discourse. Net all declaratives make 
simple statements about the world, for instance. Some can be seen 
as performing actions such as asking, checking, clarifying and so 
on. Discourse acts are typically one free clause, plus any subordinate 
clause, though there are certain closed classes where it may be 
possible to specify almost all the possible realizations which consist 
of single words or groups. They are identified on the basis of their 
role or function in creating continuous discourse. Thus certain acts 
have the function of marking off one piece of discourse from the next. 
In classroom discourse we find framing devices such as "now", "well". 
In lecture discourse we find markers of transition such as "here 
again", "to take an example". Straker Cook identifies other markers 
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such as markers of contrast exemplified by "but", "yet", "wr...e,reas", 
11hCMever". Further examples of discourse acts identified by Straker 
Cook in lectures are set out below. 
Propositions: (headings); these occur at or near the beginning 
of episodes and serve to introduce the "topic", so to speak, of the 
ensuing discourse. It can be seen as similar to Bligh's "key phrase" 
in making a point. Straker Cook gives as a typical exponent, "the 
realised effect of temperature". 
Statement: (assertives); e.g. "here the aggregation tends to 
reach its maximum". 
Statement: (physical status and properties); "they've never 
drawn a drop of water they were as fresh as the day they'd been put 
. II J.ll • 
Statement: (summary); "you'd never find a well structured 
podzil but you'll always find or usually find a well structured 
chernozem 11 • 
Metastatement (retrospective); "if we look at the relationship 
between aggregation and not rainfall but erm increasing temperature". 
Ordination: "also I to come to the second 
marker ordination 
rotational system". 
point;· the effect of 
proposition 
(ii) MOVES: Acts, either singly or in combination make up moves. 
The previous example of an ordination ("to come to the second point") 
occurs in combination with two other acts, a marker and a proposition. 
These three together provide one possible realization of a focussing 
your 
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move of the type which introduces episodes. In addition to focuss-
ing moves Straker Cook identifies eleven other main classes of move 
including such types as describing, asserting, relating and summar-
ising moves. The following is an example of a describing move. 
"this is when the dagger point was reached when your stabil-
ising DES (statement) (causative) 
factors were decreasing and decreasing until finally they reached 
(resultative) 
a level where even when you put the soils back into grass you 
(qualification) 
saw no result for it" 
Focussing and concluding moves occur at the boundary of episodes 
within which other moves - such as describing moves - play an extend-
ing role. 
(iii) EPISODES: These, as we have seen are realised by an initial 
opening move and final concluding move within which occur selections 
from the other kinds of move. They vary in length from * minute to 
3~ minutes in the sample soil physics lecture and consist of four 
main types:expectation, focal, developmental, and closing episodes 
each type being distinguished on the basis of a subclassification 
of the focussing and concluding moves that occur at their boundaries. 
A typical exponent of a closing episode would be the following: 
(marker) (proposal) 
of cultivation then I sayjthe 
i!ss 
think about so that um this question 
suggestion 
the ataberg limits you can produce a suitable aggregation size 
(statement; assertive) 
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distribution in the soil but unless you've got your stabilising 
:oN4 (qualification) 
factors in that soil then its not going to be very much good " 
(statement; summary) pros 
Episodes combine together to make up expositions which are often 
coterminous with lectures. This summary of Straker Cook's analytic 
model gives some idea of the range of speech acts identifiable in 
lectures and the devices that provide for their articulation in 
extended monologue. The main problem with his analysis seems to be 
its very particularity at the lower ranks and the manner in which 
subclassification or subdivision of categories takes place at these 
ranks. The main criteria for this subclassification seem to be of 
the notional or semantic type, the use of which creates problems in 
coding data. It is not always easy to distinguish between exponents 
of one kind of act as opposed to another in the data. It is for 
example not altogether clear why an exponent such as "here the aggre-
gation tends to reach its maximum" should be coded as an assertive 
statement, whereas "here's the type of moisture characteristic curve 
you're going to get" should be coded as a statement of physical 
states and properties. 
Furthermore the use of notional or semantic criteria leads to 
a taxonomy of acts that may well be highly content specific and may 
limit the general applicability of the system. In this respect we 
need to know how well the system would fit data from other kinds of 
lectures. 
It seems in fact that we could distinguish between two main 
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kinds of act in Straker Cook's account: acts such as statements of 
operations, justifications, causatives,resultatives, and qualifications, 
all of which seem closely rooted in content or subject matter and may 
well vary in distribution from lecture to lecture; and acts such as 
boundary markers, metastatements, summaries, reformulations, and 
so on, which seem much more clearly related to the suprasentential 
organisation of monologue discourse irrespective of its specific 
'content'. The former could loosely be termed speech acts and the 
latter referred to as discourse acts. 
Straker Cook's isolation of generalised speech acts in lectures 
such as defining, qualifying etc., makes good sense in the context of 
developing listening comprehension materials for a notionally oriented 
language programme where the emphasis is on 11the kind of thing a 
speaker needs to say" or "the notions that the learner will expect 
to be able to express through the target language". But study of 
acts such as markers, metastatements, etc. is likely to reveal more 
about the overall discourse structure or organisation. 
If we consider the relation between Straker Cook's analysis of a 
lecture and Bligh's account of their overall organisation from a 
pedagogic view-point, we find some points of overlap, especially 
between Bligh's 'making a point' and Straker Cook's episode. The 
latter's 'focussing move' bears some comparison with Bligh's 
'concise statement'. 'Summarising' moves are comparable with 're-
capitulations', and 'relating' and 'explaining' moves coincide with 
some of Bligh's procedures for elaborating a point. 
Straker Cook's account, however, specifies the processes involved 
in much more detail and shows either a different ordering or constraints 
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on ordering not recognised by Bligh. In Straker Cook, for example, 
justifying, qualifying, contrasting and explaining moves are in fact 
'bound moves'; they can only occur in the environment of a pre-
existing free move. Explaining moves, for instance, only follow 
asserting or describing moves. In Bligh's account explaining is 
a procedure employed in elaboration of a point with no necessary 
dependency on other specified activities but usually occurring after 
an illustration. 
It could be argued that the soil physics lecture analysed by 
Straker Cook is a 'bad' lecture since it does not exactly corres-
pond to the organisation suggested by Bligh. We must accept, however, 
that the two accounts refer to slightly different types of organisa-
tion which may be illuminated by use of an analogy with Chomsky's 
model of syntax. It is as if Bligh isolates deep structure possibi-
lities for lectures whereas Straker Cook shows the kind of surface 
realisations that these 'deep structural organisations' may take. 
Bligh is oriented primarily towards the logical presentation of 
subject matter whereas Straker Cook takes account of markers of 
structure which are specifically linguistic in nature and appear in 
the actualisation of deep structure as text. However, it is pre-
cisely these surface markers signalling the ongoing organisation of 
discourse as discourse, which are important in the understanding of 
lectures, since it is only through these that any 11deep structure" 
or logical ordering may be inferred. 
(C) Audience Receptivity 
Research on student retention of lecture material suggests that 
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there is a correlation between recall of items of information and 
where these items occurred in a given lecture. One study by Trenaman 
(1951) revealed that those who heard only the first fifteen minutes 
of a talk on astronomy remembered as much as those who heard the 
full forty-five minutes. When tested a week later it was discovered 
that those who heard the first fifteen minutes remembered twice as 
much as groups which heard thirty and forty-five minutes respectively. 
Trenaman deduced that assimilation began to seriously diminish after 
the first fifteen minutes until at about thirty minutes nothing was 
being taken in at all. As time went on the total amount assimilated 
was continually decreasing. He concluded that talks had to be extremely 
carefully structured and directed towards a highly selective audience 
for even minimal effectiveness. 
Results like those obtained by Trenaman are variously interpreted. 
Psychological investigation of performance at vigilance tasks shows 
understandably that there is progressive deterioration over a given 
span of time at the task. In terms of lectures we can presume that 
the audience's level of attention drops during the time of delivery. 
Psychological investigation also shows that learning measured 
on tests of memory can suffer from two kinds of detrimental effect: 
(1) Proactive interference where what is learnt subsequen.tly is delet-
oriously affected by what is learnt first; and (2) Retroactive inter-
ference where what is learnt first is inhibited by subsequent learning. 
The probable operation of these phenomena on lecture audiences 
have prompted a number of studies similar to that undertaken by 
Trenaman. One such study was undertaken by McLeish (1966) who set 
out to investigate how much lecture content is carried away by students, 
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whether in their heads or in their notebooks. His lecture audience 
was divided into three groups. Group I remained for the whole lecture; 
group II left after forty minutes; and group III attended only the 
first twenty-five minutes. There were also two control groups involved 
in the experiment, neither of which actually attended the lecture 
although one was supplied with a duplicated outline of its content. 
Each group was tested on recall of content by an exam involving multiple 
choice items, true - false statements, matching items, paragraph 
completion items and factual questions which required the briefest 
of answers. Subjects were allowed the use of notes in completing 
this exam. 
McLeish's main finding was that students were able to carry in 
their heads and their notebooks not more than 42 per cent of the 
lecture content. A more detailed breakdown of the findings may be 
represented as follows: 
LECTURE PART I PART II PART III TOTAL 
POSSIBLE GROUP SCORl 181 134 199 514 
GROUP I: 79 (44%) 34 (25%) 96 (48%) 209 (41%) 
GROUP II: 99 (55~b) 46 (34%) 0 144 (46%) 
GROUP III: 72 (40%) 0 0 72 (40%) 
TOTAL 250 (46%) 80 (30%) 96 (48%) 426 (42%) 
On the basis of these figures McLeish argues that the decline 
in performance of students in Trenaman's investigation is not borne 
out by his own experiment. This assertion is based on the fact that 
students who attended the whole lecture were able to recall nearly 
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half of its last section (more in fact than they were able to recall 
of its first part). Students who heard the whole lecture were also 
able to recall more of its first part than group III who heard only 
this section. 
Nonetheless there is still a decline in receptivity during the 
middle section of the lecture when the performance of both groups I 
and II deteriorates. This decline in assimilation may be related 
to differing levels of content during the lecture; perhaps part II 
was intrinsically more difficult than parts I and III. But the per-
formance of group I at least bears some relation to what psychologists 
have termed 'the serial position effect'. 
The serial position effect refers to the way in which experi-
mental subjects who are required to recall a string of items have 
most difficulty recalling items from the middle section of the 
string. This difficulty is interpreted as being the result of both 
proactive and retroactive interference on items in the middle. In 
McLeish's experiment group II's deterioration in performance during 
the second part of the lecture may be interpreted as the result of 
proactive interference whereas group I's greater deterioration may 
be seen as the cumulative effect of both proactive and retroactive 
interference. 
The possibility of this effect occurring in lectures was 
explicitly investigated by Johnson and Calhoun (1969) in a study entitled, 
"The Serial Position Effect in Lecture Material". In this study they 
describe how two groups were presented with a tape-recorded eight 
minute lecture on principles of science. The first group was present-
ed with the lecture in its original form. The second group was 
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presented with the same material but iJl a rearranged form \o1bereby 
the middle portions of the lecture were extracted ann p:Laced at the 
beginning and end. Both groups were tested for recc.ll of informa-
tion from the two rccordinbs and in each case (aa a general trend) 
it was observed that both groups recalled less of the middle sections 
of the tape-recordingso 
Johnson a.ltd Calhoun interpret this finding in terms of the serial 
position. \'fl1at they do not explain , hO\:ever , is th~ differences in 
performance of the t\·IO groups. This can be seen roost clearly in the 
following diagrams. 
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Johnson and Calhoun comment: "The investigators are unable at 
this time to present a definitive explanation for the differences 
observed in the two orders. It appears that the rearrangement of 
the lecture material from the form in which it was originally written 
increased the overall difficulty. Why this should be so is not 
apparent since paragraphs which were changed had no apparent relation 
to each other and the two forms seemed to be equally cohesive". (p.257) 
The assertion that both forms "seemed equally cohesive" 
is difficult to assess without transcripts but it seems likely that 
Johnson and Calhoun overlooked the importance of discourse organisa-
tion in the ordering of an extended monologue especially at the 
beginning and end. They do not consider for instance why at certain 
points, despite the increased overall difficulty of the rearranged 
order, group II actually performed better than group I. 
The importance of discourse organisation for the coherence of 
lectures may provide an additional way of interpreting some findings 
of Lloyd (1968) presented in Visual Education. Lloyd's basic thesis 
is that "assimilation is a direct function of scholar receptivity 
and lecturer transmitted performance". Accepting that these two 
factors are abstractions from the concrete situation, Lloyd argues 
that "the transmittal level depends principally on the time which has 
elapsed since the lesson started" and that it drops progressively 
during the lecture due to mental and physical tiredness, though it 
can also be adversely affected by a decline in audience receptivity. 
Audience receptivity also drops progressively during the lecture, 
being at its highest during the first five to ten minutes. Unlike 
the transmittal level however there is a sharp improvement in recept-
ivity during the last few minutes of the lecture. 
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terms of a fall in attEntion during what constitutes a prolonged 
auditory vigilance task. 
But Lloyd opens the door to an alternative or complementary 
interpretation 1t:hen he remarked that the faJ.l in recoptivity 11is due 
more to !.:2.2~~,t~,l confusioa and bo:codom tlw.H mental and physical 
fatigue". The underlying i:np1:i.cv:tion tht?refore is t:b.at mental con-
fusion is primaril,y l~I:>Gociate~ vt:i.th the middle portion of a lecture 
rather th£m the beginning or end. ~L'his menbtl confuaicr1 is por:.>f>ib1:y 
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11in media res 11 .. Co~1vor.sely, the higher level ·of reccpti vi ty at the 
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of disco1~X'f'e structnr0 at ther;e moments~ 
then a fruitful area of study would he the differing hinds of 
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discourse organisation throughout the lecture. 
On the basis of the kind of research cited above, educationalists 
have recommended a more flexible and varied approach to lectures. 
They suggest that whenever possible there should be variation in 
activities especially during the middle of the lecture when student 
receptivity is at its lowest. Lloyd recommends the use of visual 
displays, models etc. during this phase. Gregory argues for a com-
plete change of activity from listening to doing - for example, by 
combining exposition with the asking and answering of questions. 
This may even take the form of a five minute test, a suggestion 
which fits in with Bligh's notion of obtaining feedback. Bligh 
himself explores the possibility not only of lecturer-student 
interaction, but also interaction among the students themselves. 
Various forms for this interaction are suggested such as 11buzz 11 
groups for example, or problem centred groups. 
"Buzz" groups are groups of two to six members who discuss 
issues for a short period or periods within the lecture. It 
requires no special seating arrangements, members of the audience 
merely talking over a particular issue with their immediate neighbours 
for a few minutes. Problem centred groups on the other hand, tend 
to be larger, involving as many as twelve members. They operate 
more formally than buzz groups in so far as they may be required 
to work through a problem presented to them in stages or in individ-
ual components. They also require a more formal seating arrangement, 
whereby the audience is seated in groups around tables to form a C 
or V shape with the open end facing either the centre or front of 
the room. The lecturer's function in this situation is to expound 
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the problem at the beginning and to sum up at the end. The inter-
vening period between initial exposition and final summing up can be 
spent in moving from group to group in order to assess progress and 
give help when needed. 
These hybrid lecture forms have two main advantages. They involve 
the audience to a greater extent in the learning process and they 
also provide them with some variation in activity. Bligh argues that 
if the lecturer returns to an expository monologue after a switch in 
activities the students' level of attention will have returned to that 
associated with the beginning of the lecture. 
III EVALUATION 
Evaluation of lectures has been mainly comparative in nature: 
studies have sought to compare the relative effectiveness of lectures 
with other teaching methods such as seminars, discussions, tutorials, 
laboratory work, self-instruction and so on. Their results have been 
summarised in various reviews such as Dubin and Taveggia (1968), 
Bligh (1972) and Costin (1972). The general consensus of opinion is 
that lectures are as effective as other teaching methods when it comes 
to communicating information, but where the aims of teaching include 
the promotion of skills (such as logical thought) or the arousal of 
interest, then other more active learning situations may be appropriate. 
If lectures have to be used for other purposes than the transmission of 
information then most research points to making them as unlike lec-
tures as possible. 
One fundamental problem arises throughout all this comparative 
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research. Little attempt is made to specify exactly what is meant 
by a lecture nor to describe what transpired in the lectures under 
consideration. As Bligh (1972) remarks: "Few details of teaching 
technique appear in the experimental reports, but these may be as 
important as the choice of overall method" (p.49). The lecture 
method may be highly effective employed in one fashion by one lecturer, 
but quite ineffective employed differently by another. Costin quotes 
Lumdaine's powerful criticism on this point: 
"Since there are variations within each method, unless 
well defined sampling procedures are enforced ••• no way 
is available,generally speaking, to establish that the 
difference revealed, if any, is attributable to the 
'method' rather than to the manner in which it was em-
ployed. A good film will always beat a poor lecture -
and vice versa". 
The basic issue then becomes one of evaluating lectures in themselves 
and deciding what are the criteria for a good lecture. 
"The problem," suggests Lumsdaine, "is to conduct 
investigations so that they can be employed as a basis 
either for selecting superior lecturers or for defin-
ing those elements of a lecture procedure that can be 
transmitted, with predictable results, to those to whom 
the procedures are to be taught". 
The other main kind of evaluative enterprise connected with lec-
tures is the student questionnaire. These give some indication of 
whether or not students are satisfied with the lectures they receive, 
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but in this respect they tend only to confirm the investigators 
prior intuitions on the matter. No one has yet specified on what 
these intuitions are based. As a tool for constructing a model of 
a good lecture they seem far too unwieldly and if the aim is really 
to obtain some feedback on students' reactions to a lecture or 
lectures, then some more direct method of consultation would surely 
be preferable. 
CONCLUSION 
Whether the aim of research on lectures has been to evaluate 
them against other teaching methods, to solve problems of the non-
native speaker of the language in which lectures are conducted, or 
to make prescriptions from a pedagogical view point about how to 
lecture, this research would benefit from a closer observation of 
the actual process of lecturing. This process is both reflected 
and constituted in language. 
The language of lectures thus has obvious relevance in con-
sidering the problems of learning in a non-native medium. But it 
has further relevance in achieving many of the other aims of 
educational research. Attention to the language of lectures has 
relevance in distinguishing between one kind of lecture and another 
and in constructing a typology of lecture forms. It would have 
further relevance in defining the particular techniques that make 
up a good lecture - we can at least specify these techniques in 
terms of the language habitually associated with them. And, if we 
wish to make prescriptions about what good lecturers should do, 
then it is useful to know whether or not these prescriptions are 
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allowed for by the constraints of the linguistic code. 
A discourse analysis of extended monologue - the speech genre 
most commonly associated with lecturing - should provide categories 
and insights relevant to these issues. 
CHAP'.rER T~JO 
SUPRA-SYlHACTICAL ORGANISA'riON 
IN LECTURE JviONOLOGUE. 
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1. PRELU;Il'I.ARY RELARKS: D\'rER.il.CTION AND S·J:RUC·rUP.:E IN I.£C·rurtE HONCLOGu~. 
In its widest sense the study of discourse can be seen as an atten,0 t 
firstly to render the interactive properties of talk and secondly to 
slo.ow that this talk dis11lays a predictable order and structure. 
Occasionally these hrin aims come into conflict and the inter-
active property of talk is displayed with little sense of its structure; 
or, conversely, its structure is clearly delineated without illurnin-
ating our sense of what constitutes interaction. However, insofar 
as 'people talking' mutually collaborate in an enterprise that unfolds 
successively in real time, it would seem axiomatic that these twin 
aims be maintained as complementary. 
In the study of multi -party discourse both its 1 structuredness' 
and its 1 interactiveness' are simultaneously revealed through the 
rather self-evident pheno,nenon of speaker-cha.nge. A feature of this 
type of talk is that participants take turns at talk in sequence and 
the very sequential nature of the turn-taking provides a resource 
for analysing structure boundaries being placed by an analyst at 
}Joints of speaker change. Accordingly, the study of speech events 
involving more than one interlocutor usually adopt speaker chane;e 
as a methodological starting point. 
However, most lectures observed in the preparation of this study 
consisted of uninterrupted talk by one person, a continuous monologue. 
Occasionally a lecturer will exchange speaking turns with a member of 
the audience but the most common practice is for him to address the 
audience vii thout pausing for, requesting, or even alloVJing contribu-
tions from another participant. By the common consent of all parties 
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to the speech event the operation of speaker-change or turn-taking 
is clearly suspended. 
Accordingly a preliminary procedure for isolating basic units of 
the discourse is absent. Furthermore, as a corollary of this 
absence, we find that types or classes of basic unit identified by 
their correlation with speaker change in terms of their influence 
on the subsequent unfolding of the discourse, are also absent. Thus 
monologue discourse itself, when considered in the terms of one well 
known method of discourse analysis (see Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975), 
exhibits no 'eliciting acts' (which require a verbal response), 
practically no directives (which require an immediate non-verbal 
response) and of course - by definition - no responses. 
It could be argued in the light of these observations that the 
monologue discourse of lectures is basically a non-interactive mode. 
There is however good reason to suppose that even when the lecturer 
does not actively exchange utterances with his audience he is none-
theless considerably influenced by their presence. Anyone who has 
felt nervous in the face of a large audience knows this to be so. 
We can however also point to features of the language itself. Use of 
the personal reference system can vary considerably in the course of 
lectures. The 'you' - and 1 we 1 - pronouns for instance, are standard 
ways of referring to speech roles within the situation and are 
used to refer to the audience or to the lecturer and audience 
combined as in the following. 
1 ex. 1 "you'll forgive me if I don't write everything out 
every time because we've still some way to go" 
A. 12/22-23 
1 ex. 2 
1 ex. 3 
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"when I drew this simple theoretical circuit here you 
realise I didn't actually draw in the power supply" 
A.23/15-16 
"So we shall be concentrating on amplifiers ••• analog 
amplifiers" 
A.18/15 
These first and second person plural pronouns vary however in their 
field of reference to include more than those actually present to the 
speech event. 'You', like 'one', can be used to denote any human 
individual. 'We' is used in similar fashion but more concretely, 
implying a particular group of individuals with which the speaker 
wishes to identify himself. These latter kinds of uses of 'you' and 
'we' can be isolated by two complementary criteria: they can be 
replaced by the impersonal 'one'; or clauses in which they occur 
can usually be recast in the passive. Some examples are as follows: 
1 ex. 4 
1 ex. 5 
1 ex. 6 
"/now we can choose the amplitude of the signals we 
feed i;-from these two oscillators/and we can als;-
choose the frequency/thus ~ can feed this into the 
amplifier with a frequency Fl and this with a frequency 
F2/and what we should get at the output is an 
amplified version of this signal added to that signal" 
A.25/29-34 
"/this is important/there are so many different 
types of device currently on the market that if 
you had to understand the precise operation of 
each one of them you'd spend all your time doing 
that/you'd never get around to actually designing 
any circuits using them/ 
A.29/2-6 
"/sometimes you find that the sepals are quite 
separate and you can take er a pair of forceps 
and pluck them off one by one/sometimes you 
find that they are joined together/" 
A.36/20-23 
1 ex. 7 
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"/if ~are dealing with a fairly young anther and 
er if ~ look at this under the microscope - this 
young anther in say a flower bud - then ~ will 
see er some differentiation of tissue in the 
section/" 
A.42/18-12 
In these examples the first and second person plural pronouns 
can be taken as denoting "the scientist", "the impartial observer" 
or perhaps more specifically "the botanist", "the mathematical 
physicist" - a practitioner of the subject matter of the discourse. 
This kind of generalised reference is probably a feature of the size 
of audience at lectures and represents a hypostasisation of 
the speech roles of parties to the speech event: the large number 
of individuals present in the audience are identified in terms of 
their common characteristics and this in turn allows indefinite 
extension of the audience to include all members of the same 
category (botanists, physicists, engineers etc.). 
One further use of 'we' which may be noted is the inclusion of the 
audience in some activity proper only to the lecturer as in the 
following: 
1 ex. 8 /what I'm going to do is er put up a sort of 
general diamgram first of all and then we'll er 
describe the various parts of the flower7 
A.35/23-25 
1 ex. 9 /so first of all we'll write down the term j 
equals one/then w;rll write down the term j 
equals two/then we'll add them/ 
A.6-7/38-2 
1 ex.10 /we shall be talking about essentially analog cir-
cuits/ 
A.18/7-8 
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1 ex.11 /the ones~ shall be talking about most however 
are in fact amplifiers of sinusoidal signals/ 
A.18/34-35 
1 ex.12 /but we in the main shall be talking about 
sinusoidal input signals/ 
A.22/15-16 
The various uses of personal pronouns so far noted can be summarised 
as follows: 
WE: used to include the audience in some activity actually being 
undertaken by the lecturer himself. 
WE/YOU: used generally in the sense of 'scientist', 'observer', 
'botanist' etc. or indeed in the sense of 'any human individual'. 
It must be pointed out however that sometimes these uses shade 
into one another and it is not always possible to identify instances 
as indubitably of one kind or the other. The situation can be even 
further complicated if the lecturer sets up a hypothetical situation 
or problem which includes fictional characters such as 'an early 
electrical engineer', 'a customer' and proceeds to interact with 
individual members of the audience. At such moments it becomes 
clear that lecturers can be afflicted with an acute sense of differences 
within the audience itself as may be shown by the following example in 
which a lecturer comments on an individual student's reply: 
~ 
' ex.13 LECTURER: "/you must have been educated by a fairly 
general physical theoretician/ right/er 
anybody who had a less adequate education 
because that's fairly abstract/it's valid 
in general terms/but I think we've got to 
get to er a somewhat more particular reason 
for arguing that these are sound principles 
to employ/" 
On the basis of this analytic sketch of some aspects of the 
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personal reference system as it is employed in lectures, I would claim 
that the normally sensitive lecturer has a shifting sense of his 
audience. He addresses himself not only to those immediately present 
but also attends to (perhaps unconsciously) a 'court of expert opinion' 
provided by his sense of the known habits of formulation amongst 
specialist practitioners in his subject area. Furthermore, within the 
immediately present audience he can hardly overlook the differing 
abilities and backgrounds of his listeners especially if he engages 
in dialogue with any single one of them. 
This shifting, internalised image of the requirements of the 
audience has a reciprocal effect on the discourse itself. 
It was noted earlier that monologue of its very nature lacks such 
fundamental discourse 'acts' as 'elicitations' or even 'directives'. 
Does the lecture then consist primarily of 1 informatives 1 ? At a crude 
level it may be seen as such, but an analysis in these terms would 
suggest that the speech event is much more monolithic and undiffer-
entiated than proves to be the case. For over and beyond the lecturer 
directly 11 informing 11 his audience he further undertakes a considerable 
amount of reflexive activity in which he attempts to tailor the un-
folding discourse to the shifting requirements of his internalised 
audience-image. We may illustrate this activity in the following 
examples in which the lecturer repeats, reformulates or qualifies some 
aspect of the unfolding utterance. 
1 ex.14 /and er these er buds in general have the 
characteristic of indefinite growth/once 
they begin to develop they go on and on. 
1 ex.15 
1 ex.16 
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/as such its a source of power/it's a direct 
current source. 
A.23/2-3 
/all these equivalent circuits are experiment-
ally determined/ at least they have a .basis in 
experiment. 
A.29/26-27 
It is difficult to regard the latter parts of these utterances as 
totally undifferentiated from the former. If each example begins with 
an informative then it would seem to conclude with some kind of 
subsequent 'gloss'. By reflecting back on itself in this way the 
discourse takes account of the shifting requirements of the inter-
nalised audience image. 
Insofar as lecture monologue takes account of the listener and 
displays some orientation towards the hearers possible reactions it 
is clearly an interactive mode. Consequently - despite the 
absence of speaker change - we would expect some 
partitioning of the speech into units. What, therefore, are the 
clearly identifiable structures of lecture monologue? 
Initially we can point to two main types of structure - a large 
scale and a small scale. The large scale structure is primarily 
identifiable by the kinds of activity which occurs at its boundaries. 
At these points the lecturer 'focuses' the previous or subsequent 
direction of the discourse by statements such as: 
1 ex.l?."/so thepointthati'd like to make is that you must suit 
the complexity of the mathematical model that you use to the 
application that you have in mind/ 11 
A.29/33-36 
ex.18 
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"/I shall mention two other definitions because 
er we will need them later er although they won't 
mean much to you now/11 
A.5/14-16 
Such focuses, either as prospective metastatements or concluding 
statements have been fairly well documented both in lectures and in 
other situations (see, for example, Straker-Cook, 1975, Sinclair 
and Coulthard, 1975, and Stubbs, 1975) and they are treated in more 
detail in chapter III. Suffice it is to say for the moment that they 
serve to punctuate often quite extended passages of discourse. It 
is interesting to note that in doing so the lecturer intrudes him-
self into the discourse. Evidence for this statement may be adduced 
once again from the personal reference system. The norm in lectures 
is for no first person singular reference. Where it occurs it is 
usually in the context of clauses containing meta discourse items 
such as 'lecture', 'example', 'point', 'definition' or main verbs 
such as 'think', 'promise', illustrate', 'show', 'exemplify', 'say', 
'mention'. Such items correlate sharply with boundary activity and 
though they occur elsewhere in the discourse it indicates that 
the presence of the speaker is particularly intrusive at points of 
focus. In short larger scale structuring of themxt typically 
foregrounds interpersonal components of the speech event.At this point on the 
scale 'structure' and 'interaction' go hand in hand. 
Identifying smaller scale structuring in lectures is more problem-
atic. One noticeable feature of the data however is its relative 11vTell-
formedness 11 in syntactic terms. Despite the fact that no lecture 
forming the data corpus was read from a prepared script but each was 
improvised with only occasional reference to notes, the transcripts, 
at least in syntactic terms, show comparatively few of Chomsky's 
"false starts, deviations from rules, changes of plan in mid-course, 
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and so on" (see Aspects of the 'l'heory of Syntax, 1965, p4). Indeed 
it was a fairly easy task to isolate syntactically discrete units 
which are shown in the transcript as bounded by a single stroke (/). 
Such units consist minimally of one Free Clause. They may contain 
more than one Free Clause if structures of the branched type are 
involved where a close relationship (involving elision of a necessary 
element of clause structure) obtains between the clauses. They may 
also contain more than one clause if the further clauses are 11Bound 11 
or syntactically dependent on the Free Clause. 
The exact status of such units - whether they should be seen as 
belonging to syntax or to some further level of linguistic organisa-
tion - is of course a moot point at this stage of the enquiry. On 
the one hand discussion has centred on discourse. On the other hand 
units have been identified on syntactic criteria. It should however 
be noted that the syntactic criteria have been applied negatively 
with the implication that syntax as normally conceived of operates 
within these units but not between them. If they are syntactically 
discrete how then are they related to each other as the speech unfolds? 
Are they merely tied together by devices such as lexical repetition, 
substitution, reference and conjunction or do they combine together 
in some kind of constituency relationship to form the larger scale 
units bounded by focussing activity? The following section addresses 
itself to these and related questions. 
2. COHESION OR DISCOURS3? 
Sociolinguists concerned with the structure of speech events 
(e.g. Hymes, 1972; Labo¥, 1970, 1972; etc.), literary critics concerned 
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with the structure of narative (e.g. Propp, 1968; Frye, 1969 and 
(· 
Barthes, 1975), and anthropologists interested in describing cultural 
and social life in structural terms (e.g. Levi-Strauss, 1967) have all 
1 
shown interest in units of language larger than the sentence. Their 
interest overlaps with that of linguists themselves in describing the 
articulation of sentences together in the formation of texts. From 
the point of view of linguistics there are at present two complementary 
approaches, that of cohesion and that of discourse. Discourse analysis, 
so far, has been mainly concerned with the structure of verbal inter-
action dealt with as a higher level than grammar (in the same way as 
grammar is seen as a higher level than phonology). Cohesion on the 
other hand is seen as a description of the resources of the language 
system for generating interconnected series of sentences in an inte-
grated text. In so doing it does not posit any higher level of units 
(except perhaps for 'text') but works with units of description located 
in the grammatical system. 
Widdowson (1972) distinguishes these two approaches by terming 
the study of the cohesive properties of texts - the surface features of 
sentence connection- 1 text analysis'. The study of 'coherence' -
the relationship of underlying speech acts - he terms 'discourse 
analysis'. The distinction is reinforced for him by the fact that 
certain exchanges can be "coherent as discourse without being cohesive 
as text" (see Widdowson and Griper, 1975, p 207). He gives as an 
example of such an exchange the following: 
A: I want you to write down the answer in your exercise book 
B: My pen is broken. 
l'iiddowson and Griper comment that although this exchange contains 
1 E.O. Hendricks, 1967, provides a useful sumrr1ary of approaches. 
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"clearly related utterances" it nevertheless lacks any form of textual 
cohesion. 
A number of difficulties pose themselves in connection with the 
distinction as thus formulated. "' :i!'irstly, the examples cited of non-
cohesive but coherent discourse take the form of an isolated exchange. 
If such an exchange forms part of a longer sequence (it would be 
unusual if it didn't) it may well be tied cohesively with what precedes 
and follows it. l'hus, as part of a larger context, it might well 
prove cohesive in itself. Secondly, some kind of cohesion is in fact 
operating e-ven within the isolated exchange given above. The utterance 
by 'A' contains the lexical items "write" and 11book11 • The utterance by 
'B' contains the item 11pen 11 • All three items insofar as they typically 
co-occur belong to the same collocatory set. The two utterances can 
therefore be seen as linked by one form of lexical cohesion. 
Finally, the definitions of the terms 'cohesion' and 'coherence' 
suggest an underlying distinction of a slightly different order. The 
definition of cohesion as 'inter-sentence connection suggests the 
written text, since the relevance of the category 'sentence' to 
spontaneous speech is unclear. Conversely, the definition of 
'coherence' as the relationship between 'underlying speech acts' 
suggests the spoken rather than the written medium - a point reinforc-
ed by the kind of example cited of coherent but non-cohesive discourse 
which proves to be a simulated exchange from the spoken medium. It 
would seem therefore that the coherence/cohesion distinction is being 
blurred by a different kind of distinction between speech and writing. 
Nonetheless, although the terms of the distinction may be disputed, 
I\' 
it is still possible intuitively .. assent to the claim that an 
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inventory of cohesive ties in a text will not account for its coherence. 
It is interesting in this respect to note that Halliday and Hasan (1976) 
maintain a similar distinction but for the opposite purpose of showing 
how discourse analysis cannot account for the semantic unity of texts -
a unity that makes of texts more than a mere collection of isolated 
sentences. For Halliday and Hasan a text is distinguishable from a 
disconnected sequence of sentences by the fact that in the case of the 
former a wide range of cohesive devices link the constituent parts 
together. The use of a reference item- such as 'it' or 'that', 
for instance - requires it to be co-interpreted in relation to another 
item, often preceding it. Such a relationship is considered semantic 
inasmuch as it involves interpretation or presupposition. And through 
such relationships is built up the semantically constituted unit 
1 text 1 • In the authors own words: 
"If every text consisted of only one sentence, we should 
not need to go beyond the category of structure to explain 
the internal cohesiveness of a text: this could be explained 
simply as a function of its structure. But texts are usually 
not limited to one sentence ••• /A/ text typically extends 
beyond the range of structural relations, as these are 
normally conceived of. But texts cohere; so cohesion 
within a text - texture - depends on something other 
than structure... Our use of the term COHESION refers 
specifically to these non-structural text-forming 
relations. 11 (p.7) 
By treating cohesion as the set of meaning relations which create 
integrated texts, Halliday and Hasan sharply distinguish it from 
discourse. Whereas for Widdowson intersentential ties cannot of 
themselves account for the coherence of discourse, for Halliday and 
Hasan notions of discourse structure cannot in themselves account for 
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tr~e 1 texturedness' of text. Indeed, they adopt an altogether rather 
qualified approach to the whole question of discourse. ·rhey allow 
t1:e possibility of setting up discourse structures and 11specifying the 
structure of some entity such as a paragraph or topic unit. It is 
clear that there is structure here, at least in certain genres or 
registers." 
"But" (they continue) "it is doubtful whether it is 
possible to demonstrate generalised structurual ~ 
relationships into which sentences enter as the realiz-
ation of functions in soiT.e higher unit, as can be done 
for all the units below the sentence. 'l'his type of 
relation into which sentences enter with each other 
differs from that which holds among the part or sub-
parts of a sentence... Whereas within the sentence, 
or any similar unit, we can specify a limited number 
of possible structures, such as types of modification 
or subordination, transitivity or modal structures 
and the like, which define the relations among the 
parts, we cannot in the same way list a possible 
set of structures for a text, with sentence classes 
to fill the structural roles. Instead we have to 
show how sentences, which are structurally independ-
ent of one another may be linked together through 
particular features of their interpretation; and 
it is for this that the concept of cohesion is 
required." (p.10) 
In the same way therefore as !t/iddov:son distinguishes 1 coherence 1 
from 'cohesion', Halliday and Hasan distinguish 'discourse' from 
'cohesion'. In the case of the latter however the structural character-
istics of discourse are emphasised in order to distinguish it from the 
relationships of interpretation and presupposition involved in cohesion. 
~ polarity is again set up between two distinct modes of supra-
syntactical organisation. 
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It is of course possible to sidestep this kind of dis-
tinction merely by arguing for an upward extension of 
syntax. An argument along these lines is advanced by 
Palek (1968) in a study of cross-reference. He views 
cross-reference as one crucial device for generating 
interconnected sentences in the form of a unified text. 
The interdependency of sentences in a text, however, 
must be achieved within the norms of the relevant 
language. 'rhese norms are given by the "particular 
structure of the language as an instrument of commun-
ication". (p.33). In the particular case of cross-
reference, therefore, the identification and different-
iation of denotates nmust be structuralised in order 
at all to ensure cornmunication 11 (p.33). Cross-
reference is thereby seen as event of 'langue'. 
Structurally defined as an event of 'langue', Palek 
argues that cross-reference should be handled within syn-
tax or - more precisely - that syntax should be up-
wardly extended beyond the sentence to include these 
'hyper-syntactic' phenomenon. 
The problem with this kind of argument is that it 
rests upon a loose definition of "langue" as 'norms' 
or 'patterning'. It could equally be used to justify 
treating phonology as a kind of sub-syntax. But just 
as the sound system of the language is modelled in 
different terms fV"ot\f\ that of syntax so would I wish 
to argue that patterning above the sentence (or equi-
valent syntactic category) be dealt with as a separate 
and different level of linguistic organisation. 
One particular difficulty that emerges in both treatments of 
the distinction between coherence (or discourse analysis) and 
cohesion (or text analysis) is the scope and applicability of the 
notion 'sentence'. The following section addresses itself to this 
problem. 
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.2. ~. THE PROBLEl-1 OF 'SENTENCE' 
For Halliday and Hasan (as also for Widdowson) an important 
component of their approach to cohesion is the category 'sentence'. 
Structure accounts for the formation of sentences but not for the 
organisation of texts: "whereas within the sentence •••• we can 
specify a limited number of possible structures ••• we cannot in 
the same way list a set of possible structures for a text, with 
sentence classes to fill the structural roles". (p.10). Cohesion 
with its various devices of substitution, reference, eclipses etc. 
is therefore invoked to account, in semantic not structural terms, 
for the interrelationships between sentences. 
This however leads them to the position of arguing that only 
those devices operating across sentence boundaries are intrinsically 
cohesive: within the sentence such devices are only a secondary 
source of texture. The primary source of texture within the sentence 
is the structure itself. Accordingly they state: 
"As a general rule the examples cited in this book 
will be of cohesion across sentence boundaries, since 
here the effect is more striking and the meaning 
obvious: cohesive ties between sentences stand out 
more clearly because they are the ONLY source of 
texture, whereas within the sentence there are 
structural relations as well. In the description of 
a text, it is intersentence cohesion that is signifi-
cant ••• " (p.9) 
In studying extended passages of text, however, it seems clear that 
by 
texture is created/the interplay of all the various cohesive devices 
irrespectiveof whether they are sentential or inter-sentential. 
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This is especially true of reference, substitution and lexical cohesion 
where chains or strings of items form through texts creating a continu-
ous thread both within and between sentences. The following passage 
in which all the potentially cohesive devices have been marked may 
serve as an illustration: 
11/now if you have a ~ with separate vascular bundles 
like this •• ~are on the same radius/ not all. 
jincident~lly/~~t"~ll stems have~um • arrangement of 
separate vascular bundles. ,9 are always taken@ 
type of stem is always taken as the ~ for the herbaceous 
dichotolydenous stem the young herbaceous dichotolydenous 
~but er .~only really represents about half • er of 
the di the dichotolydenous flowering plant kingdom because 
about an equal number of ~lants have • a continuous ring 
of phloem and a continuous ring of xylem on the inside • 
//and/why~is never brought out er • in er elementary 
courses I don't know because~is not necessarily 
representative of structure as a whole /~the rule about 
being on the same radius still holds good. 
A.33/22-36 
/ : 'sentence' boundary 
~: demonstrative and pronominal reference 
~: conjunctive items 
lexical repetition. 
In this example items such as 'stem', 'vascular bundle', 'type', 
'dichotolydenous', 1 plant 1 , etc. form a continous thread through the 
passage. If lexical repetition and reference items that operated 
only across sentence boundaries were noted, then an important source 
of texture would be overlooked. 
A more fundamental problem however arises in deciding the exact 
domain of sentence structure. This becomes particularly difficult 
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\vnen considering conjunctive items such as 11and 11 , 11orH, "but" etc. 
Such items are capable of fulfilling two different roles. In Halliday 
and Hasan's terms they can blend separate syntactic units into one 
integral syntactic structure or they can establish a logical connection 
between two separate sentences. They can operate as coordinate items 
or as conjunctive items. Halliday and Hasan distinguish these 
different roles in the following way: 
"The typical context for a conjunctive and is one in 
which thEre is a total, or almost total, shift in the 
participants from one sentence to the next, and yet 
the two sentences are very definitely part of a text" (p.235) 
This criterion may work adequately in the case of 'and' but seems less 
foolproof in the case of 1 or 1 • It is possible tore-punctuate one of 
my own sentences from the preceding few lines as follows 
"In Halliday and Hasan's terms they can blend separate 
syntactic units into one integral syntactic structure. 
Or,they can establish a logical connection between two 
separate sentences." 
By the simple device of re-punctuation 1 or 1 is transmuted from struc-
tural marker to logical signal. It may be bad style but it is 
difficult to establish its 11ungrammaticalness 11 • 
Conversely conjunctive items which are never used structurally 
such as "nevertheless", "however", "accordingly" etc. commonly occur 
in written English after a colon or semi-colon. The problem is 
recognised by Halliday and Hasan in the following quotation: 
" ••• as evidenced by the indeterminancy, or perhaps 
flexibility of our punctuation system, the sentence 
itself is a very indeterminate category, and it is 
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very common to find conjunctive adjuncts occurring in 
written English following a colon or semicolon. In 
terms of our definition of cohesion, if we take 
the orthographic sentence as it stands, cUch instances 
would not be cohesive, since cohesion is a relation 
between sentences, not a relation within the sentence." 
(p.232) 
The key difficulty here resides in defining the sentence orthogra-
phically and Halliday and Hasan later comment that written English 
"has its own conventions, including that whereby 
the notion of a sentence (as written, i.e. extending 
from capital letter to full stop) is not bound by 
structural considerations, but takes in other factors 
as >vell - being exploited by many writers to reflect 
patterns of intonation." (p.233) 
Strangely enough, however, they do not feel that problems of 
sentence definition pose themselves in relation to the spoken 
medium. 
"In considering spoken English, we can define the 
sentence in such a way that this problem does not 
arise: If we say that a new sentence starts 
whenever there is no structural connection with 
what has gone before, then in all such instances 
there will be a sentence boundary before the 
conjunction." (p.233) 
Since, however, items such as 'or', 'and' or 'but' can be either 
logical signal or structural marker it is not clear in many instances 
'-'Ihether there is, or is not, "a structural connection with what has 
gone before". 'l'he notion of sentence therefore remains ill-defined. 
According to the above criteria the following example would be 
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divisible into at least three sentences, since each dotted stroke 
indicates the beginning of structurally independent unit. 
11if you in fact look at this expression you'll find 
that the output voltage{ I don't know what it is ~ 
I've not bothered to work it out ~ but we'll say it 
does something that looks more like this /" 
A.25/4-'l 
And yet the example coheres as a whole. To make sense it has to 
be heard as saying: 
"If you in fact look at this expression, you'll 
find that the output voltage - i-Ihich I don't know 
since I've not worked it out - does something that 
looks more like this." 
'I'hese kinds of considerations force us to the conclusion that sentence 
as a category is not relevant to the study of spoken text. Nonetheless 
in doing so, we still maintain our earlier claim that the text is 
easily partitioned into structurally or syntactically independent 
units. As clause-clusters rather than sentences however it seems 
clear, on the basis of the above example, that such units cohere 
together in the formation of larger wholes. .Some principle of inter-
clause cluster, must be at work. In the following section we examine 
partic~lar examples from lecture monologue to examine what role the 
various cohesive devices might play in this integration. This exam-
ination then becomes the basis for substantially revising the dis-
tinction between cohesion and discourse in a later section. 
3. COHESION 
The taxonomy of cchesi ve devices dravm upon in this section is 
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broadly that of Halliday and Hasan since, although the broader 
theoretical implications of their work have been questioned, theirs 
is the most comprehensive description of specific cohesive devices 
to-date. Indeed some of tre devices they discuss have not been in-
cluded ln this presentation since they are poorly represented in the 
data. Ellipsis for example rarely occurs in the data except as an 
aspect of branching where a necessary element of structure is 
ellided from a branched clause. It does not link one clause cluster 
with another and in general seems to be a feature of multiparty 
talk rather than monologue. Lexical cohesion has also been excluded 
not of course because it is poorly represented in the data. On the 
contrary the data is so rich in lexical repetition that problems arise 
in isolating its most significant aspects. Discussion of this form 
of cohesion is therefore postponed to the chapter on Intonation where 
it is seen as interacting with the prosodic parameter of tonicity. 
Discounting lexical cohesion, the most prevalent forms of cohesive 
device in lecture monologues are considered to be: pre-eminently 
reference, some aspects of substitution, and a limited range of 
conjunctive items. 
3.1. COHESION: REFERENCE 
Reference items- such as for example 'it', 'they', 'this', 
1 these 1 'that' etc. - "instead of being interpreted semantically in 
their own right, •••• make reference to something else for their 
interpretation". (Halliday &: Hasan p.31). They may either refer 
to the situation or to the another element in the text itself. 
'lhe lecture texts comprising the appendix \·Jere all in fact accompanied 
c:c: 
_,/ .. / 
cy some form of visual dis I:; lay. Consequently a significant :proportio:::. 
of all reference items refer to details of the accompanying display. 
Jer:wnst:c-ative reference items in the following examples are all of 
this type. 
"/now if you have a stem with separate vascular 
bundles like this • and so on (1) /Just show 
xylem ~~d phloem for simplicity xylem here phloem 
towards the outsid~ these are on the same radius / 
A.33/22-25 
"/these are the signals we have to deal with most/ 
and in fact since you can take a periodic wave 
form such as this or this or this and break it down 
into its component si~ids.::rr-
A.18/35-38 
Insofar as such items refer outwards from the text to the visual 
display it may be argued that they are non-cohesive : they do not 
!r-.ni t one part of the text toe;ether with another. In lectures however 
the text is to some extent more than the delivered monologue. The 
visual display functions as a kind of sub-text or supportive accom:pan-
iment to the unfolding speech. In so far as blackboard work or 
diagram helps shape and constrains the unfolding monologue, it is 
itself 1 cohesive 1 in a broad sense. 
\lhile noting the presence of this kind of i tern we have hov1ever, 
for ease of interpretation, restricted the following examples of 
reference to those which explicitly and directly link one part of 
the verbal text with another. 
3. 1 • 1 • PERSONAL REF.ERE1""'1"CE 
The most common kind of personal reference items used cohesively 
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in lecture monologue are in fact the non-human pronouns 'it' and 'they'. 
I':r - reference. 
We distinguish between two types of 'it'- reference. Frequently 
the referent for 'it' (used either as 3ead in a nominal group or as 
l"'iodjfier with a possessive function) is recoverable directly in the 
form of a nominal group from the immediately preceding text. In the 
following example both reference item and referent are underlined: 
3.1 Ex.1 "/and these lateral branches will reproduce the 
structure of the main stem/that er axillary bud 
there develops/it will produce its own stem with 
leaves and axillary buds and a terminal bud/". 
A.34/27-30 
It is also common however for 'it' - reference to involve more 
extended passages of text or referents that are derivable from the 
text only by paraphrase, as in the following two examples. 
3.1. Ex.2 
3. 1. Ex-3 
"/now amplifiers of course can perform a number 
of different functions/they can amplify what are 
essentially steady voltages or currents - some-
times and rather unfortunately called DC ampli-
fiers - direct current amplifiers - what it 
means is its amplifying a steady voltage/or we 
might amplify a small but time varying voltage/ 
it needn't necessarily be a periodic wave form/" 
A.18/16-21 
11/to say it's an alternating current voltage -
an AC voltage - as so many people do of course 
is a bit of a nonsense/urn we all do it I'm afraid 
so I'm going to have to use this rather loose 
terminology/" 
A.19/17-20 
In the first of these examples 1it' refers to what might be 
paraphrased as 'that which is amplified'. In the second example 
'it' denotes a portion of text, viz. "say it's an alternating 
current voltage". 
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T~EY - reference. 
In conjunction with 'it', 'they' accounts for about half the 
instances of anaphoric reference in lecture monologues. So~e examples 
are as follows: 
3.1. Ex.4 
3.1. Ex.5 
3.1. Ex.6 
"/a number system consists of a set of elements/let's 
think of integers/they're the elements one, two, 
three, four, five, six, seven, so on/11 
A.8/12-14 
"/these er structures are characterised by having 
er relatively long erm stalks which are more or 
less urn circular in cross section/and then on the 
top tley have a head which er is somewhat ellip-
tical it varies actually in shape/" 
A.38/17-21 
"/usually the filaments are not terribly rigid/ 
they're rather thin/ 
A.41/33-34 
Unlike 'it', 'they' typically refers only to explicitly identifiable 
referents clearly represented in a previous nominal group. 
3. 2. 2. DElV:ONSTRATIVE REE'EI{E;NCE 
Various distinctions may be noted concerning the operation of 
demonstrative reference such as 'near' v 'far' (i.e. 'this' v 'that') 
of~ingular' v 'plural' (e.g. this v these) or Modifier v Head 
(i.e. "this structure" v plain "this"). 
In lectures, none of these distinctions seems as important as 
that made earlier in the context of 'it' - reference. 
In some cases the referent for the demonstrative is supplied 
c.. 
in the text in the form of clearly identifiable nominal group, as in 
\ " 
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the following: 
3.1.Ex.7 
3.1 .Ex.8 
/but first of all er I want to be sure that 
you all have met the three words commutative, 
commutative, associative and distributive/ 
how many people have heard those words and 
know what they mean/ 
A.8/4-7 
"/we find that the flower is built up upon the 
basis of • er this structure here which I've 
shown as erm • er as a sort of dilating axis 
rounded at the tip/and here again there are 
many variations/ and er we'll come onto those 
er later on/" 
A.35/30-33 
In other cases however the referent of the reference item is 
supplied by a process or phenomenon presupposed in the previous 
text or indeed by a portion of the text itself. 
3.1 .Ex.9 
3.1 .Ex.10 
3.1 .Ex.11 
3.1 .Ex.12 
''/in other words we have one sort of globular 
structure at the base there and then a number of 
stalks ro·ections out of the to like 
rather suggestive." 
A.39/12-15 
"/all we have to know is what the device does 
not how it does it/and this is important because as 
as time goes by more and more devices come onto 
the market/" 
A.29/9-10 
"/you write as the top row of the matrix 'a 
one one, a one two, a one three' u to 1 a one 
n' second row 1 a two one' up to 'a two n' and 
so on till the nth row is 1 a n one, an two' 
up to a 'an n 1/there are n squared elements/ 
and er that's the way they go/" 
A.4/18-21 
"/rigt.t • so • all we do then is change the 
label 'i' wherever it occurs/it's the first 
and the suffix on 1 b 1 /so it's 
'a ~lus a two two, x two equals 
b that's the answer 11 
A.7/5-8 
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In this respect 'that' is even more flexible than the personal 
pronoun 'it' inasmuch as it can refer to extremely lengthy passages 
of text. Extended demonstrative reference of this type often occurs 
at boundaries in the text signalled by some kind of metastatement, 
as in the following: 
3.1.Ex.13 
3.1.Ex.14 
3.1.Ex.15 
/now I think that's as much as we need to sayer 
for your purpos;6 regarding the structure and 
anatomy of the flowering plant ••• / 11 
A.34/16-18 
"/and that all sounds rather complicated/forget 
about those last two definitions but note them 
down/" 
A.5/5-6 
"/well now this is not the end of the er general 
structure of the flower" 
A.37-38/38-1 
Extended text reference of the demonstrative type occasionally 
operates both anaphorically and cntaphorically at the same time. 
In such cases 'this' rather than 1 that 1 is usually selected as in 
the following examples. 
3.1.Ex.16 
3.1.Ex.17 
3.1.Ex.18 
"/and in amplifier design we want to keep the 
amount of distortion to an absolute minimum/but 
this is essentially the problem/it's in using our 
various devices in such a way that we minimise 
this distortion/" 
A.25/22-25 
"/if you add to that a smaller signal only a 
third the amplitude of 3f and then 5f and 7f 
you actually build up this square wave/now this 
is true/any periodic wave form can be broke_n __ _ 
down into a number of component sin waves of 
different frequencies/" 
A.19/1-5 
"we don't have to cons1aer the physics of the device/ 
this is the important thing/we don't have to con-
sider the exact way the transistor works/ 
A.28/36-38 
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The foregoing use of 'this' and 'that' to carry forward through 
the discourse some portion of the previous text or some process 
represented by the previous text is a key form of cohesion in science 
lectures and indeed in much spoken discourse. Halliday and Hasan 
comment that this use of the demonstrative together with the related 
use of 'it' is "one of the major cohesive devices of the English 
language" (p.67). They add that "Spoken English is typically held 
together by internal cross-referencing of this kind, which combines 
powerful structure with great flexibility and freedom of movement" (p.67). 
Extended or text reference of this kind is usually realised by a 
demonstrative operating as Head~ 1'here are examples however of 
demonstratives modifying a Head word which is either a superordinate 
term for items mentioned in the previous discourse of a 11meta11-term 
which serves to specify more precisely that portion of the previous 
text which is being referred to. Demonstrative reference of this type 
can be either 11nearll or "not near", neither selection being the marked 
form. 
these organs A.33/7 
these two conditions A.34/12 
these structures A.36/16 
these urn • cases A.37/19 
these er • organs A.38/7 
these er • structures A.39/29-30 
these um • organs A.38/25 
these er organs A.38/29 
these organs A.39/2 
that feature A.41/27 
in ~ • central region.of each of these groups A.42/32 
this definition A.4/8 
those last hm definitions A.5/26 
all these equations in the suffix notation A.5/30 
one example of that sort A.6/4 
the important equation of this sort A.6/4 
all this complicated i's and j 1 s business A.?/9 
this basic setting up of a whole new notation in mathematics. 
these definitions A.8/3 
those words A.8/7 
A.?/37-8 
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those two operations A.8/16-17 
these properties A.9/9-10 
this rather abstract approach A.9/29 
that situation A.11/18 
that choice A.11/20 
this method A.12/2 
this game A.11/37 
this procedure A.13/1 
this problem A.13/15 
that confusion A.13/37 
that stuff A.15/1 
all these things A.15/4-5 
that particular aspect of analogue circuit design 
A.18/13-14 
this rather loose terminology A.19/20 
those components A.19/29-30 
this relationship A.24/33 
this process A.27/35 
those two situations A.28/18 
this sort of argument A.28/20 
that term A.28/28 
this process A.29/8 
this problem A.30/5 
these maximum ratings A.30/25 
'rhe terms listed as Head in the above examples either stand in 
a natural hyponomic relation to items of the previous discourse 
('organs' for instance has an inclusive relation with respect to 
'root', 'stem' and 'steele'; and 'components' has a similar relation 
to 'transistors', 'inductors' and 'capacitors'); or, they operate 
at a meta level in referring to the discourse itself (as in 'example', 
'definition', 'argument'). In whichever role, it would appear that 
some part or item of the previous discourse is presupposed in their 
interpretation or, at least, is required for a fuller interpretation. 
Accordingly they operate like reference items themselves, especially 
if we bear in mind Halliday and Hasan's comment that, 
"we can summarise the meaning of reference by using the term 
CO-INTERPRETATION. 'l'here is a semantic link between the 
reference item and that which it presupposes A reference 
item is one which is interpreted by reference to something 
else" (p.314) 
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In this respect the superordinate terms such as "components" 
or "organs" are similar in purpose to items such as "definition", 
or "example". Indeed Winter (1976 ms.) has argued that items such as 
"feature", "method 11 , "problem", "situationH, "structure", "condition" 
fall within a closed set of lexical items which require lexical 
realisation elsewhere in the text. Accordingly, insofar as they 
point not so much towards the world but to the text itself they can. 
thus be regarded in his phrase as "a natural metalanguage for the 
open system words". (p.125 ms). The use of the demonstrative as 
Modifier to these items operating as Head can be seen as an explicit 
signal to recover their lexical realisation from the previous dis-
course while the item itself can be seen as carrying forward through 
the text some given information in a generalised form. In lecture 
discourse it should be noted that they normally operate retrospectively 
rather than prospectively (although some exceptions will be noted in 
Ch.IV) and their use is somewhat complicated by the frequency with 
which they refer not so much to the verbalrext but to the visual sub-
text. In the latter case it is the diagrams and figures which supply 
the referents and also, by analogy, the 'lexical realisation' of 
abstract, superordinate or metalinguistic terms. 
3.2 COHESION SUBSTITUTION 
Substitution is the replacement of one item by another. Halliday 
and Hasan distinguish it from reference by saying that "substitution 
is a relation between linguistic items, such as words or phrases; 
11hereas reference is a relation between meanings. In terms of the 
linguistic system, reference is a relation on the semantic level, 
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whereas substitution is a relation on the lexicogrammatical level, 
the level of grammar and vocabulary, or linguistic 'form' "A 
substitute is a sort of counter which is used in place of the repeti-
tion of a particular item." 
Substitution of clauses by 1 so 1 or verbal groups by 1 do 1 is not 
a common feature of the lecture texts appended. Substitution of 
nominal groups by 1 one 1 or 'some' is more common. 
Nominal substitution - 11one 11 , 11 some 11 : 
Most frequently nominal substitution occurs within the clause cluster 
itself, as in the following examples. 
3.2.Ex.1 
3.2.Ex.2 
"/as you go round a ring of petals you may have 
large ones and smaller ones alternating in a ring 
but the overall effect is a radial symmetry/" 
A. 40/2'1-29 
11/er the view we get rather depends on the state 
of development of the anther as to whether it's 
a young ~ being formed in the bud or whether 
it is a mature one or even a moribund one in an 
open flower" 
A.42/13-16 
·t/ithin the context of this discussion such instances do not play a 
direct role in supra-syntactical organisation. It is, however, worth 
pointing out this type of occurrence insofar as it indicates a 
tendency for nominal substitution to be a short-domain form of cohesion. 
The following examples show either 'one' or 'some' operating 
between clause-clusters. 
11/these are the common or garden transistors/these 
are the ones that were first produced in the fifties/ 11 
A.20/9-IO 
).2.Ex.4 
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"/so a peri811th may be distinguished quite easily 
into sepals 811d petals • or • er • two may not be 
capable of being distinguished except on the basis 
of position ./the lower ones • er • could probably 
be called the calyx/" 
A.37/22-25 
"/there's the passive circuit- two terminal, four 
terminal - with 811 input and 811 output/811d there 
are some called active networks/and these are the 
ones that we're interested in/11 
A.27/4-7 
One interesting feature of substitution is that usually the substitute 
carries over only the Head of the previous nominal group and does 
not carry with it the modifying elements of the previous context. 
Its function can be seen as taking a noun from one context of 
modification 811d placing it in a new one by means of a substitute 
counter. In the last example above, for instance, the use of 'some' 
enables 11 passive circuits" to be contrasted with 11 active neb,orks 11 • 
Halliday and Hasan use the term REPUDIATION to describe this activity 
of the substitute and explain the notion as follows: 
"In any anaphoric context, something is carried over from 
a previous instance. What is carried over may be the whole 
of what these was, or it may be only a part of it; and if 
it is only a part of it, then the remainder, that which is 
not carried over, has to be REPUDIATED. Semantically 
this means that given the set of things designated in the 
original instance, what is now being designated is in some 
sense a new subset. 11 (p. 93) 
This process is one aspect of a prevailing feature in lecture texts 
whereby meanings are progressively modified as the text unfolds, a 
feature that will be further elaborated in ch.IV. For the moment 
we can draw a parallel with multiparty discourse concerning which 
it can be argued that it consists of an elaborate negotiation of 
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meaning between parties. In lecture monologue progressive modification 
of meaning takes place within the speech of the one active participant 
in the speech event. 
An essential difference emerges here between reference and 
substitution. The former implies semantic identity between the 
reference item and that which it presupposes. The latter often implies 
some redefinition and involves a point of contrast. 
3.3 COHESION CONJUNCTION 
Halliday and Hasan distinguish four main types of conjunctive 
relationship : the additive, the adversative, the causal, and 
the temporal. Items such as 1 and 1 , 'yet', 'so' and 'then' may be 
considered prototypical exponents of the four main relationships, 
respectively. Further differentiations may be made within each of the 
four major relationships. The basic additive relationship, for 
instance, also includes the relationship of 'expository opposition' 
('that is', 1 I mean', 'in other words')- a common mode of relating 
independent syntactic units in lectures. Such finer distinctions 
will be introduced as they become necessary. 
3.3.1 ADDITIVE 
AND: (Simple additive) 
This is the most common conjunctive item in lecture monologue 
and can occur as frequently as 60 times in one 1 hour lecture, a 
feature which gives rise to such passages as the filowing (both the 
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conjunctive item and the domain under its influence are underlined): 
3.3.Ex.1 "/now er I mentioned that in most cases the corolla 
is large and coloured sometimes assisted or replaced 
by the sepals/a~d this is in connection er with 
the reproductive process because a great number of 
flowers er depend er upon insects flying insects 
er for the process which we call pollination which 
we'll come on to later on/what pollen is and how 
it works and so forth we'll deal with in a sub-
sequent lecture/but er conveyance of pollen from 
one flower to another is an essential part of the 
reproductive process/ and this very often is 
brought about through the agency of flying 
insects such as er bees butterflies and so 
forth/and the er bright colour of the er perianth 
particularl,y of the corolla is looked upon as one 
of the features serving to attract er suitable 
insects to the flower/ 
A.37/25-38 
'l'he item 'and' rarely links any more than imrrediately adjacent 
clause clusters though one exception to the rule may be noted in 
the following example. 
"/flowering plants are of two main kind<:!/(2) 
there are those which complete their life cycle 
in a single year - a single growing season/()) 
and these are what we call annuals/ /3 sec 
pause7(1+) and there are those which ;re.which go 
on from year to year.producing flowers each 
year. and increasing in er size 
these are what we call perennials/" 
A.35/14-19 
(Syntactically independent units are numbered from (1) to (5).) 
In this exrunple the additive 'and' that introduces the fourth 
syntactically independent unit actually operates lil~e a pivot 
around which the whole section turns. One explanation for this 
unusual use of 'and' lies in the presence in the opening clause 
cluster of the phrase "two main kinds". In the account of reference 
given above it was noted that such general noun phrases containing a 
hyponomic or superordinate term as Head normally operate retro-
spectively. In this case however the phrase occurs without the 
demonstrative and is prospectively oriented to set up a predicition 
* /1 
that 'one kind of flowering plant' will be matched with another. 
In so doing it 'cues in the listener', as it were, to hear the 
initial 1 and 1 in the fourth unit as a higher order additive than the 
other two 'ands' in the example. In this respect the listener is 
aided by the overall syntactic and lexical parallelism whereby unit 
(3), for instance, parallels unit (5). 
OR: (simple additive; alternative.) 
OR occurs much less frequently than 1 and 1 and appears to have 
two separate roles in suprasyntactical organisation. It may merely 
link immediately adjacent syntactically independent units or it may 
fulfil a higher order function. Examples of the first type of role 
are as follows: 
3.3.Ex.4 
3.3.Ex.6 
/so a perianth may be distinguished quite easily 
into sepals and petals/or .• er • the two may not 
er be ca able of bein OTstin ished er exce t 
on the basis of position 
A.3?/22-24 
"/it may be a motor • if we're trying to produce 
movement • /or • it may represent the input • of 
the of the next stage/" 
A.23/9-10 
"/it may be motor driven/or may be you turn 
it with your hand/ --
A.24/13-14 
•1 The notion that certain items can predictively organise clauses to 
display a matching relationship is drawr.. directly from \:i:i.nter 
(1976 ms.). The predictive role of such items is further discussed 
in ch.IV below. 
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"/it ma~r t~ave two terminals./ or in fact it 
may have four te::-rr:ir.als • sho'WD' here ./ 
A.27/8-A28/1 
However, 'or' is also used commonly in a higher order role 
involving more tha."l immediately adjacent syntactically independent 
units, as in the following. 
3.3.Ex.8 /now amplifiers of course can perform a number 
of different functions • /they can amplify. 
what are essentially steady voltages or currents • 
sometimes and rather • unfortunately called 
D.C. amplifiers direct current amplifiers / 
what it means is its amplifying a steady voltage • 
/or • we might amplify a sma.ll but time-varying 
vOTtage • / 
A.18/16-20 
In this example 1 or 1 links the final unit not so much with the 
preceding one but with the second unit in the example. In some resr)(;cts 
it signals the resumption of the discourse a.fter an paren-
thetic remark ("what it means is ") . . . . Its role in this context 
is anticipated by the phrase "a number of different functions" at 
the beginning of the example, a phrase which requires lexical realisa-
tion insofar as it antici:pates furtber information to follow. And 
the use of 11 different 11 implies some kind of ensuing matchine; relation-
ship. The 'higher order role' of 1 or' is thus prepared for in advance. 
l'HAT IS I :VJEAN IN OTHER iv'ORDS. (Additive expository apposition). 
This variation of the additive relation is almost as common us 
the simple additive 'and' itself. Some examples are given belm·r: 
'Vits ijth element is simply the complex conjugate 
of aij/ in other words you just take every element 
in the matrlx and take its complex conjugate/" 
A.5/17-19 
·• 
3.3.Ex.10 
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"/now amplifiers of course can perform a. number 
of different functions/they can amplify what a.re 
essentially steady voltages or currents sometimes 
and rather unfortunately called DC amplifiers 
direct current amplifiers/what it means is its 
amplifying a steady voltage/or we mlght amplify 
a small but time varying voltage/11 
A.18/16-20 
In these instances the expository apposition item links 
immediately adjacent units and the unit prefaced by the item has an 
parenthetic status. 'l'his would appear to be the norm for 
such items. There are however occasional instances of such items 
organising longer sections comprising more than two adjacent 
syntactically independent units as in the following example. 
3.3.Ex.11 "/er in the root the protoxylem is out here/in 
the stem the protoxylem (this is the inside of the 
stem) the protoxylem will be found here/so in other 
words in the root the protoxylem is on the outslde 
and the xylem subsequent xylem forms inwards/ in the 
stem the protoxylem is on the inside and the sub-
sequent x'lem metaxylem and so forth is produced 
outwards. " 
A.34/6-11 
This example is distinctive inasmuch as the item 1 indher words' 
links the two units which precede it with the two units that follow 
it. However in this instance the expository apposition item operates 
in collaboration with a further important conjunction- 1 so 1 • (It is 
also noticeable that 3 lines above in the transcript occurs another 
anticipatory phrase: 11now another important point which erises is 
the position of protoxylem: ••• ") 'rhe norm would therefore appear 
to be that expository apposition items indicate a close relationship 
between immediately adjacent and syntactically independent units 
unless a further conjunctive i tern signals otherv;ise. 
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A further feature of expository apposition is that the 
relationship may occur without being signalled by an explicit con-
junctive item as in the following example. 
3.3.Ex.12 11/and er these er buds in general have the 
characteristic of indefinite growth/once they 
begin to develop they go on and on/" 
A.34/32-33 
In this case the relationship of the second unit to the first 
could be made explicit by inserting such a phrase as 'in other 
\vords 1 between the two. In ch IV the role of intonation ill signalling 
the relationship in the absence of an explicit conjunctive will be 
discussed. 
SiiVliLARLY LIKEiVISE IN THE SAlJiE 'dAY. (Additive, comparative) 
----------~----------~-------------------
In this kind of additive relation the source of cohesion is 
the comparison of what is being said with what has gone before. 
According to Halliday and Hasan these forms 
"are used by the speaker to assert that a point is being 
reinforced or a new one added to the same effect; the 
relevance of the presupposing sentence is its similarity 
of import to the presupposed one. There may be likeness 
in the event; the cohesive use of comparison does not 
exclude the presence of an external component ••• but 
essentially it is the similarity in the context of the 
communication process that is being used with cohesive 
effect.tt (p.247) 
This kind of additive relation is infrequent in lectures unless 
implied through structural parallelism (to be treated in a later 
section). The converse of similar additive relation ('on the other 
nand', 1 by contrast' etc.) seems totally absent from the data. 
n..-: 
- ( . 
:.:::::reover the explicit ua.ri::.ers of sir:1i.la.ri ty seem different from other 
conjunctive devices inasm~ch as they tend to extend their domain 
:·onrards a11d backwards over a gl'eater portion of the text. In the 
following examples the anaphoric span of the conjunctive can be two 
or three clauses. They tend to function as a kind of organising pivot 
around which, we find a cluster of six or seven clauses. 
3.3.Ex.13 
3.).Ex.14 
3. 3.Ex.15 
3.3.Ex.16 
"and the first point that we noticed was that um 
in the root we have er a narrow steele strength-
ening material in the centre of the root/in the 
stem much more superficial/and remember that 
this was related to the forces the main forces 
acting upon er these orgaJls/er in the san1e way 
if the steele is el narrow then the cortex 1n 
the root vJill be wide/in the stem if the steele 
is wide • then the cortex will be narrow. 
A.33/3-9 
"/if they are fused together to any extent er then 
we refer to them as be1ng gamosepalous/a11d er 
a synonym of gamosepalous is synpetalous er 
synsepalous/but er gamosepalous is the normal 
one/er likewise in connection with the urn corolla 
we have er polypetalous and normally synpetalous/11 
A.4o/4-9 
11/now these input quantities these input voltages 
as I said can be steady voltages as in our example 
here plus three minus two/these are steady volta.r;es 
not d·.ant;ing with time/these are our so-called DC 
inputs the steady input voltage/equally weJ} they 
could be some form of time varying s1gnal - either a 
periodically time varying signal or not/they don't 
have to be periodic/11 
A.22/9-16 
11/I can insert the voltage either on that terminal 
or on that terminal/ and depending on which one I 
use it will either invert or not invert the polarity 
of the input voltage/I coc:.ld egually we2.l of course 
feed a val tar;e tc botr1 terr:1inals s1mc;l te.neousJ.;;r/11 
A.21/27-31 
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~;CJ:l !!\STANCE .i.<'UR EX.AEfL.E ThUS. (Additive; exemplification) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In broad terms we can see many science lectures displaying a 
form of reasoning which involves proceeding from the abstract 
_0rinciple to the particular example or vice versa from concrete 
instance to general statement. It is a curious fact that notwith-
standing this interplay between deductive and inductive thought there 
are very few instances of explicit exemplificatory conjunctive items 
in the texts. We can find only one clear instance of this kind of 
item which we record below. 
3.3.Ex.17 //urn another thing that we want is to say that the 
amplifier bas a low • intermodulation • performance 
• /say for instance we • feed our amplifier from 
two signal sources simultaneously • one oscillator 
• an oscillator there • and an oscillator there • 
and an oscillator there • with respect to earth/ 
now we can choose the amplitude of the signals we 
feed in from these two oscillators and we can also 
choose the frequency/thus vJe can feed this into 
the amplifier vJi th a frequency Fl and this with a 
frequency J.i'2/ and what we should get at the output 
is an am:plified version of this signal added to 
that signal/" 
A.25/25-34 
If however we find a dearth of particular conjunctive items 
such as 'for example', there are on the other hand frequent 
references to 'example', '1Justration 1 , 'exemplify' etc. These 
vary in frequency from lecture to lecture being most common in the 
xathematical lecture• In this lecture we find utterances such 
as the following: 
3.3.1x.18 / er those v1ere examples/I 1 11 now get do-vm to the 
examnles in more detail as to how the two notations 
er relate to one another/ 
A.3/12-14 
3.3.Ex.19 
3.3.Ex.20 
3.3.Ex.22 
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/Right/er • I \•Jill simply work one exmnple of 
that sort/but I'll remind you first of the 
summation convention/ 
A.S/33-35 
/Right/so • 1 will write down perhaps the 
most er the important equation of this sort 
which isn't actually explicitly there so 
that I can do it as an example/ 
A.6/3-5 
/when you set up a number (and we'll be corning 
back to deal with fundamental things like 
that in a bit later er after we've dealt 
with this specific example which will be 
useful to illustrate the general points) a 
number system consists of a set of elements. 
A.8/9-13 
/right/so I'm going to an example illustrating 
how we use this method/you will see the the 
general method I think better by an illustration/ 
A.10/24-26 
These are not so much conjunctive items relating one clause 
or sentence to another as signposts to the interpretation of large 
portions of text. (In the mathematics lecture their function is 
complicated by their tendency to refer to blackboard calculations 
and thereby to the sub-text rather than the text itself. Blackboard 
work however reflects back on the ensuing and attendant formation of 
the text itself). Thus, while items such as 'for example 11 can 
initially be treated as conjunctive and therefore cohesive, as 
the domain of the exemplificatory semantics increases in span it 
\-!Ould seem more appropriate to consider them from the point of view 
of discourse as well. 
INCIDENTALLY BY THE 'v/AY (Complex additive 
--~~------~~~----~~ 
de-emphatic). 
In lectures, items such as 'incidentally' serve to mark units 
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which depart from the central topical drift of the discourse. In this 
sense AF'rERTHOUGH'l' is perhaps something of a misnomer suggesting as 
it does something added at the end of a stretch of discourse. In 
lecture monologue, units prefaced by 'incidentally' are often 
inserted in the discourse and have similar status to what can loosely 
be defined as an 'aside'. Here again the domain of the text dominated 
by the item can be much larger in extent than one or two clauses. 
Accordingly the increased domain of the item once again raises the 
issue of the point at which cohesion shades into discourse organisa-
tion. The lengthy nature of the examples listed below provides an 
illustration of this point. 
3.3.Ex.23 
3.3.Ex.24 
"/now if you have a stem with separate vascular 
bundles like this • and so on (1)/that shows xylem 
and phloem for simplicity xylem here phloem towards 
the outside ./these are on the same radius/(1) er 
not all incidentally not all stems have this urn • 
arrangement of separate vascular bundles ./these 
are always taken this type of stem is always taken 
as the type for the herbaceous dicotyledonous stem 
the young herbaceous type dicotyledonous stem/urn 
but er • it only really represents about half (1) 
er of the di the dicotyledonous flowering plant 
kingdom because about an equal number of plants 
have (1) a continuous ring of phloem on the out-
side and a continuous ring of xylem on the insdie 
(1)/ and er why this is never brought out • er • 
in er elementary courses I don't know because this 
is not necessarily representative of structure as 
a whole/but the rule about being on the same radius 
still holds good./11 
A.33/22-36 
"/with the feature • incidentally • often goes • 
er a considerable 6)er length • of filament (1) longer 
filaments • so that the anthers (1) are not confined 
• within • the corolla and so forth • but are way 
up • er above the flower (1)/this again • is a good 
thing • from the point of view of er the wind 
picking up • the pollen (3)/the anthers are up in 
the air and can readily be caught • by the wind 
( 1) ;n 
A.41/26-32 
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Ai'Jii ANOTHER 'l'HING (complex additive emphatic) 
This kind of item rarely has a short domain role but usually 
serves to punctuate quite extended passages of text, as in the follow-
ing examples: 
3.3.Ex.25 
3.3.Ex.26 
3.3.Ex.27 
/you don't get the anthers fusing together • 
only the filaments /and here again the degree 
of fusion can vary (2)/you may have • the 
filaments all fused together • so that you 
have • a sort of androcium tube • with the 
anthers • er around the the top (13 sec. pause) 
//now I mentioned ••• 
A.41/4-8 
/the anthers are up in the air and can be 
readily caugbt by the wind (1)/another thing 
again • in such flowers • usually the fila-
ments are not terribly rigid/they're rather 
thin/ and this all helps the • er stamens to 
wave about and er • cause the pollen to 
become airborne (2)/. 
A.41/31-35 
(3)/urn • another thing that we want is to say 
that the amplifier has • a low intermodulation 
performance (?)/ 
A.25/25-27 
Over and beyond linking syntactically independent units this 
kind of item seems to be associated with indicating topical shift 
in the discourse. 
We can summarise the main types of conjunctive relations of 
the ADDITIVE type found in lectures as follows: 
Additive : "andll 
Alternative: "or11 
CoGplex additive relations (internal): emphatic 
.ii.dditive: 11 a.n.d another thing" 
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Complex additive relations (internal): de-emphatic 
Afterthought: "incidentally" 
C.::Jmparative relations (internal) 
Similar: 11 likewise 11 , 11 similarly11 
Appositive relations (internal) 
Expository: "that is", "I meaYJ.", 11 in other words 11 
3.3.2 ADVERSATIVE 
Typical conjunctive items expressing the adversative relation 
between units such as clause or sentence are nyet", "but", "however", 
11nevertheleSS 11 • rrhe Underlying meaning iS thUS in the area Of I COn-
trary to expectation'. Halliday and Hasan distinguish between 11yet 11 
and 11 but 11 on the grounds that''but"contains an "and" element of meaning 
tl'fhereas "yet 11 does not. "Yet 11 , however, does not appear in the data <md 
tT'\..tl>R. 
so the typical exponent of the adversative relation inl\lectures is nbut". 
This, like the additive items, suggests 'there is something more to be 
said' but also implies that what is added in some way limits or con-
tradicts what has gone before. 
BUir. Some examples of the prevalent use of 11but 11 are given below: 
3.3.Ex.28 
_:5.3.Ex.29 
3.3.Ex.30 
"/I have to say that that that even this definition • 
doesn't er remove all confusion because • the • the 
word rank is used in mathematics for for other things 
(1)/but that's our definition of it in this context/. 
A.4/7-10 
"/that's a completely arbitrary choice/but its one 
that's as well to make/ 
A.4/27-28 
"/I will call them a/but I'll try and avoid that 
for confusion because er it will generate confusion/" 
A.8/18-19 
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"/I hope I've cooked this so the numbers come out 
reasonably nicely/but please don't look at it and 
say oh we must jus~ry a few things • because 
the real world is not like that/ 11 
A.10/33-36 
"/the power supply is really the source/but it 
is very convenient from the point of view of 
analysing what goes on in these circuits to 
say that it's the transistor that's the source/ 
it makes for simpler understanding of circuits./11 
A.28/2-6 
"in reality the transistor on its mvn is a purely 
passive device/it does not contain any sources/ 
but when we put it into circuit it's very 
convenient to say it suddenly becomes an active 
device/ 11 
A.28/21-24 
One further function of 'but' is to resume the former direction 
of the monologue after an aside or a digression. vie see this 
function in the examples below. 
3.3.Ex.35 
"/if we move up slightly up the receptacle we 
come to another • group of er organs which normally -
often have to use this word normally - are larger 
than the sepals/(1) sometimes they're of the same 
shape ./and er there's really little point in 
putting up er another drawing equivalent to the 
calyx drawing • showing the form • of the er erm 
of the next type of organ ./er this sort of shape 
would be quite typical for one of them (1) but 
they're usually much larger than the urn (2) 
sepals (3) ./" 
A.36-37/33-2 
"/these er structures • are characterised b 
(2 er relatively long • erm stalks 1 which are 
more or less urn • circular in cross section ./ 
and then on the top • they have a head • which is 
somewhat elliptical ./ it varies actually in 
shape/. er it is not • circular in cross section/ 
that is in that direction it tends to be lobed./ 
and that's why I've drawn a line down there (3)/ 
we'll urn when we come to the er practical er this 
afternoon and er on 1-;onday • we' 11 be looking • 
at er er an example of a flower maybe actually 
seeing • these urn organs ./but er. these things 
then have a stalk 
A.38/17 - 26 
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The problem of deciding the exact status, scope and extent of 
asides will be dealt with more fully in the next chapter. The resurnp-
tive 'but', however, tends to recast a preceding piece of text into 
an aside or digression by repetition and lexical items from the clause 
11rior to the aside. In 3.3. Ex.3lt- "larger than the sepals 11 is repeated 
and in 3.3. Ex.35 ''these" 1'have 11 and "stalk" are repeated. 
'I'his resumpti ve use of 1 but 1 overlaps with what Halliday and 
Easan term the 'emphatic adversative' relationship signalled by such 
items as 'however' or 'nevertheless'. In the following example 
'nevertheless' would seem identical in function to the 11resumptive" 
use of 'but' noted above. 
"/and er these er buds • in general • have the 
characteristic of • indefinite growth /once they 
begin to develop they go on and on (1) /of 
course for various reasons • a particular plant 
according to conditions • erm individual buds 
may remain dormant for long period /nevertheless 
they • have the • capacity for indehnite growth./" 
A.3l.j/32-36 
As in the previous two examples, the last 1.mi t of this example 
repeats portions of the opening unit. 
IN FA.C'l' ACTUALLY (Avowal Contrastive Adversative). 
In contrast to 'but', 'however' or 'nevertheless', the so-called 
avovml contrastive adversatives almost invariably relatr:P only two 
imoediately adjacent syntactically independent units. iurtherr:1ore, 
as with items such as 'that is' or 'in other words', they quite often 
.::;reface what may be heard as a parenthetic statement. Some examples 
ere cited belm·J: 
j.).Ex.37 
3.3.Ex.38 
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"/er we have various categories of organs • 
which ca11. be looked upon • as um • mociified 
leaves modified in connection with reproduc-
tion (1) /erm there are er varying views 
actually on this matter/but er \.Je won 1 t go 
into that/'' 
A.36/5-8 
''/the rank (3) of • an array (3) is the 
number of suffices (2) /I should actually 
be more precise • free suffices/'' 
A..4/4-) 
"/if we had written down columns • a one one 
a one two and so on • a one n going downwards 
a two one a hm two and so on we would have 
generated the transpose matrix /(2) its 
called transpose actually because if you 
draw that diagonal line through the matrix • 
and just flip the thing over you arrive at 
the transpose matrix/" 
A.)/5-10 
Although the norm for avo~oml contrastive adversatives is to relate 
short segments of text they may however play a role in punctuatint: 
u1ore extended passages of discourse. In such cases the presence of 
another item (such as 'now' for example) signals its changed roJe. 
rte following examples are of this type. 
j.3.Ex.40 
3.3.Ex.41 
11/novt if 1:1e in fact measure the produce of the 
inlJUt that gives us the input power/" 
A.22/29-21 
IT/now this load may in fact be simply as I've 
shovm here a physical resistance/" 
A.23/6-7 
"/now if in fact the output voltage differs 
from the input con troJ_ then we say we 1 ve 
introduced distortion/ 11 
A.2)/27-19 
In contrast to the short domain avowal adversative these exarr.ples 
'-'::'e non-parenthetic. 
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3.3.3 CAUSAL CONJUNCTION 
.SC': This i tern appears to be a blanket ter:n in science lectures for 
various causal relations. It occurs with great frequency (more 
tllaJl forty times in one lecture) and with a variety of functions. 
Specific uses: result. 
3.:J.Ex.43 
3.).Ex.44 
3.).Ex.45 
"/and for the third equation we're going to 
add plus two to that/so we get nought nought/ 11 
A.12/31-32 
11/every element is swapped • with the one on 
the opposite side of the diagonal /(2) ~ that 
swaps with that an an one /that's the 
operation of the transposition/" 
A.5/10-12 
11/now if its a good amplifier it wil1 have 
both voltage gain and current gain /so V-out 
will be much larger than V-in and I-out will 
be much larger than I-in/11 
A.22/27-29 
Meason: (it follows; for this reason) 
11/as we were all told, vie couldn 1 t add sheep 
to goats or apples or oranges /so we must not 
add x 1 s toy's at this stage/" 
A.11/14-15 
Purpose: (with this in mind) 
3.3.Ex.47 "/but • we have to write this equation down 
for all the values of i /so let's label the 
equation by i where i equals oneand i equals 
t..;o/11 
A.6/28-30 
These are what might be termed specific uses of 11 so 11 • Their 
comr:.on characteristic is that they tend to operate conjunctively 
be-;;,,;een two adjacent clauses. In each case they are also susceptible 
to one or other of the sp~cific paraphrases suggested in brackets 
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above. Sometimes more than one paraphrase would suit a particular 
example but this does not seem to detract from their specific 
character. 
SO: General. 
While the foregoing examples of 'so' have been susceptible to 
specific paraphrases in terms of reason, result and purpose, there 
are however many examples of 'so' fulfilling a more general function. 
In the latter case a more general causal relationship is imputed on 
the basis of an extended passage of text. 
In the examples below we can distinguish two main kinds: 1 so 1 
marking a summary of an extended passage of text; and 'so' indicating 
a return to the main thread of the discourse. Here again we have to 
note that this distinction points up tendencies and is not absolute: 
some instances tend to embody both functions. 
SO : ( summary) : 
"/now the stalk of each stamen • is referred 
to as the filament (8) /and the head of each 
stamen is referred to as the anther (5) /so • 
anther and filament bracket together as stamen 
( 5) /now ••• /" 
11/er (1) in the same way if the steele is er 
narrow then the cortex in the root will be 
wide • /in the stem if the steele is wide then 
the cortex will be narrow • /and related to 
these forces which act remember that in the 
stem you also have very often this layer of 
collendima (1) cells thickened at the corners 
• /and these are just under the epidermis /so 
once again strengthening material • um • near 
the surface of the orgaJJ. ( i) /now another ••• /" 
A.33/7-14 
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"/I shall be concentrating mainly on amplifiers 
for amplifying sinusoidal signals • AC signals • 
alternating current / ••• /so we shall be dealing 
with small signal and large-signal AC ampli-
fiers and alllplifiers of steady voltages -DC 
amplifiers /now an amplifier ••• /" 
A.19/15-17. 22-24 
"/and we can define immediately two properties of this 
amplifier / ••• /and so our general amplifier will have 
two properties - a voltage gain and a current gain / 
now there are ••• / 11 A.20/25-26, 
A.21/9-1:J 
"/so • I'Jl leave you with the thought that not 
only have you got to get the • to use the appro-
priate model for the application /t:et your design 
out /you've also got to select your components so 
that they 1 11 do the job that you want them to /lo1ill 
do it reliably ancl. as cheaply as possible (3) 
/right • we 1 J 1 stop there ••• / 11 
'l'his last example is perrmps the clearest instance of 1 ElO' used to 
introduce a summary. It comes at the end of a lecture and prefaces 
what amounts to a recapitulation of the final half of the preceding 
discourse. It also illustrates one of the problems in isolating the 
retrospective domain of inf1uence of ti:tese i terns insofar as they car1 
extend back to include a large portion of the total Jecture. 
SO (resumptive): 
These often occur fo lJ ov1ing 'right' and indicate a return to a 
preceding thread in the discourse. Since it is usually very difficu1t 
~o identify precisely the point in the text to which they refer back 
to it is best to interpret their function as prospective: they sic~al 
a new beginning which nevertheless is intended to be beard as in soffie 
'If a/ causally related to some thread in the pre violAs discourse. 
).3.Ex.55 
1
'/thev of cou·rse work 1•,c ~~ ~ · l J •. ~~ __ • ~~"e mas" economlca 
vJay ••• 1·1hich :..wes a rr.ec:hoci celled pivotal 
condensation/ ••• /right /so I'm now going 
to a11 exc:unr:le • ill1,;.strat:'..ng hovJ we use this 
:netl.lOd/11 
·' 1 r'/" p 2('• 24 25 1-i.. u 1 u- . ) ., .- _ 
"/rit;ht • /so • I will write down nerrmps the 
most "cmportant eauation of this so~·t •• ~ / 11 
11/ric;ht • /so.the rule is therefore that the 
equation exists for every value of the free 
sU:ffices /" 
A.G/23-24 
One feature of the resumptive 1 so 1 that distinguishes it from the 
more specific 1 so 1 is that in many but not all cases it takes a 
following silent stress and a succeeding step up in key. 
OTH.l::.;l{ CAUSAL RElJ\.'riONS 
TliLl~El!'O HE: 
3.3.Ex.57 
'Vquite a large number of the grasses for 
example er depend upon the agency of wind (1) 
to ce.rry • the pollen (2) /and its not sur-
prising therefore • that in such plants (1) 
erm • the corolla • is usually rather small • 
and insignificant • for it's no need • as it 
were • to have a brigttly coloured corolla (4)/11 
A.38/10-11f 
11/now if its a good amplifier it will have both 
voltage gain and current gain /so V-out will 
be much larger than V-in and I-out will be 
much larger than I-in /therefore the pov1er 
dissipated in the load is much larger than 
the pm·Jer supplieci to the input terminal/11 
A.22/27-jU 
"/now as far as the load is concerned it doesn't 
know \•lhether that 1 s coming from a battery in 
here the voltage of which is changing vii th time 
or whether it's coming from a power sup9ly 
unit via the amplifier in response to the 
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control signal/and as far as the load is 
concerned it doesn 1 t care \Vhich of these bvo 
situations actually obtains /all it is inter-
ested in doing is getting its current at the 
right voltage /therefore • this sort of 
argument enables us to say that the a'Tipli-
fier with its transistor is an active network/ 11 
A.28/11-2'1 
\~e can see from these examples that 1 therefore 1 , like 1 so 1 an.d 
many other conjunction items has a variable field of influence: 
it can relate back primarily to the preceding clause or it can 
signal a terminal stage in an argument. 
'THIS I.S V/HY: 
3.3.Ex.60 11/and what it's done you see is to multiply by 
the gain of the amplifier the difference between 
the voltage on these two terminals /this is why 
we call it a differential amplifier 7It measures 
the difference between the voltage on the two 
input terminals/11 
A. 21/35- A. 22/1 
3.3. 4 TEfiPORAL CONJUNCTION 
Jvlost of the temporal conjuncfuns employed in lecture discourse 
refer not to the temporal succession of events in the external world 
but rather to the time scale of the communication process itself: they 
are r.1ostly Il\lTERNAL in function. 1'he most typical temporal conjunction 
is 1 then 1 , with 1 first of all 1 being almost as common. In this lcind of 
discourse they most usually occur in the context of some kind of 
prospective focussing statement about the ensuing direction of the 
r.1onologue. Their most typical environment therefore includes such 
verbs as 'deal with', 'describe', 'go through' Hhich are usually in the 
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:·uture tense, or prefaced by optative forms such as 'want' or 1 like 1 • 
rhe subjects of such clauses are usually first person singular or 
plural. 'These will be dealt with more fully in the section on dis-
course but some instances are provided in Ex's, 61, 62, 63, 66, and 
67 below. 
3.3.Ex.61 
3.3.Ex.63 
3.3.Ex.64 
3.3.Ex.65 
"/so first of all we'll write down the term j 
equals one • /then we'll write down the term 
j equals two • /then we'll add them/" 
A..6/38 - A.7/2 
11/now I will first briefly go through these 
definitions but not slowly enough so you'll 
understand them • /I intend that you should learn 
these yourself • /but first of all er • I want • 
to be sure • that • you all • have met the • 
three words commutative commutative associative 
and distributive./ 11 
A.8/2-6 
"/the second stage is then to get rid of all 
the elements above the diagonal /okay /and then 
we have equa the top the bottom equation is 
z minus something equals nought/" 
A.11/26-29 
11/if we leave this one alone one minus one and 
minus twice that equation to that one and we get 
one nought er nought /that's alright/and now we 
want to get rid of these two things which we will 
do by adding minus one times this equation to 
that one and then minus one times that equation 
/okay /and the final result will be to replace the 
top equation by one er nought er/" 
A.13/18-25 
'Vthese er structures are characterised by 
having (2) er relatively long • erm • stalks (1) 
which are more or less um • circular in cross 
section • /and then on the top • they have a head 
• 1.-1hich er ( 1) is somewhat elliptical/11 
i-..38/17-20 
11/no~tJ er lets er think of er ( 1) what er • the 
flower is like /and first of all • 'de' ll deal 
with the sort of er main cilaracteristics/" 
A.35/19.-21 
).).Ex.67 11/ , 1-.. , I' · · ana er H11at: m golng to do ls er :put up a 
sort of general diagram first of all • /and then 
we'll er describe the various parts of the 
flower /and then later on go • into er go into • 
er • details of er variations which we find in 
the cifferent ;Jarts / 11 
A.35/2)-27 
;?.3.Ex.68 "/now first of all if you work up tovmrds the 
apex of this structure this structure is called 
the • receptacJe (8) strictly the floral • the 
floral receptacle/" 
A.36/9-11 
3.4 STRUCTURAL PARALLELISM AND LEXICAL REPETITION 
that: 
,;;uirk et al in A Grammar of Contemporary English (p. 715) state 
11If two or more sentences have identical or very similar 
structure, this connects the sentences, the connection 
being reinforced by lexical equivalence::> and implications 
of semantic relationsrtip. 11 
In the examples below there is often a high degree of E>tructvral 
parallelism reinforced by repetition of words or whole phrases. Sometimes 
only one lexical item has altered as ln 3.3.Ex.69, 3.3.Ex.70, j.j.~x.72 
and only short stretches o:t· text are involved. In these examples 
repetition of structure and lexical items seems to have a curnulatiYe 
reinforcing effect. Sometimes however, as in 3.3.Ex.77-80, longer 
stretches of text are involved and the effect of the relletition ::,s to 
:;oint up some contrast. In these cases there is a clear use of an-conyrr.s 
(~ide v. narrow; inwards v. outwards; outside v. inside). 
3.3.Ex.69 11/we shall be talking a bit about valves 
h1e shall be talking about transistor.s ••• /" 
A.20/?-b 
3.3.1x.71 
3.3.Ex.72 
).j.Ex.?3 
3.).Ex.?4 
)._3.Ex.'!5 
).3.Ex.?6 
3.3.Ex.?7 
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"/we have an input terminal /and we have em 
output terminal/" 
A.20/22-23 
"/vre connect it to a given load ( 1) /and we 
drive it from a laboratory oscillator /we 
measL~re I-in and V-in/and we measure V-out 
and I-out /the power supplied by the oscillator 
is V-in I-in /and the power dissipated in the 
load is of course the product of V-out l-out/" 
A.22/22-26 
11/we can design /we can analyse/" 
A.29/9 
"/can it withstand the voltage /can it dissi-
pate the nower/ 11 
A.)0/8-9 
11/is it safe /is it reliable/" 
A.)0/20 
"/if I have some quantity here and I add 
something which is zero to it • it isn't 
changed /and if I add three point seven 
times that times zero to it it is still not 
changed/" 
A.11/8-11 
'Vthis is the equation one times y plus nought 
equals nought /that is y equals nought /and 
this is the equation one times x minus one 
equals nought/ 11 
A.13/30-32 
"/er (1) in the same way if the steele is er 
narrow then the cortex in the root will be 
wide /in the stem if the steele is wide • then 
the cortex will be narrow/" 
A._33/7-9 
11/so in other words • in the root • the 
protoxylem is on the outside (1) and the xylem 
subsequent xylem forms inwards (1) /in the stem 
the protoxylem is on the inside and the subse-
quent xylem metaxylem and so forth is produced 
outwards/" 
A.34/8-11 
).).Ex.79 
3.3.Ex.80 
3.3.Ex.81 
0Q 
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''/now of course er plants as you may know • 
erm flowering plants are of er two main kinds 
/there are those which complete their life 
cycle in a • single year a single growing 
season ./and these are what we call annuals 
(3) /and there are those which are • which go 
on from year to year • producing flowers each 
year • and increasing in er size • plant • /and 
these are what we call perennials/'' 
A.35/13-19 
"/they also vary • in the degree to which they 
are joined together /sometimes you find that 
the sepals are quite separate • /and you can 
take er • a pair of forceps and pluck them off 
one by one (2) /sometimes you find that they are 
joined together /and the degree of join also 
can vary/" 
A.36/1924 
"/now the stalk of each stamen • is referred to 
as the filament (8) /and the head • of each 
stamen • is referred to as the anther/" 
A.38/31-32 
4. COHESION AND DISCOURSE 
The foregoing enumeration of the cohesive devices typical of lecture 
monologue provides much information on the surface markers that link oGe 
syntactically independent unit with another. 'rhe de script ion, however, 
remains - for all its detail - somewhat unmotivated and. impoverished. 
It would seem that the mere description of linkages in a text cannot 
account for how that text holds together. 
This is especially clear if we consider the particular area of 
conjunction. In describing conjunction, Halliday and dasan make sense 
of the bewildering variety of explicit devices by clustering them 
together under four main headings: the additive, the adversative, the 
causal and the temporal. The rationale for suet a scheme is presented 
as follows: 
"the fourfold sc:::leCeive I-a:Je aacpted here is simply 
the one \'Je have found most helpful in tf",e o_uest for 
a general characterisation of cohesive relations 
·,;Lich would Eot be 1 closed' - \.'f"1ich woulci al1m·J 
further· sub-classification as and v;hen needed. 11 
(p.321) 
However the exact status of such relations remains unclear, as 
may be seen in the followinc; quotation: 
11
'I'hese relations constitute a :nighly generalized 
cooponent within the semantic system, with reflexes 
spread throughm.-;.t tho language, taking various forms 
and their cohesive potent:i.al derives from this 
source. 11 
(p.227) 
Nonetheless the underlying suggestion would seem to be that these 
relations exist beh1een cor:l})Onents of a text independently of an E:X-
plici t signal by a cor.juncti ve it err.. IndeE:d iialliday anc Hasan reccg-
nise as much when they art;uE: that: 
11
'I'his explains hmv it is that we are often prepared 
to recognise the presence of a relation of tb.is kind even 
when it is not expressed overtly at all. ';·/e are prepared 
to suppl:y it for ourselves, and thus to assume that there 
lS cohesion even thouch it ':1as not been explicitJy 
demonstrated." (p.229) 
This would seem to be a crucially important claim for it SU[_[;ests 
ti-:o.t there is a finite and closed set of possible relations beh1eer: 
o:1s syntactically inde;:;endent unit and another and that these :celation.s 
obtain independently of the surface marker. If the relations are 
~-~~::·2_-::;ed in number, tl1en the possible 'vJays of comt.ining one syntacticallJ 
~~~::ie:9en.d.en t unit vii tl~ ~:mother become predictable, not randoG":. 
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F'redictability above syntax suggests in fact another level of structure. 
Over and beyond the notion of a finite and predictable set of 
relations there is also the question of what exactly is linked together 
by cohesion. Halliday and Hasan vie\v cohesion purely in terms of 
intersentence connection. But one fact that clearly emerges from the 
foregoing enumeration and exemplification of devices is their variab-
ility of domain. It is not just sentences or even syntactically 
independent units that are linked by cohesive devices, but varying 
sized components of a text. Indeed I would argue that far from being 
merely intersentence connectives,cohesive devices are also surface 
markers of units of supra syntactical organisation. Instead ther('fore 
of separating cohesion from discourse (or 'coherence')~ I consider 
the areas to stand in a reciprocal relationship. Without a notion of 
discourse structure the study of cohesion appears unmotivated. And 
on the other hand certain cohesive devices provide an insight into 
discourse structure. Only if the two areas are integrated can the 
full potential of either mode of analysis be revealed. 
A proposal to integrate the two areas of study has in fact been 
advanced by Gutwinski ( 1976). ilbove the level or stratum of grammar 
he posits a further level called the semologic stratum and discourse 
structure is stated in terms of the units of, and the relations 
obtaining on, this stratum. In the case of a narrative the semologic 
stratum (or discourse structure) can be represented in terms of an 
event-line consisting of 11 actions 11 and 11 connections 11 • In addition to 
t:Se event line of the narrative, the relationships of participants to 
11 actionsn can also be stated. 'I'his is done in terms of a small set 
of roles for which agent, goal, beneficiary, affected, causer etc. 
are considered appropriate labels. '~he structural organisation of 
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language is tnus seen as moving from surface structures at the level 
of pi-,onology, through the relatively less shallow level of gra.rr,mar 
to the deeper underlying structure of the semologic stratum, which 
is seen as the deepest and Elost abstract level of organisation. As 
a consequence of being the most abstract level, "the structure of tl1e 
semologic stratum is not directly observable since it is not repre-
sented directly in the grammar and even less so in the phonology of 
the languagc 11 (p.2.:J). Nonetfwless, it is felt that 11 this deeper, 
:mderlying structure finds its manifestation in the relatively sho11m·:er 
sLructure of the e;r.c.J.illrnar a.11d is still recoverable from it 11 (p.2j) • 
• {ccordincly L<utwinsi<i proposes that : ttA fruitful avenue for Lnglish 
discourse studies lies ••• in the examination of these units and rela-
tions obtaining on the grammatical stratum '""hich are felt to be 
realisations of the discourse structure on the sernologic strat·urn 11 (p.25). 
'l'hese lali ts and relati.ons on the gr2n1matical stratum vthic.b_ partly re-
fleets the discourse structure are considered by Gutwinski to be basically 
such cohesive devices a[> referc:;nce, sucstitution, conjunction, and 
lexical cohesion. Although ''cohesion as defined in this study does not 
constitute discourse structure'', nevertheless ''it reflects indirec 
perhaps in part only, the underlying scmologic structure of a tezt, th~t 
is, the discourse structure conceived at the semclogic stratum'' (p.2G). 
1he only problem ~ere seems to lie with the nature of the units 
~~a~ form discourse structure on the semologic stratum. ~n event line 
c,J~:sisting of actions a11d conne.,ctions \·lith vario~~s role re1atioL.f~ ~0Y' 
~&rtic~larised form of s9eec!: genre. 1be categories themselves see~ 
c;::.; D.ave no consti tc;_ency relationshir, a::-wng therr anc} iwnce cc.nr;ot oe 
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:::--ealisation in an~r otl:er level it seems difficult to kno\v on ,l;I1at Gasj.s 
~~ey have been elaborated. Ttis latter point is related to pertaps 
t~e key question o~ in wtat sense discourse structure should be seen 
:'.s 11deepH and "underlying 11 • Gub:inski, for instance, claims that the 
se:noloeic stratur:1 is hardly manifest at all at the phonological level. 
liS v1e shall see in Chapter IV, however, su_;::;rasegmental phonology C<ill be 
closely related to discourse structure. 
A more satisfactory attempt to integrate cohesion with the study 
of discourse is set out in an as yet unpublished paper by M. Stubbs on 
the discourse structure of committee talk. In this paper he observes 
that the boundaries of 'sequences' (the discourse unit on the rank scale 
above 'exchange') nare marked partly 'negatively', by breaks in surface 
cohesion!! (p.2it) and that 11 boundaries ••• tend to co-occur vJith breaks 
in discourse cohesion''· (p.2~) He lists certain cohesive devices such 
as lexical cohesion, ellipsis, parallelism of syntax, an c. logical 
connectors which provide "indications that the speaker is in the sn.rne 
sequence" (n.25-6) and argues that "it is often possible to isolate 
sequences mechanically from the data using only such surface cues as 
these" (p.26). 
"The claim is, then, that the surface markers listed 
tend to cluster together across strings of utterances, 
but that fairly sharp breaks occur in the clustering 
and that these breaks are heard as shifts in 'topic'." 
(p.27) 
Stubbs' position is in fact similar to that of Gutwinski. ~here 
he seems to go beyond Gutwinski is in specifying more closel~ the 
:-:tature and relationships of units and structures on the discourse 
level to which variations in cohesive structure pertain. Furthermore, 
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t:'.ese units a.'ld .structures have a more direct realisation relationsti n 
with the surface of text or discourse. We consequently have a 
clearer notion of how they have been derived or conversely how they 
are expounded in the data. 
The trend of this discussion has been towards a claim that some 
aspects of cohesion are not simply a matter of intersentential connec-
tion but may in fact reflect patterns of discourse. It seems fairly 
clear from the summary of cohesive devices that particular items can 
signal or mark a relationship not just between syntactically independent 
units but larger scale components of text. 'l'he i terns themselves can 
be seen as ranging on a line from those linking small scale units, such 
as substitution, to those such as various forms of conjunction and 
extended text reference which are more commonly associated with linking 
larger components. As a way of representing that cohesive devices can 
have varying domains we propose a tentative distinction between 'micro' 
and 'macro' - cohesion. It is not of course a hard and fast distinction: 
a number of cohesive devices, such as 'but', 'so' and 'or' for example, 
appear capable of operating at various points on the line. 
The devices themselves are seen as reflexes in the lexico['_;rammatical 
systems of the language of discourse patterning. 'l'hey are thus seen as 
representing the formal features or surface markers of discourse structure. 
lhe next chapter draws implicitly on the analysis of cohesion set out 
in section three above to isolate different functional roles for the 
lowest unit of discourse. At this stage we work within the hypothesis 
that this discourse unit is in fact coterminous with what we take to 
largest unit of grammar - the clause cluster. Thus v1e see the 
clause cluster as operating at the interface behreen gramrr:ar and discovrse. 
?4 -
.:~'o::; the perspective of discourse we term this unit the EEhB:t:J.-t. 
(In so doing I drav; on \'linter, 1976, p.2.: 11 'The basic 
unit of discourse structure is the member". He in turn 
derives the term from -tuirk, 1954. It is used here, 
however, in a slightly different sense. ~inter uses 
it to refer to a sentence or sentences standing in close 
relationship with another sentence or set of sentences, 
either side of the relationship constituting a ~;EhB:bH. 
Here it is used merely to refer to a syntactically in-
dependent unit fulfilling a discourse function.) 
:Larlier in the chapter it vias suggested that larger scale units of 
discourse can be isolated by the focusing activity which occurs at 
t~eir boundaries. ~his larger scale unit we call (following Straker 
Cook, 1976) the EPISOD:t:. Kl!.:i'iBt'HS, we assume somehow combine toeether to 
forr.1 EPL30:01S. In Chapter IV we suge;est that at least one intervening 
unit can be isolated on phonoloc;ical criteria as mediating betv.reen 
i,,£h3.LH on the one hand end EPISODE on the other. he call this mediet inc 
layer of structure the l-E.iUOD. In phonological terms PJ!;lUUDS are seen 
as having a specifiable prosodic shape: crudely speaking, the pitch 
01 the lecturer's deli very is high at the onset of the P.GRIOlJ and lovJ 
at its closure. Thus, ~EHIOVS involve a progressive Etepping down in 
~itct (or KEY) from one tone unit to the next. 
In the light of this brief sketch of the putative discourse 
s-:ructure of lecture r.1onologue v;e nov1 turn to an analysis of ciscotn'cc 
i' ;::ctions primarily at the layer of hi:~hBili~. 
~·'uNCTION c.md PLAfJ8 
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'! IlTJ:':ctODUCTION 
The main concern of this chapter is with categories of J!'UNCTION 
categories which are seen as pertaining to the lower layers of dis-
course structure anC. primarily to the domain of member. Hembers are 
seen as expounding one or other of a set of functions and the total 
range of functions is seen as susceptible to a binary division indica-
ting two distinct but complementary strands of discourse amounting 
to separate discourse PLANES. 
" • 1 A NOTE ON FUNC'I'ION 
The functional classification of utterances is of course fraught 
with difficulties. Often a given set of functional categories are not 
mutually exclusive and consequently the same piece of language may be 
seen as a realisation of more than one kind of function. }'requently 
the addition or subtraction of a label from a given functional set does 
not alter the meaning of all the others. Further more, the means by 
vJhich the categories are derived are rarely made explicit and it is 
difficult to relate the categories to the data in a principled and 
unambiguous fashion. It is also difficult at tim!£ to lmow why these 
particular categories have been set up and no~hers why not more - or 
less, for that matter. Indeed functionally defined categories have an 
unfortunate ad hoc quality about them, and a consequent tendency to 
1 proliferate beyond the point of usefulness. 
~1. In noting these objections I have borne in mind tialliday' s require-
ments for terms in a system of linguistic description as set forth in 
"Categories of the Theory of Grammar", i-'iord, vol.17,1961.p.247. 
John Sinclair's article 'Linguistics in Colleges of Education' (see 
Dudley Journal£! Education, 1973,pp.17-25) has also been useful i~ 
this respect. The relevant pages are quoted in Sinclair and Coulthard 
(1975), pp.15-17. 
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I have tried to avoid these difficulties as much as possible by 
(a) restricting the notion of function to 'internal effect on the 
ciscourse organisation of the monologue'; 
(b) attempting as much as possible to give clear recognition 
criteria for exponents of a functional label in terms of surface features 
of the language; 
(c) despite attention given to the surface real.isation of categories, 
I have attempted to keep the scope of these labels relatively abstract 
in the hope of reducing their tendency to proliferate. 
1.2 A NOTE ON PLANE 
The notion of discourse PLANE was first formulated in Professor 
oinclair's inaugural lecture (1966) "Indescribable English" where, 
in a discussion of the appropriacy of sequential utterances, the possib-
ili ty was noted of ch<mging the .eLANE of discourse by referring to the 
grounds of the utterance itself. A reply such as ''vihat do you mean, 
enjoy?' to the question 'How are you enjoying Birmingham'?' shifts the 
orientation of participants to the presuppositional grounds of the dis-
course itself, and these presuppositions have to be examined before the 
discourse can resume normally. The intervening interruption of the 
riiscourse can be termed a .i?Lh.Nl: Cll/JIIGE. 
This notion of PLANE CEANGE underlies the identification of 
:::OCUSING moves observed in the classroom anci. described in ·rewards an 
l • ..-~.na.1.YSlS of Discourse (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975): 
11l<'ocusing moves represent a chenge of :::;lc-me. l'l-:.e 
teacher stands for a. moment ov.tsiC:.e the discourse 
a.'1ci sa~rs 1 ':ie are going· to/have been cornnmnicating; 
tr.is is what our communication will be/was about"(p.45) 
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Lectures as extAnded monologue are in fact particuarly rich in 
~ocusing activity which is hardly surprising since they usually con-
sist of delivery by a single person of complex subject matter in the 
form of an hour's uninterrv_pted talk. In these circumstances, organis-
:_nE; the flow of talk - both from the viewpoint of the speaker's delivery 
and the audience 1 s comprehension - is a key and clearly acknov1ledged 
Droblem. For this reason and also because it is well documented in 
other kinds of discourse (e.g. committee talk, the classroom, etc.) 
focusing as plane chaDge is not perhaps as interesting as another kind 
of plane change that seems on the surface peculiar to lectures. 
In broad terms this further kind of plane change amounts to a 
constant effort by the lecturer to make his meaning clear by resort to 
various forms of repetition, reformulation, qualification etc. Allied 
to this activity is the related form of plane change which runounts to 
digressions, parenthetic asides, etc. 'l'his notion of chanr;ing the plane 
of discourse may be illustrated more clearly in the following example: 
PLANE X 
/(E1) I shall be concentrating 
mainly ~ amplifiers for 
amplifying sinusoidal 
signals - AC signals, 
alternating current/ 
/(l-18) so we shall be dealing 
with small signal and large 
signal AC amplifiers and 
amnlifiers of steady 
voltages - DC amplifers 
PLANE Y 
/(h2) this is a misnomer/(h3) to 
say it's an alternatinr; current 
voltage; an AC voltage, as so 
many people do of course is a 
bit of a nonsense/(HL!-) erm we 
all do it/(M5) so I'm afraid that 
I'm going to have to use this rather 
loose terminology/(N6) I hope you'll 
know what I mean/(H7) I mean a 
periodically time varying signal 
which is probably sinusoidal/ 
A.19/15-23 
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J:lembers 2 - 7 in the example qualify the sense and reference of 
items introduced in :tv:ember 1. Hember 8 in fact seems to resume the 
orientation of the discourse at Nember 1 and while it takes account of 
the intervening members it nevertheless appears to be a continuation of 
the discourse at the first member, or a reinstatement of the original 
'direction 1 • 'rhe intervening hembers 2 - 7 are thus seen as operating 
on a separate plane with plane change at the onset of Hember 2 and 
hember 8. 
In some respects the phenomenon being dealt with here bears a 
recognisable similarity to features of interactive talk discussed in 
terms of "side sequence 11 or "insertion sequences" by Jefferson (1972) 
a.'1d i:5chegloff (1972) respectively. The latter kind of formulation, 
however, introduces the notion of 11 embedding 11 into the description of 
spoken discourse - a medium which is probably best treated, as much as 
possible, as a linear mode where any choice along the axis of chain is 
susceptible to the influence of previous choices. In the example above, 
for instance, it is not possible to claim that the resumption at l'-'iember 
o of the discourse orientation of l'iember 1 takes no account of the inter-
vening members. 'rhere may be some dislocation in the flow of discourse 
(similar to, for example, Jefferson's 'misapprehension sequence') but 
when the orderly flow resumes it carries forward with it the activity 
undertaken at the dislocation. It is therefore not 'inserted' or 
'embedded' in the sense that subsequent discourse can resume 'as if 
nothing had happened'. 
Although the notion of separate planes of discourse does carry 
structural connotations it is being used here primarily as a more 
abstract way of talking about discourse function since separate dis-
course planes carry members whose functions are by and large specific 
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to that plane. ·rhey can be seen as analogous to Labov' s "actions at 
f',igher levels of abstraction" (see Labov, 1972, p.123) 
2. LECTURE DISCOURSE 
Lecture monologues are seen as proceeding by an interplay of bvo 
different modes of discourse : there are members whose main orientation 
is towards the subject matter of the lecture; and there are members 
\·:hose main orientation is towards the reception of this subject matter. 
One strand of the discourse is primarily oriented towards describing 
and explaining the phenomenon in question; interwoven with this strand 
is another whose concern is with monitoring, reflecting upon and comment-
ing on the primary thrust of the discourse. 'l'hese two strands are seen 
as constituting discourse activity on separate planes. 
How to label these planes presents some problems. They co1Jld be 
called primary and secondary discourse, or main and subsidiary discourse, 
or derivable and non-derivable discourse, or even message and Uw set t-
ine of message. J::;ach pair of labels is suggestive of some features of 
the data but all suffer the disadvantage of either over-emphasising a 
crude content/form dichotomy or concentrating exclusively on inforuation 
as a core strand in the discourse. .For while we may intuitively acce_::1t 
tbe transmission of information to be a. fundamental purpose of lectures 
it wovld seem nonetheless that the ninforming 11 strand is heavily dei)enc' en t 
on the attendant and inevitable glossing activity. Indeed this SUEJortivc 
,~lossing often carries a burden of information vJhich is b~r no ceans 
~hile bearing in mind these reservations ~e will, however, term t~c 
:·;o planes of discourse hA.IiJ and SlJBSI.JI~~JY. 
2.1 SUBSIDIJU~Y DISCOURSE 
Free activity of SUBSI.JI.h.R1 discourse may be further broken down 
i:1to two main kinds: GLOS0ING anci ASIDES. 
~ 
GLOSSING 1 activity is closely related to the primary thrust of the 
i:AIN discourse: its role is to reflect back on, to modify, evaluate 
and corrnnent on the hAUl discourse. 
ASID.ii:S bear a more tem~ous relationship to the main discourse. 
They involve a more mar::ed degree of PLANE CEh.NG.l:~. 
2. 1.1 GLOSSING 
The activity of t;lossinc may be described in terms of tllree main 
functions: l-<ES'I'ATEHil'iT, ~UA1IFY, and COJvlhEN'I'. 
2. 1. 1. (a) Rt:.:S'l'A'I'EHEN'i' 
Restatement a1')pears in a variety of forms of whicb. three in particula.r 
~. 'l1he terrn ttglossing" has in fact been used by Garfirlkel and ~acks 
( 1969) for v!hom it seems to have many senses. In its most funda-
mental sense it seems related to their observation that it is im-
possible to say in so man;y words what a text means. In this 
context glossing is used to denote the reflexive activity undertaken 
by conversationalists to clarify the presuppositions, status and 
meaning of conversational accomplishments (e.g.: "are you as'<ing 
or telling me?"; or, "you're just making excuses", etc.) 
ior Garfinkel and Sacks, glossing is also related to ti:le problem of 
indexical expressions, the reference and truth value of which is 
always indeterminate depending as they do on participants' inter-
pretation of what features of the context are relevant to their 
disambiguation. 
Here the term is used ~ore restrictively to embrace the particular 
set of functions described below, though the etrillomethodologists' 
more global observations are not without relevance. 
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tave been distinguished • 
.t:.S3Tki'EhE1'J1' : H.li:P.Sii.'T : this category refers to those members which 
reDeat whole or a substantial part of a preceding member. 
Ex.1 /there's a.so-called.passive network represented by a 
box say.with two terminals. 
hE PEAT 
Ex.2 
Ex.j 
/and it may have resistors in it. and the odd capacitor. 
but nothing else 
/it has resistors inductors or capacitors in it 
A.26/32-35 
/now transistors in themselves aren't sources 
/it is not a source of power. 
A.27/23-9, 30-31 
/and as far as the outside vJOrld is concerned. it 
is very convenient to represent the transistor. 
plus its power supply,as a source 
/but its very convenient from the.point of view 
of analysing what goes on in these circuits to say 
that.its the transistor that's the source. 
A.27/38-A.28/'j 
.i:iESTA1uiEN'L' : .J:;XPOSITION : 'l'his cate[;ory embraces all those members 
::_Jrefaced by such surface rnar:~ers as 11 that is 11 , "in other words". 
Gccasionally they merely reformulate a previous member but they aJ.so 
quite typically introduce new information in the course of the glosslng 
activity. 
Ex.4 /is there a cheaper solution 
EXPOSI'riON /in other words can you use a cheaper device. 
.c;x.5 
A.30/16-17 
/ ••• let us in this case say it is. a sinusoidally 
ranging signal - a sine wave from a laboratory 
oscillator.connected to its input 
EXPOSITION /in other words the input signals.the voltages are 
injected with respect to earth potential 
A.20/26-29 
~x.6 /L<ight now let's look at er.a two dimensional array.ai,j 
_:,xPC.':)ITION /that is it has two suffices 
A.3/38-A.41 
~.s·rAT.c.;hKNT : REPJ:-i.RJLSE : In many respects this category is very 
similar to the previous one, except that exponents of it do not include 
::.n their realisation the surface markers of exposition. 'L'hey also in 
some ways seem more emphatic t!1an exponents of the previous category, 
perhaps because in prosodic terms they tend to be slower in tempo than 
expositions. 
Bx.8 
1{t;PHRA.SE 
i:x.10 
l<..C.:PHHASJ;; 
.::.;x.11 
£J?l{r1.ASE 
.:.,x.12 
/now,there are many amplifiers today.which don't just 
have one input 
/they have two inputs. 
A.21/10-13 
/these are steady voltages not changing· with time. 
/these are our so-called DC inputs. the steady input 
voltac;e 
A.22/11-18 
/as such its a source of power (1) 
/it's a direct.current source. 
A.23/2-3 
/ ••• all the power fed to that load.is derived from 
that power supply (4) 
/virtually none of that output power.is supplied 
by the input (3) 
A.23/22-24 
/your hand. isn 1 t supplying any of the v1ater • 
/it is merely supplying.the information to control tte 
amount that goes throw-:h 
/anr:i er tnese er buds. in general. have the chara.ctertistic 
of.inciefinite growth 
/once they begin to develop the~' go or1 and on 
-. .,.,-, 
.:_.x. I :J 
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/t:ne output si(';n.al. v1ill not be quite the srune as tne 
input signal. 
/it will be a 6istorted version of the input signal 
A.25/20-22 
2.1.1.(b) q;UJ->.LI.!"Y : rlhereas t:r:e first cate;_::ory (viith its three sub-
:ii viGions) refers to those rrembers which repeat or expand the merming 
ot a previous member, exponents of this category serve to modify the 
2,·eneral applicability of a precedinc; member. In their reahsation 
t~ey display bJo salient features : they typically contain some surface 
i".arker of the qualification, sucl~ as "actually", "in reality 11 , 11at least 11 , 
etc., and/or they display some reversal of polarity. 
i:,x.1 
·, ? 
.L..X • ...._ 
'<-UA.loif'Y 
.;::;x.3 
.t:x.4 
/the rank 
suffices 
( ") f' 
../ o..~...on array (3) is the number .!.' • 01. 
/I should actually be more precise.free suffices 
A.4/4-5 
/and in desir.;ning an amplifier you strive to get thir; 
linear relationship 
/it can never be.completely linear. 
/therefore. this. sort of argurc1en t enables v s to sa;;. that 
the (1) amplifier \·lith its tr&'1.sistor lS an. a.ctivc nehrorl~. 
/in reality the trcmsistor on its ovm lS a purely lX.J.ssi vc 
device 
A.28/20-22 
/all these equivalent circuj_ts are experi.r~.entall:y 
determined. 
/at least they have a basis in experiment. 
A.29/26-27 
exponents of this category evaluate or comrr.cn t 
o~ stretches of the discourse. fhey often include a text reference 
i-::e:n se1ch as 11 thisn or 11 thatll and an attitutive tern: such c;_s 11 ir:-y:;ort;;mt'', 
- I 
~x. ~~ 11 and that ell socmc s rather com:?licated" 
A.5/25 
~x.2 "it may seem very trivial just telling you how to 
1,1ri te the things dovm 11 
A.3/8-9 
~x.3 "I think its fairl;y obvious" 
A. 4/6-7 
Ex.4 11and these are the ones that we're interested in" 
A.27/6-7 
COJ:JI:Ji:NTS express some attitude tovmrds the previous r;-iece of discourse, 
evaluate it in some way or comment on its status. They are particularly 
important insofar as they are explicitly oriented towards reception 
of the discourse and indicate an internalisation of possible audience 
reaction within the discourse itself. 
Vie may summarise the main realisations of glossing activity as 
follows. 
1-IESTA'i'EHE;NT; llliPEAl', EXPOSITION, l~J:lliHASE. 
•::iLOSSING ~UALI.F'Y 
COEllENT 
bXponents of these categories form the core of SUBSIDIARY dis-
cot<rse. They reflect back on the jv:AIN discourse, expanding it, modi-
fying it and evaluating it. hembers that expound these catet;ories 
are in all cases (except perhaps that of COl'iNEN'r) closely related 
to the primary thrust of the discourse and have a close dependency 
relationship on main discourse members. fhey are said very much in 
Lw context of I.Jhat has gone before. J3ut they are not predicted by 
the previous discourse nor are they predictive in themselves. Instead 
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:~eir organisation and interpretation seel?ls to be a continuously retros-
~ective one. It is noticeable in this respect that they tend to 
C.isplay many features of r·,icro cohesion: 'it' and 'they' used as 
specific rather than general reference items - and hence micro-
cohesively - are associated with RESTA'l'El"iENT.S (REPHRASE); the 
aciditive conjunctive relation of expository apposition which typically 
operates only between members is associated with IlliS'l'il.'l'~NTS 
(EX.POSI'l'ION). 
2.1.2 ASIDES 
The second basic constituent of SUBSIDIARY discourse differs from 
GLOSSING activity insofar as it maintains a more tenuous relationship 
with the main flow of the discourse. It involves a more marked deGree 
of PLANE CHANGE. .ASIDES also vary considerably in extent. At one 
extreme they may consist of a whole string of utterances that stand 
outside the main drift of the discourse. At the other extreme they 
may amount to an insertion within an utterance. 
ASIDES are marked by the direction of the subsequent discourse 
Hhich usually makes reference back to the discourse immediately pre-
ceding the PLANE CHANGE. 
The function of an ASIDE is often to contextualise the discourse 
in some way: for example, it may link abstract description to concrete 
blackboard illustration or it may relate the process of description to 
some further activity to be undertaken by the audience or to some 
~revious information supplied to them. 
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rhe variable extent of ASI.J3~ may be seen in the following example 
ir. ·,-:hich the first A.SIDi.: is embedded in a member but the second ASIDE 
becomes a lengthy digression. 'l'his second ASIDE is marked at its 
o:1Set by the i terr. 1 incidentally' aDd the return to NAIN discourse is 
r:Jari<.:ed by the utterance ''but the rule about being on the same radius 
still holds good". 'l'his utterance reiterates items from those members 
which precede the aside: "··· the xylem and phloem are on the same 
radius", "these are on the same radius". 
Ex.1 /in the stem.er the situation is different.because the 
xylem and phloem are on the same radius (1) 
/now if you have a stem with separate vascular bundles 
like this. and so on (1) 
ASIDE 1 just show xylem and phloem for simplicity -
xylem here phloem towards the outside 
these are on the same radius 
ASIDE 2 /er not all incidentally not all stems have this 
arrangement of separate vascular bundles, 
/these are always taken this type of stem is always 
taken as the type for the herbaceous dicotyledonous 
stem the young herbaceous dicotyledonous stem 
/but er it only really represents about half (1) er 
of the flowerinc the dicotyledonous flowering plant 
kingdom because about an equal number of plants have 
(1) a continuous ring of phloem and a continuous 
ring of xylem on the inside (1) 
/and er why this is never brought out.er.in er elemen-
tary courses er I don't 1-<:now because this is not 
necessarily representative of structure as a whole 
/but the rule about beine; on the same radius still holds coou 
/if we have a complete rint: of phloem and a complete ring of 
xylem then ••• 
Specific lexical and grammatical features are of course not ah;ays 
of t:C.e::1selves an infallible indicator of ASID3~. Ehey are also sic;na2.leC: 
:-_cuever by intonational features such as selection of lov.1er l:ey, accelera-
-:ion of te!YiDO and a comparative drop in tD.e frequency of tonic syllables. 
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Particular realisations of J..SIDES oay be distinguished as follov1s: 
2. /1.2. (a) PROCEDUHAL. J~lmost invariably lectures in science and eng-in-
eering subjects are accompailied by some form of visual display. lhis 
can take various forms - from the static diagram to the more dyna:r"ic 
nrocess of blackboard calculations. Whatever the form however the 
illustrative materia_l is referred to in the discourse and more import-
a::tly both shapes and is shaped by :it. It plays an important role in 
G~e discourse almost to the point of operating as a kind of sub-text. 
•'e !1ave adopted the term FJd{AJJISCOUl.~SE to highlight its characteristic 
of running parallel to the monologue with a supportive function to the 
discourse. 
0::1e of the v:ays in which PAHADISCOU?..Si: is related to the dif>couno~e 
is by the use of P:ttOCEDURAL asides. ASIDl:.: 1, cited above, is a PHOCJ:;DIJHAL. 
FHOCEDUHALS can also serve to establish the terms within which 
subsequent communication viill take place. 
Some further examples are given below: 
~x.1 /in the stem the protoxylem 
PROCSD. /this is the im3ide of the stem/ 
the protoxylem will be found here/ 
A.j4/6-'0 
t.;x.2 /so aij is.similarly.shorthand for set of numbers 
P~OCZ.iJ. /we vJrote it down last time 
/I won't write them all down/ 
a one two a one one a one two up to a one n/ 
A.4h0-13 
:::;x.3 
.c_;x.4 
PROCBD. 
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/We will look for three properties commutation.add. 
mu:i tipl:,'. 
/we'll make a little table./ 
/commutation is the statement under addition that a 
plus b equals be plus a/ 
/an active network is one that contains a source/this 
may be a source of voltage.or a source of current (4) 
a battery a source of voltage.or.an AC voltage source -
/this is a symbol of a DC voltage source -
a direct voltage source - a battery/ this 
of an alternating voltage source/ 
/or it may contain current sources which has a symbol 
like that./ 
A.27/7-12 
2. '1.2. (b) RECALL. Exponents of this kind of ASIDE serve to reinstate 
at any juncture in the discourse some information which is treated as 
already familiar to the audience. Accordingly they typically contain 
some phrase such as 11 you will remember" or 11as I said earlier". 
Some examples are as follov.Js: 
Bx.1 /but as soon as you put it into a circuit. and you.do 
what you have to • to get the thing working • 
RECALL. it's this process I referred to as 
biassing earlier on 
then currents will flow through it.voltages will appear 
across it./ 
A.27/33-36 
Ex.2 /in the root.the xylem and the phloem occur on different 
radii 
R~CALL. /remember this sort of business (3) the 
xylem here and the phloem in the grooves 
/so that er thinking of the organ as whole ••• er • 
the xylem main limbs as it appears in transverse section 
of the xylem are on a different radius from the phloem 
A.33/15-2'1 
i<ECALLS can appear as elements of the main discourse (cf. below) 
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An ASI:JE oay cievelop in to a lengthy digression in which case it 
assumes structural characteristics similar in kind to episodes of the 
i·-AIN discourse. These characteristics will be further developed in 
the discussion of h1UN discourse. \>.Je illustrate this and other 
characteristics of ASIDES in the example below: 
hAil'i 
£x.3.INFOPJ-1 an active network is 
one that contains a 
source 
IN.FO.R.t"'i This may be a source of 
voltage or a source of 
current a battery a source 
of voltage or an AC volt-
age source 
IN.FOR!Vi or it may contain current 
sources which has a sym-
bol like that 
R.J:;STATE 
(COhV£N'r 
( 
( 
( 
SUBSIDIARY 
this is a source of current 
its a bit unfortunate we 
don't have a different sym-
bol to distinguish between 
direct current source and 
A ( 
(.KESTATE 
alternating current source 
we use the same symbol 
s ( 
(PROCEDuRAL but the fact that it's a 
I ( capital I tells you you 
( have alternating current 
, ( here 
j) (PROC.l!::DU.J:<AL /you still have a difference 
E ( in symbol although they tend 
( to be used this can be uscci 
( to renresent a .0C voltc:re 
(COl'iHEN'l' sourc~ as 1:1ell /there's~no 
( special agreement on tl1is. 
~PROCEDUHAL /a capital V v.'iH tell j'Ocl 
(. its a direct voltage 
(FHOCEDUHAL /a little v will tell JO"L~ 
( its an alternc;.ting voltc:e:;e 
(CONCLUDE so capitals denote steaci:,-~ values, little letters lowe~ 
( case letters denote er al-
( ternating qu&~tities 
~'OC"lJ.:l noiv any netvmrk whicn 
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which contains one or other 
of ttese or anything or com-
binatioDs of these or c:mything 
else - resistors, inductors, 
capacitors - is essentially an 
active netvJOrk. 
now there's one additional 
type of network that csn be 
said to be an active network 
line further feature of A.::,Iu~;;:; that vie may note is a tendency tm,rards a 
cr~o:::·e extensive use of 1st and 2nd person pronouns (''I", n1:1e 11 , a.nrl 11:rou 11 ). 
l'>--1e tendency is for ther~e pronouns where they occur in Ai:liuE to have a 
r:,ore restricted range of reference than in }·;;UN discourse. In hl>.Ih 
c;_::_scourse (with the exception of i!'OCU.SING moves) 111,re 11 and "you" arc 
most often used impersonally, to denote the 'impartial observer', 'the 
scientist' or the practitioner of the subject matter of the discc11rse 
(0ee Chapter II above). \·!hen they occur in SUBSIDIAHY diccoursc tbey 
more typically refer to those immediately present at the speect event. 
In general we rr.ay say that a PLANE change from li.AHi to SUBSiuL~ld 
discourse is often accompanied. cy a switch in grarnmatical subject fror;t 
a norr,inal grou:p (e.g. nan active network") or third perso.n imp;rsonal 
.:~resence of the lecturer and his audience is usuall.Y more r:,ror:1ir:ent in 
i.SJ:JS.S tD.an in the imrr:ediately ~receding or subsequent discm~rse. ,:,11 
t:C"e folloHing examples for instance are taken from i~6I.Ul~S. 
/1·1e v1rote it do·.m last time / I 1:10n 1 t v,Ti te tl1em all dmm/ 
/.Ie 1 ll ma\(e a little taole/ 
/t':iO suffixes are the sarne rer1ember \·Je have special rules o~~ere,t 
/ .. :e c:.se the sane s~'mbo1/ 
in 
, .CI. belOi.'/ 
:. I3CC,}Uf<SE 
-z 
IN.Sr~R'l'SD*J { 
R-;;;s 'I'll. TEhBNT 
i:iUB.SI;JiitHY 
~UALIJ:i'Y 
:otes: *1 .JlliCALL as noted earlier can i'orm part of l'lAil'T as vJelJ as 
SUESIJIAl:Y discourse 
*2 COhEEN'l' is unusua1 J.n as much as it may constitute an A01D:; 
or a GLOSS (cf. 2.1.1.(C) Ex.3) 
*3 ASIDES may oe either inserted within an utterance or it may 
be more extended and independent of the surrounding text. 
2.2 MAIN DISCOURSE 
As a crude oversirnplificat ion v:e can say that JV.AIN discourc3e 
alternates between ti·Io ty:9es of member - FOCUSING members and IiJfOLhiNG 
:aemt:ers: the lecturer says WLat ne 1 s going to talk about, says ::."t;, 
a..-cd then sums u~l what he's said. 'i'his l-:ind of sequence is said to be a. 
~ISCOU.RSE E:?ISO:OL. FOCU.::>ING mer:1bers account for activity at BOUilJ.h..hL0 
of EPISODES; IN.l'O.t'JHNG members constitute the boci;y of EPISODES. 
0-tJO kinds of FUCU.S are distinguished; those which open ii.:PI.::lCJD:i:~S and 
:Lose which close them. 'l'he former is considered to be a PROSF-.t;CTIV:i 
r'UCU".S aYJ.d the latter a .l-LGT?..OSF:GC1Tv.C. An ideal typical example of a 
maln discourse episode is thus seen as ta~ine crudely the followins 
for~. (\·Je ignore I or the F.ioment t(te intervening disccu.rse layer of ~·=-~1-:.IG.G) · 
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F.KOSPECTIVE), INFORh(S), 
HE'l'B.OSPECTIVE). 
2.2.1 FOCUSING PROSPECTIVE 
..Gxponents of the prospective focus serve to orientate the hearer 
to the topic of the subsequent discourse and can be clustered into throe 
basic sub-types; HE'I'ASTA'l'Ehii~N'I'.S, HEADINGS and RHETORICAL r~UE.S'l'IONS. 
PHOSPEC'I'IVE FOCUS h.li;'l1AS'fA'l'EhENT. 
Lectures in general are curiously rich in metastaterr:ents and dis11lay 
~!ide variety in their form. i:lome examples are given below. 
Ex.1 I'm going to talk about electronic circuits 
A.17/3G 
Ex.2 I shall be concentrating on amplifiers for amplifying 
sinusoidal signals - AC signals - alternating current 
A.19/15-16 
Ex.3 well let's ask ourselves what is it an amplifier's 
intended to do 
A.20/18-19 
Ex.4 right/so let's turn to mathematics for the next forty 
five minutes A.3j·1 
Bx.5 now I can put in some extra little definitions which 
er are necessary in order to er work freely with 
matrices 
A.4/35-37 
Ex.6 right. I'm novl going to go right away from this rather abstract 
approach and talk about the solution of sets of linear 
equations ••• 
A.9/28-30 
Some formal features of FOCUSING rr:etastatements are as follows: 
(1) lst Person plural imperative 
(nlet us 11 , 111et 1 s 11 ) 
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(2) Verb forms expressing 'future of present intention' 
( 11 froin0' to 11 1\ 0 0 
(3) Lexical verbs such as: 
''talk about 11 
11 ask 11 
"consider" 
"explain 11 
"concentrate on 11 
(4) Lexical items referring to the discourse 
"definitions" 
"example 11 
11point 11 
(5) Lexical items indicating stage in discourse 
11 final 11 
"the end 11 
Not all of these features of course need occur simultaneously. Perhaps 
the most prevailint; feature however is selection of the future tense 
'.'Jith first person as subject. 
F'rtOSP.EC'l'IVE FOCUS J:-IEADING. The second type of FOCUS likely to intro-
ciuce an EPISODE is a generalised statement of the subsequent discourse 
topic. 
Ex.1 
.r.::x.2 
now another important point that arises is the position 
of the protoxylem 
A.)4/3-5 
now as soon as you've said that you can see that there 
are a number of ways in which an amplifier can go wrong 
or not give exactly what you want of it 
A.24/5-7 
erm another thing that He want is to say that the arnplifisr 
has a lm·I in Lermoc.ulation performance. 
A.25/25-27 
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~x.4 nm,r therE::' s one additional type of network that can be salo 
to be &"1 act:i_ve neb-10rk and that is a circuit containing a 
c;ransistor a valve an Ft::T or multiples of each of these or 
co~binations of each of these. 
A.27/25-28 
l'he distinguishinc features of Bid\DINGS are as follows: 
(1) often includes a seneralised noun phrase such as 
Ha number of different functions 11 
11another group of ore;ans" 
11a number of vJays" 
11one additional type of netv10rk 11 
rhese phrases usually predict some lexical realisation in the ensuing 
discourse which is required to complete the sense of the headint;: the 
ensuing discourse usually provides some lexical differentiation of the 
heading's generalised noun phrase; 
(2) in some instances the heading itself contains the lexical differ-
entiation. J'he lexicalJy differentiating items in these cases 
usually take separate tonic syllables. rrhis is the cace in Ex.3 
above with nlow :Lntermodulation performance"; 
(3) often contains suclo_ modifiers as 11another 11 , "additional", 11 furtf1er 11 ; 
( 1+) can also contain some metareference item such as "point'', 11 issue 11 , 
"problem" etc. 
As with the defining characteristics of FOCUSING mctastatements not 
all of t~nese features may be present simultaneously. 
h<CJSJ:'bCTIVE l<'OCU0 : rirl3'i'CHICJ..L ~}J2STIO!!. 'rhe thrd subtype of PHOSPECTIV~; 
FOCU-S is provided by i-tliBlUiUCAL ;,;Fi%'TIOI~3. 
wX.1 tfrJ.Ol..,.,r ' ' ~.~na-c cio ~ mect:n linear" 
.:..x.2 
r' /, r--
1 ~., -
/ 
Iter nov: LN: c'o ·,·:e accusll? set about analysing an electrcm:i.c 
nej~':'D::'< ar:c' elec t:::-c:~,::_c circt:.i t and hov1 do vre go a~oo:.lt the 
cesignn 
11 ~;:ell lets ;o:s~~ O'Tselves wiwt is it an amplifiers intcndccl to do' 1 
f.\..20/18-'19 
2. 2. 2 A NOTE ON "JvlARKE;i.S It 
(Gne lecture begins with a veritable plethora of such 
11 rir;ht, \'Jell nO\·: ,you 1 11 remember at the end of tbe lac.>t 1 ccturc 
••• 
11 ). In tbe analysis of classroom discourse (see Sinclair and Coulthar::l, 
) these were iden L.i.f:i.cd DB b\1\KEHS the function of which is 11 to marl. 
boundaries in the discourE-Oe 11 (p. 40). In the classroom, when they occur 
as a separate tor1e unit 1:itr1 falling tone and a following silent stre";.s, 
they are considered to be realising FRMiiNG moves, which - in opti.on~J 
conjunction with FOCU.S:;:<;.3 - fonn .bOUNDAHY EXCHANGES. l3GUNDARY ~;XG.rlAIJGL.:i 
~. i vide classroom discoun;e into l':t::Ai'J0AC'I'IONS, the equ:i. valent of wh:i.c[J 
i:: lectures is the B.t)l.;:,OJ.r.;. .ln lectures, however, there seems to be no 
o~1e consisent and recurrinG identifiable pbonological real:~sation of 
such items. t~rthermore, within tbe discourse model so far postulated, 
it: ':!Ould be difficult to incluci.e teem as discrete exponents of the rao.'li'~ 
o:· L.SllBEH, since all other units on t1is rank are isolated in terms oi' 
cra::r::atical self-sufficiency. NoneU:eless, they are extremely frerJye:1t 
1~ their occurrence in all the lectures that form the data for tbis study 
and appear to have an important role in punctuating the discour:se. h:S 
bas been noted they frequently preface .r""'OCUSING members of the pros-
pective type. 'l:hey also are common at the onset of PBRIODS 1:1i thin 
.C.:PISODES. In thE:se respects they may be usefully contrasted with the 
common conjunctive items "andll, "or", 11but", 11 so 11 , etc. These latter 
i terns typically link together series of INFOHhiNG members and in so 
doing set up chains of logical relations which seem to correspond with 
the unit PERIOD. lfJviarkers", on the other hand serve to break or 
punctuate these logical cl:Jains : in effect they 1 wipe the slate clean 1 1 
of the logical chain formed by conjunctions and thereby signal that a. 
new chain is about to commence; hence their common position at the 
onset of PI~RIODS and of FOCUSi::S. In effect they can be seen as the 
obverse of conjunctive items. And just as conjunctive item~> are dealt 
with as part of the realisation of units on particular ranks (see 
especially INFOR!'HNG members, below) or as part of the dual phenomenon 
of micro and macro cohesion, similarly Hmarkers" have been included as 
aspects of the surface realisation of other categories. They could, 
for example, be viewed a.s a kind of zero or negative macro cohesion -
instances of breaks in cohesive texture. 
It must be admitted of course that the nature of this treatment 
is to some extent demanded by the exigencies of the particular discourse 
model - a model that attempts to reflect the patterning of a particular 
speech event. It is unlikely that other speech events or genres -
especially those involving more than one interlocutor - could be handl~d 
b.:; a model that conflates such lower ranks of discourse structure as 
11 actn a'ld "move". In such cases some conjunctive items (especially 
1. The metaphor is drmm from a paper by J .HcH • .Sinclair ( 19?5), n. b 
items such as 11 incicientall~.'n, 11 like\·rise 11 , the resumptive 11 but 0 , tJ:1e 
resmrrpti ve 11 or 11 B.nd the concluding 11 so 11 ) may well be best handled ns 
a special case of discourse mar~ers. 
2.2.3 RETROSPECTIV~ FOCUS CONCLUSION 
In addition to the class of members which orientate tl'_e listener 
to the subsequent direction of the discourse episode, there is a further 
class of members which bring episodes to a close by retrospectively summar-
ising the previo11S discourse. They often repeat key lexical items 
(see belovJ Ch. IV) from the body of the episode and their summarising 
role is most clearl:y apparent in instances where - by repeating lexica] 
items and often viho1e phreses - they echo the form of the H.SADHiU 11hich 
announced the E.PI.SOD.G. 
Typically they contain some anaphoric text reference i tern such 8.<3 
"tnis 11 , 11 that 11 , "this IH'ocess", etc. 'l'hey also are most f:ceqc;entl,Y 
IJrefaced by such itel<JS as 11 so 11 , "therefore", 11 this is w~·,y", "artd so 11 , 
etc. Some o_f these iterlls, of course, can also operate v,rithin o.:;PI0CD2i::i 
in linking IN£'0l1k.S together. 'l'heir role in COIIICLDSICNS r;1ay be distinc-
uished in hw related v;ayc. i.· in;t, in Halliday and Iiasan' s terms 
(1976, pp.240-4) they orJcrate l1ere Iih'.bHNALLY ratner than EX'I'i1<l~HLJ,] 
~nat is they denote a relationship that is established on the basj_s of 
the preceding discoun;e rather than a strictly causal relationshir· tr:e.i; 
',ay be perceived a priori in the external vJOrld of descrj bed n'c- enom::cl& • 
.:Jeconc:.ly, they operate macro-cohesj_vely at COEG1U3IUl';;:; as q:po.sec: to 
;::icro-col:esi ve ly between ad.:' acen t t.'tec~oe:cs \·:i tf',in I::.PISUD;:...S. 
Ex.1 
.t;x.2 
bx.4 
Ex.6 
so l·Je sl1c:J.2_l ce cancer:.~ ~r·a_t ing on am}Jlif:i.ers - analot;·ue 
8Irli_~J_:_fiC1'~J 
tn.is is '•:',:t ·,Jc sl·:a~l i:r1 tne rnain concentrate en deali:1g 
witl1 ·,,/.hat is :.rrc;·m as sinusoio.al excitations - sin wave 
slgne.ls 
' 19/'' ~r) J:.... b- 1\. 
so we sl,all be clea.lic:1t; '.vi t:i:1 small signal ar1d lar?~e signal 
amplifiers ;o;.nd Glnplifiers of steady voltaces - .LJC 
m:1plifiers 
and so our gene:rRl arErlifi er Hill have h;o rroperties -
a voltage g-ain snd a current gain 
A.2i/9-1U 
and so tiH3-t is e:mo Lher form of amplifer \•lhich we st.al1 
be comin~c; across qu:l.te frequently - the d.i.fferential 
amplifier/ each voltage p~ain is the output voltac;e 
divided by tiw difference between the two input volta[;es 
tl.22/5-b 
so these in:0ut ouant:i.ties the input voltace and the inyn<i: 
current c8n eithe:r· be steady voltae:;es or currents or 
sinusoidal volbz:es and currents for our purpose. 
A.22/16-1C] 
By ond larf;e, 1~'1\<0SP:c;C'l'IVE i'OCUSES tend to rounc~ off .Gl~rscu.:.:;;::. 
Occasionally, ho'.•lever, EFISODES re-open after the CONCloUSION. ln this 
respect they behave somewhat like the closing of telephone conversations 
as analysed by Schegloi'f and ::Jacks ( '1973). line of the clearest wa~'s 
of identifying the concJusion of an episode is by the irnmediately :c·,lb-
sequent opening of a ne\; and ci iscrete bPISCDE signalled by a P.i:iGoi:2::CiTI/J:~ 
.r<OCUS. But clear 1'~-:0.SPSG'I'IVE .FOCUSES are not invariably given at t 1·Je 
onset of new E:t-JISCJE3. .t!'urther cri tcria are thus required to distin[~uis~ 
oetv1een '>vhat might be called 11potentia1 11 CLOSINGS and "strict 11 CCITCLL...,IGi:;:). 
~~ese criteria are supplied by attention to p~onological realisation i~ 
terms o::' V...ZY (or pitcL of o.elivery of the tone unit). 
It is noticeable ln t~n.e sxernples ci teC: above that they frequentl.~t 
.--, / r· 
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en<i witl'c some :c:inc, of s:c:r;osi tional element, ("analogue amplifier.s 11 
in ..t:;x.l, 11 sins ,;,~ave ci.ccc.ls in ~x.2., etc.). In so doing they typic-
ally end •ri tr selection o[ LO,, KEY - one of 1:1hose communicative values 
is 1 equativenes.s 1 (see .brazil, 19?5, p.21 : 11 By selecting equative low 
:c;_ey the speaker exploits the possibility of alternative formulations of 
VJhat, from the point of viev·J of both participe..nts, can be reE;ardec:i. as 
the 'same' matte:r· 11 • .Oee also below, Ch.IV). In the examples above it 
is almost as if an alternative formulation or an appositional element 
has been produced in order to make 10\'J KEY selection necessary and in-
evitable. If the PBJ:dUD is thereby closed by immediate subsequent 
selection of EIGH Y>£Y then we cru1 say that not only is the appositional 
element member final but it is also PERIOD final and ultimately EPISODE 
i'inal. If the PlSJ:UOiJ continues beyond the CONCLUSION by subsequent 
selection of further NIV K.;~Y and LOW KEY choices then the episode is 
heard as continuing until the last tone unit selecting 10\v KEY pro-
claiming tone before an immediately succeeding step up into HIGH L~Y -
in other words, to tl:e end of the .!?EP.IOD. 'fhis is the case in example 
5 cited above. ~ve can sum up these observations as nllov1s : EPIGGl.H~::i 
are terminated by RE;'l'ROSPECTIVE FOCUSES typically delivered with a final 
LOiv KEY tone unit : in cases VJhere the PERIOD continues beyond the 
:F'OCUS the EPI.SOD:t!; terminates with the termination of the FE:P.IOD. 
2.2.4 INFOREING 
Between the bet;innings and ends of EPISODES the EAIN disco<J.rse 
cievelops through a chain or succession of IN.F'ORHING memoers. rtese 
r.1embers are frequently linKed together by a limited range of con,junc-
tive items such as 11and 11 , 11so 11 , 11 but 11 , "or", "so that". l'he chains 
of logical relations thus estatlished are intermittently interrupted 
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by markers to form ?S.iUGJ.S. 
Not every merJber of course is introduced by a surface signal of 
its plus or minus relationship (that is, a conjunctive i tern or marker 
respectively) with the nrevious member. Sometimes there is no formal 
item to indicate the relationship of the member to the preceding dis-
course. In the case of conjunctive items, however, there is good 
reason to believe that they signal a limited set of underlying inter-
member relations by which the members themselves are interpreted even 
when the conjunctive item lS absent. A suggestive a priori justification 
for this view is put forward by Bugene Winter (1976) in a paper entitled 
"A clause-relational approach to English texts": 
110ne theoretical argument in favour of having a limited 
number of ways of interpreting some sentence in the light 
of another is ••• the lexical creativity of the clause func-
tions of subject, verb, object, complement, adjunct, etc. 
ln which there 1s no limit to the kind of detail selected 
as noun, verb, adjective .?.nd adverb etc. rrhis is potential 
chaos which can be chaotic to our understanding in direct 
proportion to the complexity of detail in adjoining clauses. 
(Consider, for instance, the difficulty of trying to follm1 
an unbroken succession of sentences of 100 words long.) ide 
cannot tolerate a comparable creativity in our interpretation 
of the relation between sentences. This would add another 
kind of potential chaos to our inherent difficulties in 
communication. 'Eo avoid this second kind of chaos, clauses 
have to connect Hith other clauses in strictly predictable 
ways just as the lexical choices \vi thin the clause have to 
connect vri th oti:Ler lexical choices in syntactically _;:_;reciictable 
\·Jays. 
,Jinter proposes tv;o fundw;wr::.tal v:a:.'s of interpretinc; adjacent 
utterances - as eitller l·mtcr1ine; or LogicoJ sequer::.ce. r.:.aci:l type has s:.~o-
.c_, __ e ...... 1 ... Jer· ,yr' 1~ r "-n-- - of .,~··l·.--, r:--se"'r::h .. ~ t'_n,rr::pf'ol~ c:_,_·,~ .. -i_.~-=_c·r L-,J~J w tl0':/8' 2~l'l 0 t... 1.t:: l_JUrpose v~~ ~ ,__J '-A --~ ..._.._ ~~~ ~-.~... ~,_,_ --·--- ~~ 
ias been fauna aiecua e. 
), the three prime relatiorcs 
corresponding ·co t.r:e tnree r:.ost frequent logical connectors or con-
junctive items - 11 anc!. 11 , 11 but 11 , 11 so 11 (see above Ch.II). Jm examplf~ of 
an. Ei:'ISOD.i:_; built u1-:1 primar3.1y from successive J\.JDI'l'IVI:.: relations is 
given below : 
Ex.1 now er I mentioned that in most cases the corolla is 
larce 2116 colm;_:r.·ed - sometimes assisted or replaced by 
the sepals 
A.DDITIV~:; /bnci th~ s is in connection cr with tbc reprod-
INi;'l!HL vct:Lvc rrocer:~s because a great number of flo\Jcr::_; 
er tiepenti er upon insects - flying insects er for 
the process which we call pollination which we'Jl 
come onto to later on 
( nLO·c~.c~) ( ' t ] I . h . t k l f' _._. _ ~ \:Ina- 110 __ cen lS and. , ow l- wor .s anc so or Gn 
we 1 ll dea~ with in a subsequent lecture) 
ADV.8RSA- /but er conveJ'aJlce of pollen from one flower 
'l'IVE.; to 8.DC)t}Jcr is a.n essential part of the reprod-
A.DDI'TIV.r.: 
INJ?Oi:th 
uc Li vc _proccc;s 
/a.."'ld er tt.e bright colour of the er peno..ntn 
particularly of the corolla is looked upon as 
one of the features serving to attract er 
suitable insects to the flower. 
A.j'?/25-)IJ 
Frequently SEC'l.'l0l'i0 of h;.IL JISCOUH.SE are ir.tersperseci 'dith \'JJ:~-cs 
of 0UB.3IDIA.HY DISCOUB;:;:::::. rte above example for instance is I interructeci I 
by the GLOSS, "1:1hat nollen is ••• subsequent lecture 11 • Gnc prob}er:' Lat 
arises out of tl1is 1cind o: discourse plane change is in c.iesJinz •;~itt 
the Hay in which resurrrption of tlle iV:J:,.IIJ DISCOU.i:<SE is sigr,allcd. 
II',rFOHI·':ING members that irnrnediately follovJ a unit of 3Ui3SI0IA.~:~Y ~JI~CUl~B~~ 
f:p 77-7&. In tr~ese cases vJe have instances of t!lnere a. conjuncti ~~Ie 
i i:.em assurnes a discourse value derived frcm but. tr8.J.~scending, its ro1-e 
as logical connector. Accorciinsly it becomes a noot point \•thether it 
sl10uld be dealt 1,vi th in analysis as a HESUhPTIVE member ( ttus displayicr:_: 
its plane chanf;e character:i_.:.~tics) or as an ADVE.RSA'I'IVE INf02J\ (thus 
displaying its loci cal role as l)art of the l'>AIN DISCOTJl\.SE). 
Once again, hoviever, it is intonation that provides a method for 
detecting the plane change involved in switching from HAIN to .SUD.SI-
DIARY ci.iscourse. I~ew members are normally signalled by initial selection 
of HIGH Kr!.:Y. In SuBJI.iJIAHY discourse, however, there is a tendency to 
resist selection of lUG!:l K.r:;Y for member initial tone units. ('l'his 
fOint is considered in more detail in Cb.IV. 
2. 2. 5 RECALL MEEB.E;HS 
The role of j:(t;CALl, moves has already been noted in the con text of 
.SUBSIDIARY DISCOURS.t;. 'lllley also however possess a potential for oy1era-
ting within the MAIN discourse. Here they usually occur near the onset 
of the EPISODE and operate tmvards a similar end as FOCUS : they set 
an informational context within which the subsequent discourse J:.;FI.:>O;:J.:._, 
operates. It is also noticeable that their frequency is tsreatest to'tiarciE> 
the beginning of a lecture. This tendency of occurrence is related to 
the factor which most distinguishes them from SUBSIDI.BJJ.-?.Y ~CALLS. 
The latter usually refer back to, or 11 recall 11 , some element from the 
ongoints speech event. hAIN .OISCOUR.SB RECALLS however ofteE refer bacj, 
to elements of discourse from a preceding speech event. They can 
also be used strategically to instate in the discourse some piece of 
knowledge as if it has already been treateci somewLere in the course so 
ix.1 
Ex.2 
.ii:x.4 
0 Last time I ta.ll:eci to you er about. this suffix notation, 
\vhich a.lloHs us to handle arrays of numbers, Aij things 
like, things like t.i:lis Sijk • arrays of numbers and v1ri te 
down equations which a_::ply to • elements of in arravs of 
nur:1bers in a very compact and economical form/" v 
.A.)/2-6 
"remember if we take er an array \'lhich we will call xi 
this is shorthand for the set of numbers x one, x two, x 
three, up to XIl - ordered set. 11 
A.3/14-17 
"remember this thing -.,lith er we :had a sir1ple cuae;rarn • 
showing soild level • the root system dovm here, and so 
for the rr:ain stems producing leaves, and having buds on 
it of two kincts • those which occur • in the angles 
formed bet1t1cen the leaf stalk and the stem which we call 
axillary er buds • &'1d • the terminal bud ( 1). n 
A.34/22-2tJ 
"now er I mentioned that in most cases the corolla. is 
large and coloured sometimes assisted or replaced by the 
sepals.'' 
A.37/25-2? 
In the light of the foregoing sections we can summarise the 
hierarchical reletionship between functions in lecture discourse 
diagrammatically as follo1;~::;. 
FGCU3 
-
-
-~SCi'IVC CAUSAL ADDI'l'IVA: ADV'6i~SA l'IV J:t; "~Ch1Ij 
~eta.statement nea.a1ng rhetorlca.l 
question 
SU13.SI.JIA.2Y JJISCOUl<.Sb 
~--------~-------_____ ; 
~----------J~~---------(,. ' '1/' ' " .,l lnsertea •exLen~ea 
3. A I\OTE CN S'l11\UCTUP.E 
rte model of discourse structure serving as a background to the 
ojservations of this chapter has been briefly sketched in Terms of a 
ra..YJ.k scale of units. 'i'he smallest unit of discourse the member 
has been closel~r identified with the grammatical u.ni t 1 clause'. 
hembers are seen as being syntactically independent units ccnsistinc 
of a free clause or combim1tions of free and bound clause:::. Ivlore than 
one free clause can consti t1Jte a r:-:ember but onl:v vvhen there e:J:ists 
oeh1een them ar1 extremely close relationship of tl::e branched ty1;e in 
~:hich sor.1e necessar·r eler;x~nt of structure is ellided from the br<:mchec! 
c:tause (see Sinclair, 1S'?2, A Course in i:lpoken 1~ng1ish : Grarr,mor, p • .)2). 
l''lemcerc, sin§~ly or in cor:Jbin&tion forr.1 .r'LlUOlj;:) 'Jhicll a1'C dcfineo 
phonologically by the tell sequence of their tone ur.ltE:c;. Hour;hly 
periods can be additionally si[naJled by either negative ma~~ers of 
hic;iwr order con.:ju.ncti vc items such as 11 incidentalJ..~r 11 , 111 :i.kevJisc 11 , 
etc. 'The strucb .. 1re of IJeriods is capable of spanning across m1i tch or 
~~-lcme fror.1 main to m;bsicliary discourse, although occasionally .:;la_ne 
coincides with t~e onset of a new period. 
The continuous progression of periods in a text is intermitten 
punctuated by focusing activity of either the prospective or the 
retrospective type - occasionaJ.ly bot~ in immediate succecsion. 
J:'':'~ese consti h.;te the bounciaries of .C:i:-'I0CL::t:;.3. 
this model owes much, of course, to other ffiodels of disco~rsc 
previously elaborated to deal with s~ch diverse speech events as the 
cle.ssroom lessen, (Sinclair aul Coulthard, 1975), the broadcast iLter-
vie'lv (.i?earce, 197_::), doctor-D2.tient interviews (Coulthard and .i-..s]-,b:J', 
1973) and conmi ttee taE: (Stubos, 1973). These studies have all deaJ.::: 
·,,Ji th multi-party to.l.c:: 8-'.1.0. Lave thus tended to operate vii th a four :::a11:: 
departure of this study 1>as been to conflate the ranks of ACT and hCV~:;; 
into the single nmk of h::::;hm~R. This, of course, is probably a diE:tinct-i.'Je 
feature of the particular speech genre- lecture monologue, as also 
is the way in which in this study discourse builds directly onto the 
level of graJ~mar. CJtherwise there is some degree of correspondence 
between prior notions of LXCHANGE and .SEQUENCE/TRANSAC'I'ION and the 
notions of PEhiOD and EE)ISOD:S expounded in this study. 'l'his reflects 
the interactive character of discourse even when it takes the form of 
a monologue conducted by one person. The discourse of lectures is, 
to use Volosinov 1 s ( 1973) formulation of the discourse characteristic<:; 
of written texts; "something like a vitiated dialogue worked into the body 
of a monologic utterance. Behind the device of partitioning 
speech in units, ,,,hich are termed paragraphs in their written 
form, lie orientation tovJard listener or reader and calculation 
of the latter's possible reactions. 'l'he weaker this oriE~ntation 
and calculation are, the less organised, as regards paragraphs, 
our speech will be. 'l'he classic types of paragraphs are : 
question and answer (where question is posed and answer given 
by the same author); supplementation; anticipation of 
possible objections; exposition of seeming discrepancies or 
illogicalities in one's O'-'lll argument, and so forth". (p.111). 
1-lan;:r of his ctaracteristics of "the classic type of paragraph 11 
such as "supplementation" and 11 anticipation of possible objections" 
are similar to such functions of subsidiary discourse defined above 
a.s P.E.S'rATELENT, ~UALitY, and CQ!vJ.;::;IJ':l'. Their presence in the discou:cse 
of lectures, especial:i..y as the latter part of PERIODS, can be seen 
as an embedding in the monologic utterance of the exchane_;e-type 
characteristics of multi-party talk. 
At this point some further remarks can be made concerning the 
status of the structural unit EPISU0.t;. 
In this discourse model the structure of the lower ranks is fairly 
well defined. f-iE}iBEri, while having an internal s;yntactic structure, 
has no structure in discourse terms because it is the smallest unit on 
this level. (In this respect it is comparable with the unit morpheme 
in the level of grammar). Period is made up of one or more members 
and its structural boundaries are phonologically defined, thus e;iving iL 
a clearly specifiable pro[~odic shape. In the case of each of these lo~1er 
units of structure we can say that once either unit is begun its ensuing 
shape is predictable in c3yntactic or prosodic terms. t.;PISOD£.i, however, 
seems to have no specified and predictable internal strc;;ctvre in terms 
of particular periods in sequence. It must, of course, contain at lea~t 
one period and tbis in turn must contain at least one informing member 
but beyond tbese str::.cturcs there seems to be no way of specifying vJhat 
further kinds of members and \\'nat kind of ordering for therr, obtaim; in 
..:.::PISCJDES of extended length. Even a prospective FOCUS cannot precij.ct 
the structure of Em ensuing :t::FL::.>CJJE. A lecturer, for instance, m1:1.y 
Mnounce that 11 in conclusion I v.Jish to consider three f-crther t,:rpes oJ:' 
-:'lowering plant 11 • Ee may then, in fact only discuss hJO because i:e runs 
out of time, or remember an acioitional one and thus deal \•lith fotT. 
It would see~, therefore, that the structure of ~PI3CJZ3 is not 
;reciictive but e~erges retrospectively as the unit unfolds. In t~is 
resnect our findings concerning episode match those of other researchers. 
.::/tubbs (19r/3), ror j_nstancc, ::..r. C.ealing 1vith sequences of exct-:car1ze.s 2_;: 
co.~.c:ittee tsJk, declares: ".ie ca.r:, in fact, see no '<va:r at present o:i: 
'.~:~aracterisir:.c; any p:<:'os;;:ec c i ve sequence-structure. Oc.1r fee line:; is, 
~"a the:::, tr.at sequences are churacteristically retrospectivel:.c cor:ec3~ ve 
J..nd coherent" (p.)O). .H.nd Sinclair (1975), in a paper on discour·.:·:e 
structure, writes: 
"Immediutely ubove exchan~:e, the only _pat terns of 
lant:;uace thGt Hf: cmt detec L are stylistic, and 
therefore funclarnen ta} retrospective, because tf:ey 
are intermittcr,t c::.n.c: trwi:c onset and terr:1ination 
a.re unpred.i.ctab1c 11 (fa '12) 
t"Je form of intennittent putb::cn:i.ng, then it becomes cc.peciuJ .. Jy crucial 
to estublish ar1 j_ntermediatc layer of structure be b..recn l~.FJ:,:.JO:Ji:: anc[ k:·.:ht:;,_;.t; 
dtere patternint; if; mon.: regular and predictable. 'de bave in fact _pocitu:! 
st;ch a le.yer c-illd cJ.ej .. r~:ed tLat :it has a specifiable prosodic ::::he.pc. [(,e 
nexl chapter seeks to :-;'_lb::otanti.ate sucb a claim in the context of an 
Dvcra.ll examination of ~Jrosoc.ic p8tterning in lecture monolot~ue. 
CHAPT:Sr< :i.i'OU1< 
1. INTRODUCTION 
l'-iEEB£::.8..3, it :Cca.s C:eer: arg~:.ed, can be functionally differentiated 
on the basj s of tneir role in tne discourse. It is thus iircplied that 
they play a role in the crgan:i_sation of higher discourse ur.ltf;. 1-.l:::ove 
l:EhBEl-( we have r~osi teci a Lmi t of structure on a higher rank cal1ed 
'dhich can either be a lUCJ.::. or· an Il~}'Ol{h. ·rhey are also tspical1y 
introduced by some kind of me.cro-cohesi ve device such as 'another t 
or 'so' and 'but' usee( 11 resv;rr~tively 11 • I'hey can also be introduced by 
some negative mar~er of cohesion such as 'now' or 'rj t' • In o.cldi t i.on 
it has been asserted tltat ~£~IGD3 have a specifiable ~rosodic Ln 
terms of a pitch sequence from HI:JE to Lmv r.EY. 1'he ensuing ctc;r~ter· 
seeks to substantiate t:Cl:i.c3 claim a.nd in so doing argues that in tor at ioY1 
is a complex resource used. by the speaker to signal the direction 1 
ore;anisation and :Lnforrna.tionall,y sicnificant aspects of the ciiscourse. 
In conclusion ·-.~e make sor;~e obE3ervations on ho\v f'l'.:HIODS are real:i.scd J.n 
terms of constituent I·~hB.b.K,S. 
2. INTONATION AND DISCOURSE 
"Rarely does one find an:;~ recognition let alone discussion 
of the elementary fact thattone-urits cio not exist in 
isolation, but wor~: in sequences in connected speec"n 11 • 
Instead intonation studies Lend to concentrate o~ t~e attitudinal 
imr:;l:i cations of certain contours (see 1 for exar;:rle, ) OY' 
:ne relationsrcip of intone.tion ';o grar:~rr,ar (see, for exar:ple, :~=al~ids.~·, 
'-~(~() · t t' ·,., J ·c c i·c:.}·- Y'ler -n (c::e:e, fo.r F:Xc'='.:':·._,.-::le, ').: or lYl ona lOTI as a ·;~,,ono.ogl a.1. :::;_~!So'-··:' ,_.- o~ ~-- .. · -
\ ) • It is on~."' recen tl~r that &Dy attempt has been c~ade 
'~o relate intonation choices to t:C~e process of interaction and to ::he 
crganisation of connected speecL Brazil ( 1975) is the major exponent 
of this approach and his \·iorlc has provided a number of useful insir~~ts 
into the organisation of Jecture rnonolot;ue. l'he remainder of this ch2,pter 
relies heavily on Bra?;il's s:ysterr, although one or two important areas 
of difference will emer8e in the subsequent discussion. 
In Discourse Intonation (1975), Brazil delimits two important 
areas of suprasegmentaJ. phonolog·ical contrast. One is tbe well docu-
mented system of 'I'Okt.: or pitch-t,lide which applies at the tonic 
syllable of the tone-·,.mi t and contains five major terms corresponding 
to the five main m:..cle1"r types of pi tc.h movement noted by other authors 
(e.g. halliday, 1SJG7 cu"ld Crystal, 1969). 
riowever, in addition to the pitch change (or glide) which character-
lses the tonic syllable of the tone-unit, a further system called KEY is 
IH'Oposed which contains terms relating to the pitch level of the tone-
unit's tonic segment. 'l'lms it is argued that the relative height at 
<{nich pitch movement takes place is as significant as whether the pitch 
movement is rising or faJ.ling. Bore significantly, perhaps, these tvw 
phonological systems of contrasting choices are described in terms 
'ilhich ma.lze 11direci:; reference to the interactive process" - a procss<3 
taken by Brazil to be 11 implici t in every spoken utterance.'' In this 
respect it is explicitly assuoed that certain contrasts are "more 
central to the communicative process than others." (p.4). 
Choices in fONE are seen as relating to the moment by moment con-
vergence or divergence of the interpenetrating worlds of speaker anci 
cearer. Rising tones represent an existential choice by the speaker 
"'t30 -
;:;o treat the verbal text thus realised as part of the shared vJorld of 
spea.J.cer and hearer; it treats the matter of the discourse as if it 
·,:ere already negotiated in interaction. These tones (the rise and the 
fall-rise) are labelled h.i;:;li'.r.;.hHING. 
Conversely falling tones represent a choice by the speaker to 
mark parts of an utterance as having "the status of information in that 
they are presented as if likely to change the world of the hearer". 
'l'hese latter tones (the fall and the rise-fall) are labelled PHOCLAihiNG. 
Level tones represent the fifth choice in the tone system and these 
are considered by Brazil to embody a neutral choice, selected by the 
speaker at points vJhen his focus is not on the interaction but on certain 
properties of the message itself such as its linguistic organisation. 
This oblique orientation mir,ht for example be used in 'quoting'. 
VJe can summarise thef>e choices diagrammatically as follows: 
-i
unmarked : 
refer 
intensified 
fall-rise (r) 
rise (r+) 
direct orientation 
unmarked fall (p) 
proclaim~-___. 
intensified rise-fall (p+) 
'l1CNE 
blique orientation neutral---------- level (o) 
The second central system of whict the tone-unit is tie domain, 
nar:cely K.t:.;Y, contains three basic terws '!!hie[; are expounded by ti;e 
/':3! -
.s_:::'eal-cer' s "potent iall2; r:-;eaningful choice to pitch each successive 
-:o::-:e-group at, above, or 1Jel01·1 the level which for him can be regarded 
e.s the norm" (p.10). Above the norr'l is termed HIGH MY, below the 
r..orm is termed LO·:v LEY, and LID KEY of course refers to the norr.: i '!:self. 
,,;:; regards tne relationshi}! beh!een Y3Y and the interactive process 
v:e can say of iiiGH and LUVi K~:y that 11 the former carries the ir.1plication, 
'there is more to follow'; the latter, 'this is said in a situation 
created by something that went immediately before.' In discourse, we 
can say that one sets up expectations, the other has prerequisites. 11 (p.10). 
To relate intonation systems so clearly to the interactive process 
constitutes in itself a ne\·J departure, but Brazil 1 s crucial innovation 
viould seem to be the notion of i\K'l. lor although riliY choice is associa.tcd 
'di th the individual tone-unit, Brazil argues that 11 th ere H3 B. proe;:rcc;si vc 
stepping d.own in a lengthy utterance from one tone-group to the next. 11 
J:'£1is feature leads liim to define a higher ranking phonoloc;ical unit havinc 
the structure 
HIGH KZY hLJ K.SY 
('1 •••• n) (·1 •••• n) (I •••• n 
-,c,;i,s l.i.ni t p:covio.e.s in effect an intermeo.iate la;;:er of st:.Cl;cture bel;'dCE'n 
tone-ur.it and uttersLce. in c:nay;ter II I termed this unit the l:.:C::kt:GL! 
and in t11e following observations on pro~:;odic patterning in lechJre 
r.·onologue it is seen primaril:· as one 1.1ay in which l\EEBE1.:.'i3 are or[;''~isc;d 
i~to either close or discrete discourse relationships. BasicalJy l~ 
a ~~or.olocical un~t lS to 'iiscotJTse 
a~~o provicie a reEoGrcc :or i~dicat discourse structure? 
f... ra1:he:::' circuitcu s argur;.e"~t suggests that this might v,rell be 
t~e case. ~~r tone-unit bo~nd~ries are in ttemselves difficult to 
isolc.te in £-tbsolutc terr:;s: fror:: the anal~~sts vie\-:point their placer.1ent 
is heavily influenced b~ prior isolation of the tonic syllable. In 
section 6.0 below, ~lOv:'ever, it emerges that placement of the tonic 
syllable provides the Sllea:-cer v1ith n strategy for foregrounding what 
are informationally significant ite11:s for the purposes of the interaction. 
Thus, insofar as tonality is influenced by tonicity, it can be claimed 
that the former should ultimately be seen as an aspect of discourse. 
Nonetheless there remains a lare;e body of opinion and evidence to 
support the contention that tonality is related to syntactic considera-
tions. halliday's ( 1C)()7) description of intonation rests on such an 
assumption insofar as t·w takes as his starting point 11 the cyntagmatic 
equivalence of clause and tone t;roup 11 • Crystal (1975) claims that in 
the examination of /12,000 tone-units from spontaneous conversation all 
but 100 conformed to the rule that 11placement of tone-unit boundaries 
is determined by syntactic structure 11 • (p.15). 1\.nd Collier and 
1 t Hart (1975) cite experimental evidence to support the conclusion 
that 11 there is a strong tendency for intonational block boundaries ar1d 
syntactic constituent boundaries to coincide. 11 (p.119). 
hy ovm data supports at the very least the rather minimal assertion 
that, while a 1'-!EHBEH may contain many tone-units, tone-unit boundaries 
rarely (if ever) transcend the boundaries of syntactically indepencient 
units. Indeed it is at the syntactic boundaries that tone-unit boundaries 
are most clear a:r1d incontrovertible. I ,,rould therefore arg1;.e t!Jat ';.,'!-'.ile 
:C.'Ol\i:i;; and KSY serve functions in the ciiscourse, 1l'ONALITY is IJrobably 
best seen as heavily influenced by syntactic factors. Indeed, this 
would prov1ae indirect sup~ort for the contention ttat in lecture 
r~,onologue the discourse orgtmisation builds more directly on to syntax 
tnan in other speech cenres. 
3. KEY AND DISCOURSE DEFINITIONS 
l<'undamentally tbe [WS l:em KEY applies to the pitch level of the 
tonic segment of the tone unit. Previously it has been stated that the 
three terms in the system (HIGH, hiD and LO't/) allow for the speaker's 
choice of pitching the tonic segment at, above or below the level which 
can be considered for l:im to be the norm. In the light of the lecture 
monologue data, however, this is beginning to look too static a 1t1ay of 
representing the ongoing use of pitch level in a continuous text. 
Lecturers for instance employ a 'shifting norm' in the moment by moment 
delivery of the monologue, and hiD KEY at one point in the lecture is 
not the same pitch as hiD MY at another. It may therefore become 
necessary to see .t<J:<::Y choices not in terms of e. continuous unchanging 
norm but as contrasting in pitch level with the immediately preceding 
tonic segment. Thus, in a series of tone-units A, B, C, D, if A is 
l':I1.! K.SY then B is considered to be HIGH KEY if the pitch level of it::; 
tonic ser;ment is significantly higher than A. If C is higher th.:m ~ 
it remains in HIGH lSY. But if JJ J.s lower than C it '''ill be seen a::; 
selecting hiD J:,:;:;y even though its 9itcb level may be closer in Leight 
1:0 .8 than to A.. 'This I be_Lieve to be Brazil 1 s current posi tior:. v;:i. t:~ 
respect to K.i!::Y. 
";Jhile solving one set of vrooler1s, J:wwever, it creates anotcer. 
_Jiscussion of the prosodic s,Gane of l?~;.<ICJ~~ la_ter in tb.iE3 char:ter :::.:ra~::s 
or. an int;;itive seE.se ths.t tLe j;_of'oloe:;v.e resolves itself into 'oloc>s' 
each other in succession as the discourse unfolds. But if the K£Y 
cLoice of a particuJ.ar tone-unit is anaJ.yscO. by reference to U;e 
immediately prececl:i_ng tone-cmi t, then it follovJs that any fJtep up in 
pitch level a.fter an. ir:u:tediate::_y IJrior LOv; K2Y tone-unit r:,ust be analysed 
as l'aD KEY. 'I'his \·rould ef l'ccti vely preclucie trw usefulneE:>s of Kc;y iJ" 
isolating L:i,IUGD bot;n(aric::o, l~lle defining characterittics of vihjct are 
held to be LCAJ LEY at conclusion and HIGH Kl~Y at orwet. 
There are two comple~cnt&r~ solutions to this problem. In Lhe 
first pls.ce it ms..;j' be a:::·t;uc;d tlwt the resolution of H:.;IUOu is effected 
not merely by l\l,;Y CiiGICi, but c:_lso by other factors. I .<nall 1n fc,ct 
argue that J:?EidODS conclude not only in LO"V'J KEY but also co-ir:cidenta~ 
select a falling or proclaiuine tone. ~econdly, it is possihle to 
produce a compromicc cJefini t; ion of KI'.:Y whereb,Y the l\.8Y of a tone ur:.i t 
is determined pitch rtci[(nt of the tonic set;ment relative to t.i:Je iH::::.cht 
of the precedint: to::J.ic c;c;~rdent excent after the selection of 1u;1 L1:~y • 
. H'ter the selection of l.l;,J l.Li' the r:EY of the next tone-1.mit is cJeciccc: 
higcer than U:e la.st LlD K.:::"S tone-unit then the nev1 tone-1.:m:Lt ic5 ::..n 
L:ind of definitior~ but it lle_s the r:1erit of some kind ol e_r \,.tic C;-'.n-
s~.stency and proves eas~,' to &.LoJ.y in :~r·actice. 
3.2 TONIC SEGEENT 
~~rther constiLuents. ~o~;er tonic sec~e~ts cor:.:ain ~i~ct nro~ir:.cn~ 
c:f ~ne tone-lElit r:e.I"~=s ~:~e onset of tile tonic segrJer.t. i\ey choice 2.:-.~. 
~he tonic sec~e~t is ex~our eci bv the pitch level cf tne onset sylle.ble. 
ion-prominent stretcies wlt~:in the tone-unit that precede or cucceed 
-:::n_e tonic segment are ter:::eo tLe procli tic and enclitic respectively. 
3.3 T.ER!'UNATION CHOICE~~ 
In tone-units where the tonic segment is not coincident with the 
tonic syllable a secondary tch choice is available at the latter. 
'l'he tonic syllable j_n otl~er 1vords may be delivered at a different pitc~ 
from the onset syllable of the tonic segment. This secondary pitch 
level choice is ca11ect T'B:f{l\INNCIOJJ. TERHINA'l'ION, may be pitched at, 
aoove or below the lc?vel o:f the immediately :rrecedin['; Ki~Y choice v1hich 
leads to a secondar~!, throe-term system of HIGH, ~iiD and LG\1 'L'Bi{iv,INATIUr;. 
unly one pitch step ln d:i.ffercnce is allowed bchJeen KE\:: and 'i'.!:.;W•,.LNA'l'ICN 
choices in a single tone-unit. A tone unit which contains a tonic 
segment including both pi tct-rJrominent syllables and a tonic syllable 
may thus realise the followint: KEY and T.SillHNA'l'ION choices: 
.diGH Kl:~Y 
(HIGH 
ll'!ID 'l'i::AvliNA.'l'ION 
HIGi-1 'l'ERHINA'l'ION 
hiJJ 'l'tJ{hiNATIO!l 
.,. P~~ro;:j_Eencen io &E3~3=.[:'1oc3. b~- re:::'ere~ce ::o e. cot::bir:.at:i.on. of :"a.c-:crs 
sue~ as i~c~ease6 stress, inc~case cf pitc~ teiEtt rela~ive to 
e-. lJrlor r_on-:;:ror.~ir:.en t E"s.fl1e_t::_e, and incree.seci duration. 
l'E.i:'J\INA'l'ION 
3. Lf NOTATION 
l-'rominent syllables are carJitalised: (e.g. DI.F'Ferent) 
Tonic syllables (which are by definition prominent) are 
capitalised and underlined; (e.g. FUNCtions) 
Tone-unit boundaries are denoted by a double slash or 
stroke thus//. 
'Ehe tone of trw tonic syllable is indicated by a single 
lovJer-case letter following the boundary at the onset of the 
tone-unit thus //r. 
r indicates referrinc tone (fall-rise) 
r+ indicates intensified referring tone (rise) 
p indicates proclaiming tone (fall) 
p+ indicates intensified proclaiming tone (rise-fall) 
o indicates oblique or neutral tone (level) 
Silent stress and short pause is indicated by a single 
dash -. 
Transcription is set out on a three line stave repres-
enting the three pitch levels. 
f 
I I = 
J 
II 
// = PE1UO.O BCJUII.Dil.riY 
l I 
The following ex~~ple ilJustrates ~ost of these 
convent ions. T::~e first ~one-ur1i t is r.;rD KBY; the 
second is HID KEf, r:IGH l1ERhiNATION. l'he first tone-
unit selects proclai~ing tone, the second selects 
f' . re~errlng. 
h ~tions//. 
h / /p a NUhber of / /r DI.f.r'Feren t 
L 
3.5 TEXTUAL ABBREVIATIONS 
T = TEillUNA'riON. 
H, ~1i and L = HIGH, !HD and LOVJ respectively 
'l'hus hK/H'l' = 1HD KEY/HIGH T.r~RHINATION 
CC = HEHB.Ji;H = CLAU.S};; CLU.::i'l'BR = Syntactically independent unit: 
either a main clause, main clauses in a branched relationshi:? 
where a necessary element of structure is ellided from the 
branched clause(s), or (a) main clause(s) and subordinate 
clause(s) 
T.U. = Tone-unit. 
4.0 THE COFlNUNICATIVE VALUES 01? KEY AND TERMINATION VALUES 
If the unmarked phonological structure for the unit F~RIOD is from 
~iiG~", through EIJ to LOv·i i'3Y, then departures from this ±'orrn are 
assumed to have contrastive significance for the cotnr.'!unicative process. 
These communicative values seem to be of two main kinds which we looseJy 
term 1 S'l'RJC'I'lfh.h.L 1 and 1 sz:r.;;.~; .:.' iC • • 
4.1 STRUCTURAL VALlJES OF HIGH EY 
PERIODS usually consist of more than one l'1lEhBER. Occasionally 
however a single EEh.DEH ma.y constitute a PERIOD. In such cases the 
hBhBER begins in H. K. and concludes with L. K. or with L. T. 'l'he 
follov1ing are three examples of single-member PSRIODS • 
.r.;x.1 
OUT these other com 
r with .t)OI(ents //p this will NOT AC'r as e-m 
JUViilJifier 
Ex.2 
FAR as the //p Jj_Gnalc ;7r .. + the AL'l'ernating 
p as signals /1 r are conC.bEned // 
p ONLy those two com 
POl'~en.tEJ 1// ·r 1:) are JJOint; useful 
v/Oi'(K I 
' 7 
.WX • ..J 
lA.'?. aE; the 1; o+ tiL'::lic p+ lJHOcess p+ of h.Lt'l.ifyin:: 1/ p+ e. 
p+ but as .. 
3l·lALL SIGnal /J 
o J_s co:c.c~rned l' 
Rsh.LLY ;7 c only h:o / 
~lJere are. 
i/ r the tran p and this reSIStor 
\/here, hovJever, a FS.hiOD contains more tllan one hEHBEh, each ne'•J 
~, 
typically· msrl~ed by HIGrl Ki:Y. Thus HX is used structurally, 
not only to mark the onset of PERIODS, but also to Mrk the onset of 
t-.:::-::LBEH3 v1ithin PEHICDS. (see .Sxamples 4, 5 and 6 below). 
There is hov1ever ac'1olher important structural use of HICH KJi:Y 
within the PERIOD. h.;i;hBr.:HJ ':Jhich are non-final Hl the .PSHIOD may also 
concJ_ude in HK. 'i.'r;e e:f'fect of this choice is to sir;naJ. a special 
relationship beh,reen ht:I·;B.G£<0 \<Jhj_ch are internal to the .l:'~hiOu. \/here 
a h.i;;l·JB.£;.8. or CC. concludes in 1iK (or HIGII 'l'EHhiNA'I'lON) then the cm3ujnf, 
l·'lE:hBER can often be seen as an expansion or exemplification of the first. 
(in a written text the ,juncture between the two mighl; \-Jell be mo.rl~eo 
with a colon or semi-colon). .Gxal'Yl}Jles of this kind of relatiom3lti;:.' <1.re 
t;iven below: 
~x.4 
r c'"not.hcr class of .c:J . .i?lii'ier ;'l 
o<;al about so-cc:,J.Jed 
; ; 
// 
- c· 
_j __ ..._; r a larc;e 
CF:.:ren t I I 
n meant to suppl:;• DO\•Ier /} p 
to a LOAD ;7 H/_;_'or /1 
be a r or it ma:; be a 
-----------------------------
SlhpLest 
the one 1 I r+ o~· 
-------------------
:l.E.t'liiiers o: course /1 
o car' 
~··_;,,ctJ..ons /I 
--------------------------
r cr Ctt;rent.s /1 o 30L.L l'IhJ:.;.S // i<'O.th.'una~eJ~r // 
~) and F\...~T1ier u.n 
p D c ;7 r+ AL~'EI"iers /1 p DI &;CT /1 p CUHrent // r+ 
p Cii.LLed II 
.:.L.flliFI_B_R_S II etc. - • 
In each of these cxar>1l;les, if v1e consider the final tone unit of 
the first member, the tonic syllable falls within a lexical item to which 
subsequent lexical items in the foJ.lowing member stand in a rel;:~tionship 
of inclusion or expansion. 
e.g. In Bx.4 11 PO\·:er arr:plifier" is expanded to 11 lare;e 0ICna1 amplifier'' 
In Bx. 6 Tll<'UNCt ions II includes or involves " ( amplifyinc) I I src_;~J..D1 
I I VOLtar;es I I ... etc. 11 
- ~ 
In iC::x.5 np~:;~\iociic (vmve form)" includes within its definj tion 
tlle ".SIN:t; iiAVBn 
Occasionally l'·J:il·J.2.r:.:hS conclude in EK (or E1') and the example givcm 
below is particularly rlcD in this feature. (Members are numbereti 
serially at their onset in order of occurrence.) 
TRO!hc circuits I I p can BY and large I I 
_,J elec o be broken dovm in to 7/ 
p Al'ialogue 1 
r CIRcuits ;) .t-' er.c; 
~JIGi tal '-) L~i:Ji tal circuits 
o circuit.:: 
(4) 
a.bou t this year 
at ;,LL l/ -o .~'E;;.'!'' r; beloncs to phc.we 
'l'\i(J 
I'A:LKing a 
BOU':i.' es o circuitc p now there nre a 
:;ii th the exc0i;tj on of CC. j, each nev1 member in the example ber;inG 
conclc'.ri.e i:J hK or Li'. It i.s 
o..C -t.- E:~se r.Je~Jbers to immecJj c~t 
ttat lexical items in tonic ~rom the final tone unit of one ffiember ~c~~ 
fron: 
~ ' . , . 
rc _~_e:_:: ::.;_ o~-i ~~!'-=--> c:O:"':r~_ex. 
~~is exnect&tic~ is fulfilled insofar as 
to much o£' ti:w preceding L:2-.:0.;:;H. CC.), hocvever- althouch S.fl-:to.ctic-
ally independent - CtG0S not select Lr~ at its onset. 'I'he reason for 
this may he thnt j t is tiiE:r8 only to provide the resolution of the 
Alternatively it cay be seen additionally as a SUBSiviAJ:·:Y 
GLOi:>.S since many SUK)IIJIAHY neF1bers are delivered. at a lower pitch tf:.on 
the surrounding discourse. (see below Section 3.0). 
vic may sum up the rreceo inc observations as indicating that HL 
is used in a 1 structurall=r contrastive' fashion to mart the onset of ne1:1 
l'U;,;iiBE£<3 and new Pl:!.i.ri.IGD3. It is also used in JviEJv;BEH final tone-units to 
signal a close discourse relationship with the succeeding hEl·iDJ~i-i.. A 
E;imilar kind of closE: disconrse relationship is signaJ.led by M:: (or ur) in 
i:r.;Iv[}3.E;F:. final tone units. 
·+. 2 1 SEMANTIC 1 OR 1 IN'rERNAL' VALUES OF HIGH KEY 
HIGH key is selected no L only after l'JEHBER and F.61.UO.D unit boundarj es. 
It is also selected v:iti1in l/1_[;!,:5£RS and P.t;RIOD.S. In these case1.; its 
value is not so much one of 'structural' contrast but 'semantic' con-
trast. By 'sen1antic 1 in thi~s context I mean that iter.1s containinv 
orominen t or tonic svllables in HK 111i thin a PBHIOD or hEhB~H (i.e. 
elsewhere than at a structural boundary) are thereby treated as if 1:he:z_ 
·Jere an antonymous member of a closed set '<Jhich are seen as stanciint_; in 
contrast to tne selecteci HK item. 1'his represents ae1 existential cho:i.ce 
b:r the spea:<:er: the relationship ma:y not be antonyr;,ous in the strict 
fornal sense - the spe;c.0:er Merely sets it ur as if it <:Jere. 1'he follo':iin; 
example illustrates this cer::enticall:i contrastive or internal function 
of HK. 
-. r) 
J.:,x. c • e1) c 2) u) 
r al'JCYI'her class of J!}'iPLL.-f0:_.,..i_e_r-717,...:.......:....--,.,\J~.c..;-. ________ .;..:;;...;.__ _______ _ 
~) 1:1hici1 . shan 1 t be // r talkinc.; a t.:reat 
(Lt) 
'l'hiS J?O',i.t.;.R amplifier /1 
dea.l aoout yearjjr is the so-called 
Crone-units are numbe:::-ecl serially.) 
in ·:c.u. 2. ·,.;r:; is selected as if it were in opposition or contra<>t to 
"other lecturers v1ith the same audience 11 • In other \vorcis 1 this 
lecturer with this e.udience 'dill not treat of power amplifiers, 
but other lecturers mig~t do so.' 
In 'I'. U. 3. 'l'HI.S i::; selected as if in opposition to "next ti or "subsequent 11 • 
In other words IlOvJer Drnr,1ifiers may in fact be dealt vJith at a l&tcr 
stage in ti1e course - not this year but in later years. 
lecture is beint.: Given to first year students). 
r.u. 1 and 'l'.U. Lt arc :i.n fact member-initial and mer;1ber-f:i.na1 tone-
:.un ts. .Sel ec Lion of I·K is thus related to structural values of r\.;c..Y 
cnoices. l!onetheless ever" :i.n t~1ese instances semantic values are 
~'ee.J:ised. 
or 
or 
(i) 
(i:i.) 
'r \ ', / 
1>_.:...: ~ -~. ~--; '· J. ~-_; e c:~ 
( ) 0 _ ..; r··l- (Yn + -· .. l l C , o.D. C: X ...... o L. ... ""'- ,_, J. r ~ 
v;it 
sc:rantic contrast of antonyr ,y or 
in tbe caoc of tic latter it therebJ oiten c]osec ~ 
aoove is sit~alled. 
L.3 COJ'.IMUNICATIVE VALUES OF LOi:J KEY 
a 
L'e final tone ':n~ t of/ i~;~~I(;J seJ ects Lr, at the onset of its tonic 
L[J) 'l'BJ.·UHHA'riOI;. l:\Jrct ionall.:r or com:nunicat i ve}.:' t~lis is conr;iciered 
to be the equive1lent of LL or Li' period final tone units. ( Cons:~dera-
tions of TON~ enter in at this point: typical tone selection for 
.rJLlUOll final tone units is :r)roclaiminr;. The step up .from Lt\ to h'l' CEu" 
be .seen as ~")l1onologicnll/ uJob vated in order to prod LlCe a clear fal.J.lnt_:: 
tone.) 
~itch-level choices for period-final tone units can thuc~ be 
summarised as follows: 
LID !.BY I LCJi~··' l'.Gl(EUJNi'IUl\ 
10\iJ lGY I LliJ 1\Sl<l·': T~ ~~ i~TI OI~ 
l'hese pitch-level choices are illustrated in tbe folloHinc; exar;;nJer;. 
PHGBabi 'T II 
-- ·-
{JIIICH lS p 01l~us.S01Dal 
:J CIEcui ts II o that perform ;7 }i C.lc;..::<tain specified 
!''uNctions 
]"UNCtions !I p 1:ibich oN_;,_; C2.Jl 
-~ of tl."tese 
~x.12 
Il'ipc;_t 
p on the sort of p .iAVB forms /1 p that v;B can 
£.-ply 
D during the lEC'l'ures /1 
COUHSE of the er -
Ex.14 
n INto the O~Hers as 
All of these exrunples are considered to be functionally equivalent -
if phonologically variant-ways of closing PEIUODS. 'l'here may in fact 
be a correlation between different termination choice<:; and the synta.ctir; 
l~esolution of the CC. hl.lJ 'l'Eil:hiNA'L'ION v10uld seem to be associnted with 
the ADJUNC'r element of clause structure where it occurs in CC-'final 
position. (see, for instance, examples 13 and 1L~ above). LU1d 'l'}_;.S.l'lllli-il'IUI;, 
r~mvever, tends to be associated \·Ji th the final part of clauses acting as 
either post modifiers or as Bound i'.dciing clauses (i.e. relative clauf;e,':: 
of both the restrictive ~'1d non-restrictive variety) 1·1here thc.se occur 
1.n CC-final position. (See examples 9-12 above). 'rhis is especiaJJ.J 
so where the last i teu lS the lexical e.Lement of the verb, as exe::-p~ j-
:ied belmv, anci in £;x' s ~, 1 GUld '1 ") ' rC.. aoove. 
Lx.1C 
II' ,,,LFlifien' 
.Li1c:cly in fact that tl,sse parb cuJ.ar syntactic structures c,re cc;clec i.;ed 
:t"l.:trthcr non-crucial inJ.'orr:tat.ion ~~o be ntacr;cd on" at the end of tm; 
'.i'ni.s observD.tion rclo.tes to a further communicD.tive vaJue of LO\.' KJ::;Y 1.:Licr: 
can be seen as the ob~v-erDe or ilK's contrastive value. Brazil (! ) 
states tl1at: 11r::ediaj_ly, aild at the end of an utterance, J.ovJ i;:cy tone 
t;roups are generD.ll;:t un:i.ni'orr:;irw n. In selecting them, 11 Uw f.',pcoJ:er 
exploits the possibility of elternative formulations of what, froffi the 
~loint of vie\·! of both partic.i.::-:2.ntr3, can be regarded ac; the 1 s8r:W 1 rrwU.r;r 11 • 
,.,eo \lith riiGH KJ:c;Y trce semantic valne ca.Yl overlap v;ith the structure:: 
connotations of ti1e h.i.;Y c~wice: the h1o r.1ay coexist tocether or L;e 
ser:Jantic value can occur inde;:1endently of ~oeriod-clom;_re. i':ot all 
l,C";i K£;Y or LT tone-units close PERIGl)0 of cou:::-se: for this to oe 
i:L'lticipate the closure of the 1--.LE.IG<J. T --, p 1.n r:..X.v above, for instc:cnce, 
a LT tone-unit precedes the eq_ua_ti ve L'l' tone unit wr..ich actually con-
eludes the flE?ciGJ. In some resrects it operates like a 1 PRS-CL00IlJC". 
It is not unusual in fact for further 1K or L'I' tone units to follov1 suet 
a "Plili-CLO.SING" as part of the phonolot;ical realisa:;ion of stretches 
of language \·Thich recister as a kind of afterthoue;ht - further non-
crucial but derivable information. In the following example, for 
instance, the items 'J?AGE' and 1 bLACh.BOAHD 1 are no different for the 
purposes of the lecture: tbey are both instances of mathematical text 
subject to the same conventions concerning layout. 
_ri__;x.17 
hA'l'rix CEH1'Jed /1 
o but er - II r the notation /1 p is con p with the c;eo-
HJ:GTrical LAYout 7/ o of the NUhbers l/ p on the 
PAGE /J p or the BLACKboard // 
It should be noted tnat all ?t;lUOD final tone-units (co)-selecL 
proclaiming tone. 
/ 
5.0 TONE AND DISCOURSE 
5.1 THE REFERRING v PROCLAIHING DISTINC'TION 
Rising tones (includins the fall-rise) are termed 'referrinG' 
i:c!asr:mcn as they "mark -che matter o:t' tne tone group as part of the 
.:.<:1ared, already net;otiateci, corilG1on r;rouLd occ~piec by the pa.rticip211t.s 
::1:~ a particular r:-:or::ent ir1 ,cu~ o::,-t.:;oi.Dg relationship". (p.G) In lectu:ce 
2onologues there is some peculiarity about the use of this tone since it 
is often used in the realisation of lexical items not previously mentioned 
:.n the discourse. Conversely proclaiming tones are often used with 
items already negotiated in the discourse. Referring tones of course 
cc;n be used "to mark matter wbich the speaker 1 /ishes to insinuate into 
-'::r,e situation ~ if it had eJ.roa.cl;y been negotiated" (p. 7.) and one 
·,Jould not be much surprised at this tactic appearing as a basic feature 
of lecturing technique. Nevertheless not all cases of apparently 
anomalous use of referring tone can be explained in this way. In the 
following extract both asteris:<::ed lexical i terns appear for the first 
time in the lecture and both are explicitly marked respectively by the 
phrases "what is kno'"m as" and "so-called" as not necessarily part of 
t':e shared knowledge of speaker and hearer. They both however aprlear 
with referring tones. 
n this is \'JHY 1/ NAIN /1 p CONcentrate 
p we SLi~LL - in the o on dealinc 
1:Jith /1 r what is .Ywovm e.s *SINusoidal excitations* // p SIN wave fl 
l/ r another class of AEJ?lifier // VJE 
0IGnals 1/ 
---~------------,T:;;:-h;-;:TI::-:_b7 .• -----------------** _7P~O~'·_,,,;:, e:-::::-r·  aJnpli fier* I/. 
tal~iLg a great deal about year 1/ r is tl-:.c so-caJled. 
·------~------
It 
at ttis sta[e in tte lecture. ;he ss~sitive lecturer probably ~oes 
n.ot IJE:rceive }Jic E\.ucl_:l.encc es a.YJ. t:.::-10,-_l_fferentiatcd mass but as 3iscretc 
zroups wi t~l va:ryin~~- levECls of '(~rw·,JJ.edge anc'- conpetence in the suc~ect 
area. In addition 11e ::.f, also IJroba.bly conscious of a kinO. of 11 court of 
expert opinion 11 - o~ bow specialists in the field would formulate t~e 
same matter ar;lonu3t t;ler~:r;elvcs. .lie therefore has the problem of con-
forming to the requirements of the discipline's internal losic and at 
the same time gsucinz:; his utterance to meet the varyint; cape.bil:i.ties of 
individuals ir.~. l1is [-U~.dience. J'his may lead l1im to trying to 1 have his 
cake and eat it 1 , co to spe2,l:, by sinmlta.YJ.eously markinc; content as 
nevi with the use of a preface w-;,d sic;nalling that some v1ill have heard 
of it already by use of rcfcrrinc; tone. One thing is certain: :for an~-
lecturer, especially 'v'lhen confrontine; new students, the problem of 
1 snared knovileclge' is acute. And in most lectures the 11rob1em is 
exacerbated by the fact that the situation inhibits anything but the 
most minimal feed back. In the preparation of this study it was thou~tt 
that the interplay between n:ferring and proclaiming tones might tr1rm-J 
some light on patterns of lexical cohesion in lecture monologues. rlut 
selection of these tones certainly does not correspond to any simr)le 
ciefini tion of 1 given 1 and 1 nm·I 1 • 'I'he existential defini t ion.s 'referrine_~' 
a:.CJd 'l'roclaiming' only raise the problem of shared knowledge outlined 
above. Consequent~ . .; I vrould ar:-g·ue that the refcrrincjproclaimir~g 
distinction as an ax1alytic resource and as a speaker's strategy ma:r 
·:1ell prove to be a feature specific to multi-party talk rather tf',c;_r, to 
uninterrupted monologue. Where the actively shared negotiation of 
::·.eanincs is a'bsent an(. ,,:here, in effect, there is little 1 starec 'c . .no':J-
ledge', ti1en falling and '!"'ising tones mo_:r not carr,; tr1e communice,tivs 
val1__~es of :proclaioing and referring. 
-1_...-C -
c:;rimitive order. ,,e ~1ave el:.-'eao~~ noted that ::!eriod-fina~- tone uFi to 
invc~rj_abl~>· co-select(;::) 
ations indicate tte ,·1("1 \...IVa 
i-~c:J.~_ing tones. By con-:rast "l • • J_C-vi -r~1. s J.~:.s.: 
as in tl:e 
// o N m; * /;r-r:-ITV-:c ------- o to dtO'tl you vJherc* 1/ r wl.tc.~~ 
---·---------------------·-----· 
to 7/, 1' l< going ·------ ---------·-·--------------·--
IN /1 
(rhc low rise or level tone is indicated by zero in tbe transcrj_pt). 
;~X. 20 
o chere are 
J:li:,Gulators ;/ o mixers /1 o feecihack circuits 7/ o ramp generators 
The value of the neutral tone seems t~erefore to be as a marker 
of incompleteness: it has a clear sense of implying further conti~ua~ion 
of tte u ttera:;.1.ce or discourse unit ·v!i tLin ~£f~ich it occ1J.rs. 
~ones themselves seem particularly to be as3oc~a~ea with non-fina~it~ 
tho11gl1 unlike nelltral to:1es the~.r can occur at points of possible 
syntactic resolution, e.z . 
.;:.x.21 
Y·it 1 sper o and // p if you 1 ve got a Ulii>SF 
of that // 
II o ~'l.''IC'- ' r+ pa... . ,u .L ar as r of ANaloe;ue circuit i.Jt:;Sign /1 p 
you can HAPidly ex.t'.AN:CJ ;] VJELL II 
p INto the O'l'Hers as 
'l'his general picture of tone values corresponds with .uelettre' s 
( 1966-7) findings for .i."rencrJ. of which he says: "whereas final i t'r • - • t) 
contours are falling, continuatio11 contours are rising 11 (see Bolinger, 
1972, p.l67). (It vJOuld in fact provide one means of explainine; why 
rising contours are hea.rd as questioning in interactive discourse.) 'L'.he 
notion of rising tones as continuative is also supported by Crystal's 
( 1969) statistical work on the tone sequencing, concernint: 1vhich he 
rec1arks that: 11 the lin;uisticall,Y more interestint~ tones that exert 
an influence on a'1ythint:: ·,1l1ich follo';:s are the rise and ti1e fall-rise. 11 
(p.242). Their hig~er degree of predictiveness thus reinforces tlieir 
continuative potential. 
-.. 1 • 
lne has to be careful ~owever cene rall.Sa :~ J_CD~~ 
) toneG 
infjofar· DOSSibJ.e co~pletion ~ol~~s 
c::xar:.p.le. It is no~iceatla tc~t t~~ Tajority of such points co-seJect 
~_.x. 22 
110':1 
--~----------------,,----rr---~=-:c"'"""·---::---,-r----:::--:-:::---
::Jerforr:l I I _p a HULber of I I r ;JI-'-'feren t o can 
-------~------------
}! they c aJl 
-~---------- ______________ , ___ _ 
~:--:_-VOL.tae;es* IT·~----··--···---------
---------------y,- -,; ~:-· c u,~.r-e~~i:-~3* 7/o .:;""c""Jc""'u"""~"''l'.,.l""r--JJ:;.,._'_;:)_7..,7-r------------?-·c-·;:~1!iii18I"S~:Y 1/ 
ll and 1{Jl.J:'Herun------------·· 
------------------
o what it meo.ns is its iJ·1l-'li fyinc - // p a. 71 
.l. · ... ~oul~ seeG therefore points where syntactic ~redictions 
se2ection of ~ising tones, 
:tat t~ere i2 ~n fact cor·e to follo~. 
5.2 TONE: SEQUENCING 
T'hou.t;!J tonal f]erru.snc~ nc; does not seem to play a crucial role in the 
organisation of the discourse there are one or tHo instences wort 
of note. G~e obvious type is that associated with listing. These 
usually involve selections of neutral tone, the continuative pro-
perties of which helD to es!:ablish the series as a list in ,,rhicr' no one 
itec takes precedence over another. Closure of the list typicaLLy 
involves selection of proclaiminc (falling) tone, e.g. 
~::x. 23 
o there are_ o there are frequency CHANgers// o voltar;e 
HEGulators /1 o mixers /1 o feedback circuits /1 Q ramp"generators /1 p 
and 'l'HOUSands /1 o of different /1 p opeRATionsl/ p which ANalogue 
circuits// 
p C.iJ.~ per:t<'ORE 1/ 
Anotter type of tonal sequence involves the repetition of lexical 
i ter~s in an identical s~yntactic form realisec. through repetition of 
·:·s:errlnt; (ris:i.ng) ~onesa 
T-:Is ; / r ·t- or .t;IJ.0 // r + or l'tii3 7/ 
r + suet a.:J 
~x.25 
:c· of 'l'ER~ l one I r a.nd I r and i:Jf.Ven .r' I I one 11 
·--------------------·------·-· 
In these caroes J.ex.Lca:L anu synt£J.Ctic ·parallelism seem to c:ive riu: 
cation • 
.. ~x.2t; 
j2__ _____ r_+ ------··-----~~-~--- p r + 
·---------------------·-
II r + 1 -~·] .; .r: .-::-::-:--rr-:-:-· 'I'.'"'·t".L' 77· •· CU~?re.r1t -r~_-r· ·~, ~, .. -J .. _c .. ;:_, I 1 ~' u .. ~ .. ~J ... ~ - I I .r· 
·------------·-----------
--'~~- 2? p 
,,, the 
r + 
r + AJvi:Flification 7/ [l c:nc~ 
r + 
ronal parallelism such a~ this see~s to be associated with ins~ru,8es 
'l'here are r.o·.H:ver ozan::.les oi' \·!hat seer~1s to be tonal pare .. ue_;_ls:-:1 
•.-:i ':n no accompanY j_n2.· lexicc:l.] or structv.ral repeti t:i.on, as in the fol2 c·,·:-
r + p r-+ 
~-------------------~----
Sli..:;nal /1 p and uSE it //r -t 
r + Ti-!l.::i very St·:ALL 
in 00hE 1tJAY 
l'he distinctive c~:e.racteristic of this example is the mcwner in 
11hich the second part of the sequence contains a high proportion of items 
wtich require lexicaJ realisation elsewhere for a more complete inter-
rretation. There is, for example, the pronominal reference 
1 l'.i' 1 and the generali.::wd noun phrase 1 SCLE WAY 1 containing a non-specific 
cleictic. The stretch is in an additive relationship with the preceding 
o.iscourse but the amount of nevi information specified to any degree is 
low. All these considerations would support interpreting this stretch 
as a kind of dummy item which repeats the sense of the first part onl~ in 
a more generalised form. (To 'amplify a very small signal' is in fact 
1:0 'u"'e ~t l'lo come,,.~,-,!) 
_>...) .L .l u ' ''C..~J • fte repetition in the second part of the sense 
cf the first part enables us to see the tonal parallelism as motivated 
C'!en though it is not accompc:.nied by eny lexical or structural rc_peti tion. 
It rnay in fact :;:1rove to be the case that tonal reduplication anci 
:;e.raJ.lelism represents a very short doJr,aiD 1 c.:;.unking 1 of t:r:e r-:essace 
can~eDt. It is difficult however to extend t~ese notions very far, 
' ' -2~Cf; rr"-, ::c: C' . .L~. o-cher terr;ts (for inS1:ance 2.s 'cor; c~r.-
~onal sequencin~. 
6. 0 I'ONICITY (AND lEXICAL COI-iESION) 
Fl.acemen t o1' L:e t<Jn:i.c (;:,-lJ.able seems to pla:y <m important roJ_c 
~_r: sine; lint: out lex:i.ccJ. :~ i~cr:c3 ,_,_; U:l a t1igh information load. 
In 1ect1JXCEi ·.10 cor ;.1a::e e crude distinction bcb:een b1o l~inJ.c 
c: vocabular~' - iJ]_:ecia..i i.;;t voc.:cbcJlar;;.· uncl [;"Cneral vocabulary. 
. . . t. 
;:_: l.StlDC lOll betVJOCG items and. lexical :i.temt:> thi;, distinc-
tio.n it'> best seen not J.L ts~·nu~ of a b:i.nc:_ry OI'J.)O;c>i.tion but in tcr'CIG of 
on Lhe otl1er. 
nanc:::~_ogue circu:l..t,~5t 7 , c: 1~c .. 
t 1yy, '") -: -r, T i 
,I)Ct._i,_. ' etc. 
011 Li ,c one h<J.nd to :i terns o i' :c;ene ra.J t· s<.::..r;c 
"''; LC c·:cneral vocab1JJ ary ma.y be cxcrn;,J i f:i.r.:d u· 
Cu: 
I 
' 
CJ.O 
. ·.;r . 
. i.d. J ~_j 
~~~ere restrictec.1 tercr: 
sinusoidal sic;nals", 11J.Jc;:er DJY:_r;lifers 11 , 1181Ylplifiers for ainl;lj fyinc 
Eiinusoicial signalc::: - t\.C si[~.'la1s - alternating C1H'Y'ent 11 • 
As tl'le lecture p:cocres::::~cs basic t,:;rms or i tcms bee orne n~ore CJ_nc c~or'e 
restricted in their deiinition. 
I tai:e it to be p2.rt o:::· cr;e ror~:cc:i_al ist vocabulary even tbouc;h tLcre rt:,,> 
be some ini t ic-~.1 ·i L.~' ac to its po.si ti.on on the cline. 
If we consider ~ :.u ccc:.secn Live tone units from the opoFint_; of a 
lectu~e we discover ttat obout 4~c of tonic syllables are part of the 
~'ea.U satioE of spec:~a1i.:>L vocabulary items and about arc -r)erL o:~ 
t~1o rec:.lisation of non-B')r;c".21i'.Ot vocabulary. T'his kind of 
of the tonic is !Wt ln itself 1mv.sunl if we take into account t-rlc 
~:no\vn tendency of tonic ;:;yllables and stress to fall on lexic2,l rc~tclcJ<' 
t'c:an [;r8JY!matical iter;;;3. (i:Jcc Crystal, 1969, p.26'?). lf 110 concen-
t::'ate on the specialist vocabular:y a1one, hm.·ever, ':Je discover thst 
as rrruch as 90~ of specialist vocabulary items take tonic syJ.la~les 
-cr;eir realisat:~on and 1:l:erzc; a SJceciali,st term does r:ot itself :a"c 
a tonic sylla~le it is usually occurring as pc:.rt of no~inal crcu~ con-
-i:ainint; a tonic syl!_e_bls el:::e·dl:ere in its structure. 
i·t I I p .Sil'iuGoidal 0.LCna'.s /1). 
:e~~ to cc1nclae with place~en~ of the tc~ic ; __ ac~e tut le:zicaJ 
~'epetition ten6s to ta<:e ~clace ~.G terr1s of :;,emcers of this c~a.ss rat:.~e:' 
"Jnit.s con ta.in 9 re~:et :i. t:i.or~s oc' hi·,£LIJI:Cl::;.2 as tonic, 6 of 
,, 
~INE, 5 of ~'LM..wC;~~:;~ 5 C~ of ~.~r~;-n.h.L ~ 4 of iU<~Lil1,Y. 1 
This is in contrast to [eneral vocabulary items w~ich are subject 
to a much lesser degree of repetition. In trw same stretcn, for 
instance, the highest cie::~ree of repetition pertains to the i terns 
i'iULB£i{ (3 times), i<'lJiiC'J.'ICN (3 times), and .Si·iALL (3 times). 
Not only therefore docs a higher proportion of specialist voca-
bulary i terns tend to take tonic than generc:.l vocabulary i terns, but 
specialist vocabulary items elso tend to be subject to much more 
reiteration. In broad terms v;e can say that the role of s;oecial_i st 
vocabulary items in creating texture through lexical cohesion is much 
greater in this kind of text than the role of general vocabulary items. 
And 1 foregrounding 1 of this informational strand throue:;h the text is 
accor.1plished by placement o.f tonic syllable. 
Intui ti vel~r it might seem that development and replacement of topicro 
';Iiti>in the text mic;ht be signalled in part by repetition of particular 
specialist vocabulary items as tonic. However, various problems arise 
if we try to apply tl:1is insight rigorously and systematically to tr:e text. 
Firstly, repetition in the text of one item is not replaced by 
repetition of another item in a sequential and orderly fas:nion. 
Different i terns are subject to re:peti tion 11 in parall.e1 11 as mucr, as 
in sequence. ',ie may represent this for select items in the course of 
r~~ is n.oticeabJ e in tllis resrect t~:at ho~·J~;ver ma..Yl~! times f3_:] its:",-, is 
repeated it is stiLL more li'c.cel.y to ta::e procJaiming rather ',;l~an. 
referrinG tone. (I.)ec 5.1 a.bove). 
~ ,'" ~ 
- lG! -
!bO tone units sc:CwrnCJ.tica.lly as follows 
CIRCUIT 
Afll?LIFY 
ANALOGUE 
SIGNALS 
;:JINE } 
.:;;n;usoiDAL 
SINUSOIDS 
Tone Units--------------------------· 
(schematic representation) 
Secondly, the mear1ing of items changes subtly according to their 
context of use and there tends to be progrescive redefinition of tile 
meaning of an item ar' t.he lecture proceeds (cf. p.159 above). Jw:ot 
a.s in multiparty talk, tor>ics are negotiated - speakers either conveq:in;:j· 
or diverging in tl1eir negotiation of topic similarly in monologue dis-
course the meanine;::.o of items (vJ.hich singly or in combination with ottler 
items may constitute the topic of a portion of text) are negotiated ar> 
the text unfolds. 
Sornetines t'l.is ma:r be done quite explicity as in the follov1inc 
exam:;Jles. 
1 /Direct current am:)lli J.ers - vrhat it means is i.l' s an;p l~f:~inr; ;: 
stea.dy volta.se - ••• / 
2 / •• AC signals- alternating current/ this is a misnomer/ to 
say it's an alterna.tint; current voltage- as so rr.an:_; peor;:Le r:;o 
of course - . , . . r lS a Ol t, O:C a nonsense I erm we all 
afraid that I'm goln[ to have to use this rather loose terminc-
lot;.Y I I J-:o~;e ycu'l::. Y:l101:1 \·i!:-et l r;;eaD I I rne8Yl a reriodica1J ~! -eire 
varying signal which is ~robably sin~soidal / 
'::? -
to which the follow ves testimony 
''the diffe:rer.cc:; 'beh;c;en sr:co.l.l sit;nal anplification <mcJ larc:e 
signal ar.1plifica.ticn I ":ope \'fill become clear to you durin[ 
'l'his proces::: :~s corctim).&l ami its dynOJnic m1d overlap;>ing nature: 
!"1al::es it dii'fi Ctclt to ut:i.:d.L'ie seric0 of repetitions of a pc.,_rticula.r 
item as a sole indicc.t:~on of a '.L'UFIC or EFI~)ODE. Nonetheless -
despite these cm1t:i.o.ner:,: notRs - it wovld seem highly significact: thee 
'" degree of repetition s.nd tcccl:i.nc 
to ta~c tonic syll[~Jes are 1.n fact those items which tend to f 
pj:·or;Jinently j_n t~at focu.sing ucti vi ty which can clearl: be isolr:1ted 
in the s~1o series of ~80 tone units - as may be seen below. 
fOCUS (PHG~.;}') 
1. 1'I 1 m goinp, to ta!.l: e.Lout <::lectronic circuits11 
2. "',,e shall be tuJk 
on a.mYJlifiers -
l. c· ·~ excitc..J~ions ':12V8 sigEc~ls. '' 
'c 
t~ose that constitute the list of repeated specialist vocabu~2ry ite~s 
typically taking tonic \rl~ich 1.:-::; ziven onp.160a:.1.ci egain on p.161. 
7.0 TONICITY AND DISCOURSE 
If tonicity i.:1 a '!!a:/ of t>ignalling those i terns whid1 are semc:nticaJ 
irnporta..YJ.t 1 tl'-en v·rhere ·ific find e. high pro::;ortion of syllables tah.nr; 
tonic it is IJrobable that the passa;e in question is rich ill informs.tion. 
Conversely, where a .Jo1r y->ro_::Jortion of syllablec take tonic then the 
passage ln question ir:; likely to be "non-topical" or a dir;re:o;::-;ion from 
the main discourse. 
Various problems concerning measurement. arise when we try and }Jrove 
this ceneral i.sation in llractice. 
It depends, for instance, whether there are a larce number of 
n:onosyllabic or po1;ls,:r1lab:i.c ':Jords in the stretch where counting tal=oc 
place, since no matter how many syllables a word contains t.t1ere will 
only be one tonic. riCCor6ingly a stretch containing a large proportion 
of polysyllabic ';Jords vJiLL give a low proportion of tonic to non-tonic 
syllables, even though each word rnay take tonic - hence implying that 
it carries an important seoantic load. 
It also depends, of co·u.rse, on ;,Jf:ere vie bee in and finish count 
or on \·I hat criteria ,,Je isolate the unit or 11 stretch 11 for rneas:_;_rer;,ent. 
i:onetreless the general picture of tonic syllable rate variation err.erges 
fairly clearl~r if i:Je com1mre hw sets of exDI::IJles. 
l.x. 29IA7 Stretches \·Jitl:. a hii:'- ratio of tonic to ron-tonic syllables 
p d'I'E1:.Dy r + 
I r they ce.n 
VOLtages 
r or ClJHren t f3 I 
;:;x.30 
r 01-~ /I (pause) // o '.·Jc 11;J.G;1J.' /1 r a i:iNr' .. LL /1 IJ (m t time 
r + AJVIPli.fY 
'l ;\.I tying // 
p VOLtat:e I 
2x.31 /B7 0tretcrJec-; vJit]·, a lm-1 ratio of tonic to non-tonic syllables 
·n ·r~ns is a misNUker ;7 
to :::,;,y its an ALternating CUHrent VCLto.gc // ;-: F)Jl 
------~--
------------
ALL X' it i I 
-------------·----------------·---
I 
, I 
I ' 
--------·- ---
-----~--------~--"-~-----·--------------------
·--~--~-,----·----~----·-------
re.ther loose 
--------·---··------~--------------
·------~---·-·----------
-·---------
·-------------------·----------· 
-----------------~~z~--~ 
---------------:--:-=---:-"T"-r-------0IGnal II r c•irLicll ic~ p .sim . .<i:.>OH)al II 
THI;S yeEJ.r 7T PO\Jer amplifier // o th"u:; ic:; -
deal about r 1s the so-called 
the type of arnplifer /1 o which ic esS.E;Ntially 1/ r a large 51Gnal 
------------~----~~~~----------------to e. LGJ.u) I I 
As a crude indicator of the tonic syllable rate, the sum total 
of syllables in a passage \·:as divided by trw sum of tonic syllables. 
~'his gave a ratio for A passae:esaf 1:).5 and ~:2.5 respective:_~, 
(rounded off to the nearest half :point). l:ior .3 passages the ratios 
are 1:8.5 and 1:7.5 respectively. 1 
In general terms I would argue that tendencies towards a high 
tonic syllable rate (per no. of Hords .£E._ per no. of non-tonic syllables) 
is associated with main diacourse whereas a lmv tonic syllable rate is 
associated with subsidiary discourse. 
'l'his feature overlaps vii th another parameter of prosodic in-
vestigation, namely tilat of tempo. Here again it is difficult to 
' t t . t .. '- 2 b t l't . t 't' 1 t crea· empo ln sys ema~lc Germs u seems ln Ul lve.y apparen 
that main discourse sections are delivered at a slov1er tempo tban 
subsidiary discourse. Glosses or asides, on the other hand, are 
often delivered in an accelerated tempo. In this respect t.he tvJo 
parameters of tonicity a.nd tempo seem to exert a reciprocal influence 
on each other : acceleration of tempo being associated with reduction 
of tonic syllable rate and vice versa. 
A similar observation is ~ade by Crystal (1975) though he is 
r::ore positive in idcntifyinc; tempo as a determinant of other intonationc.l 
contrasts: 
11/...Ii! output, variatio:ns in speec, rhytnm loudness etc. ofter: 
reduce, subordinate or eliminate many of the intonational 
contrasts. 'l1he most important variable here is speed, 
''. If we measLJ.re the proportion of \,·ords taking tonic syllables then 
'..re get 1:2 ano. 1:1.5 for A :pa.ssages, and !:6 and i:4.5 for 3 pas.s8f:ei::i. 
I'his seems to confirm the general picture of tonic syllable rate 
variation. 
c. Crude time !-·Jea.surentents are inadequs.te s:_nce ~it:~ speed oi 
articulation car1 eaGi.J.~r be intersperse0 1·/J_T._~ 1engt2'l:.r 2~~a-uses. 
/ . --
of torle-tn~itE3 \ r' c:u1 Llt-cerc3-Ece, and vice versa • • • CoL-
verse1ey, '..D 
\ 
j • 
If Crystal is correc~ ~n ass~ming speed to be processed ~efore 
suc·1 features as tone, toc(c_;_ty an:i pitch tt1en thecorrelation ~JebJeen 
acceJ.erated tempo <m:::. subi:~idiar::: dif;course may prove important in 
8.0 FURTJ~R PROSODIC FEATURES OF SUBSIDIARY DISCOURSE 
Besides cr;ccle:c0':ion o:l' tenTo and decc-ease in tonic aolf' rate 
t~erc seems to be a 
tlJan the }Jre or s~bsequenL discourse. This lS ~arLicularly 
tn1e of parenthetic o:r· type that that can be E3een a C' u 
1 insertions' in t~le discm;n:;c. f...c3 Crystal remarks in 'J'he .Lnp;Jisi:_ l'onc 
of Voice, ( 1975-): :12. stre t;ch of utterance can be articulated as 
'.Parenthetic' if it j.s t.,iven lov1 :oitch ranc;e vJith o:pt:i.onc:Ji pi&l\O 
loudness and aJJ ecro ter:~c;o 11 ( ' '· i 'i). Longer asides or glosses 1 
however, tend to have a stretc~ 1n low key near their onset but 1enc 
continuation of therr; tends to result in a c;radual upward grav:i_tatior" 
seer~- in Examples 33 and 34. 
~x.33 (hsides cr Glosces are co~tained within curly brackets) 
ALPlifiers of co<J.rse // 
r :::--_o~.-.r o can perfo:rr:1 -- a ;JULber of 
:- ~NCtions 
r + VOLtages 
r 'or CUi{r·ents o .SOh;:;:; 'l'IhBS 
p and HA'l'Eer um 
II p D C 7J r -r .:;.hilifiers 77 p DIP.i:C'f 71 p CUHrcnt 
p CALled /1 r + /1.hili-
il;:;:;ris II - 71 o what i. t means is its AMPlifying - /1 p a 
r OH 
;7 - (; r + AJviPliFY 
be concentrat~nc 
------------·-----
~---.or--·------
II 
."-.-------·~---- --------------·-
-----=-- -- -~-- ------
-------------------------------
A.UJ -~Jl-:----- ·----·--···--------------·--------------·------·. 
;-3:jT""71-r;--;-8----·- ---Tt-Trz;--;;;;-··:r • ;:;-acffiict t hat-:Fffi·&;oiGs to- hc;.vc---t~;-u·;:;=~··-
·-----·-----------·----·-----·-· 
--------~_,_;~~i-~D:oloc;y 7/ p I HCP.t_: yoiJ.TIJ:-i\N(;,, \·i~::;:;_F·r--------· 
't Lis I I r-r~1lw r 1Jut3J=;;---·-----------------------------·---· i·Jt;nT" '?T" 
----------------------
-------------
-------------------------------------------
--------1---------------------------
·; :::;inu.SOIDal. l 
-- _) 
Cme crucial distin:::;LJ.is!--,inc pro.sodic feature in Ecis re.spect j_c; c:cc 
failure to mark r.e\·1 S}ntactically independent units l·:i th Lc·· 
initial 11.U-. (cf. n~ .. J~Jat it mean.s .•• 11 in ~x.)3; 
8"~TerJr ne\·J syntacticall.-;' independerJ.t unit is mar_r.:ect 1/ii. tf'~ a HK initial 
IL broa~ ter2s it ~ould seem tta~ tLe natur~l tecdcncy tc 
resisted even tlloLJ.f::E :ch i2 occasionall~: selected if' trw ASID.::, or CJLC~.'-' 
The discourse it~:mediately sutsequent to the subsidiary stretch 
tends to include a conjunctive item such as 0~ or BUr1 at its nnset 
and this in turn tendG to occ-upy a full tone unit and also tencis to 
be pitched slightly ber than 'normal' high key. (In Crystal's 
terms it might be seen as a higD. or extra high 11boosterH) (19C9 p.11+5). 
9. 0 THE STRUCTURE O.F PERIODS 
Ur1 the baEi.:.o; OJ. the fcrec;oi.nr. discusEJion of the formal 
be possible to spec .:~elM: kind of ordering for constituert l\j_;i·,,~.:C,.r:,:J. 
::..m~ lS hovr one E:t::hl3t,;H 11 folloi'iS another in 
'dintcr' s paper on clauce rele.t:i.cns 
( -1977) mentione6 in Gh. JI C:\bove is of obvious relevance in this ccn-
text since tLe avowed aim of his 1:Tork is to sho'd 
11 that Hhat eno.bJ.c:c3 us to communicate vii th each other in 
a rule-governeci J:ic:Jmer· is that we share the mean.int:;s v1rcere 
o.re interpret n.n :i.nf'inj.te nw·:,ber of sentences in their 
irr,rnediate context on tlle SDJJJS :;:JI'inciple that we share 
I'.ore specificc.lly '.,'inter cla.ir~cf; that successive clauses o.rc 
:ceJated to ee.cY ot~1er by a closed systerr. type of urcierl:-inc: seLEmcics. 
/1. 1 AXv• has not been. found as a conjunctive i tern used in the resu~t.::!ti ve 
of main ci.iscourse. rhe simple additive relationship rna~' be seen e..s 
confusint; at a j'Jr.cture where tlc.e spealcer wishes to ci istint;uis~l 
t'c"e new piece of ciiscourse from that ir;;mediately prececi.ing. de, 
t'wrefore, tenO.s to select alternative additive or - nore c>Jr:'r~.on1:J -
the adversative relationship for contrastive effect. 
~o~lri be faced wit~ )Otenti~l c~aos. 
Furtherrnore not 'l~'c ,:::.t:ccessc.ve cl.s.use.s rel&.teli_ to eac'c: ot- _c:::-
2. closeo_ set of un er:'.::in~: rP1a.t::_ons but sud1 rela_tior:c, cm1 r)e 
fashion by a finite set of lexical 
items. l 1hese in tur~1 cor-_c)L_tl,~e e, 'closed set' or 'vocabc:.Jar~·' 
whose function is to )oint not so much towards the world but towarrls 
the text itself. ~xar of tnis vocabulary are such items as 
'cm:cdition', 'cor:tra,st', 1 difference 1 , 'effect', 'function', 'result', 
1 structure', 1 tech:rJict:c 1 , 1 vJs.J 1 • rhese items in effect are often 
superordinate termr; \vhich require lexical realisation el.::,;cwherc in the 
text for a fuller under,stcmd irig. 
In Chapter II we poin~cd out that in lectures such items can 
operate retrospectively in summing up the direction of the previous 
discourse. itlintar iYt ±c-;ct mal-:eE; ti-le more substantial claim that in 
'"Jritten text they .:dfJtpo.st u.c subsequent direction of the discou:nso 
b:; indicatine; in advance hm·i .::;uccessive units are related in tey-r;:c; 
of one or other o:f the urwerlyiEt:_; closed system semantic rclatioru:;: 
tne predictive i te1,;s 1 cue-in 1 the reader on what clfmscs to tal'.e 
together and on hm-: to inter:)ret tl:eir relationship. _._•'ron; our -noint 
of view it would be satisfyinc if vJe could drc-l'd ;;;_ closE"; 
2~'Lalogy behveen tree '·~incic; of anticinatory organisation noted b~' 
.1inter in written text anc. tr1e unfo~.ding of spol~en rnonologue. 
:;__n dinter 1 s work is on inter;1retation ratfJ;r t!:an structure &J-:r., 
t'cus little attempt ::.s made to give a precise descri-c;tior. of tl:.e 
ciiscourse units to vnich his descrintion applies. ~our terms -
c 2.ause, sen ter1ce, r.1er~.ber and ::'Et!"'e..gra.pfl - are emplo:{cd, but t.he t,rec ise 
relationship beh;een t:Cter;; l'e•:caL:.s G.r:.clear. 'Sentence', for inste..nce 
in the discussion of sxa.:::rles is orthographicc.lly defined. Otherviise, 
"-::he terms sentence and cJe:.:J.se ar·e interchanc;eable. 11 (p. 6). 'l'hc terr;; 
'member' "stands for~ pa.rt of tHo-part membership, rather than 
for a sentence in a one-to-one relation with another sentence" 
(pp.2-3) so 'members' may each consist of one or more sentences. 
1 Paragraph' on tlw other h<md is used "to describe the relation 
betv:een two or more <J.djoining sentences in written language. 11 (p.2.fn.) 
But, "the whole question of vJhat is a paragraph needs to be re-
defined" (:p.2.fn.). 
Nonetheless if -v:e turn to the monolgue data v!e do find instances 
of lexical items operat in a similar predictive fashion to those 
isolated by Winter in written text. In this respect it is particu-
larly interestinr; that in many cases the prosodic config·uration 
resembles the form noted earlier in section 4.1. Where we sug~ested 
that it signalled come like a 11colon 11 relationship. If we 
consider r~x. 6 above ':Je find trtat the first NEHBEH (in our tc::2r1s) 
contains two of vvinte::C' 1 s rred.ictive lexical item.s: namely, 
1 different 1 and 1 function;;'. In this particular context the lexical 
realisation of the items is not already given in the text. It lS 
tlcerefore predicted. .ic • .nd si,::;nificantly the I·{t:lv:BER containinE; 
these items concluues ::~n ~LL - D. feature which in itself sets u:;: 
exnectations that ~ore is to foJ.low. There are other examples in 
the data ac v1e caYJ. see oelo1:1: (predictive items are enclosed ~ithin 
square b ra::::z:ets). 
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. r which we er U3E // r + in con-
IEI.c.;Ction wit'n tr;c 
to /1 p as tre L of the i10Vier /1 II II 
p CALyx II 
qvestion posed - or dcri vable from - the first hi:•;JVJBlc;l\. Lore 
i:ipecifically the itew 11 a [Emeral term 11 antici:pates or IJreciicts 
subsequent lexical rec:t.lis2tion in the following HEhBE:t<. J.t .Ls 
noticeable ar;ain that tiLe :c'irw.l tone-unit of the first l·£h.L3EL< 
.selects H.IUd KSY a.nd rcfeL'ing (or straight-rising) tone. i''urtner-
r:1ore the Exar.1ple sta.nd[; as a self-contained PERIOD. It 1::oulci be 
tempting therefore to corwtrue .t).SlUO.US as consisting funda.rnc;r1tall~> 
i·k~I~li3El~3. 
co~:-r;1exi t:.es. 
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rtcre ;Jrosodic share 
sor:'leho\ .. J of L~le 
It sounds fe.ct 
~~· e-..rer~ perh2.2:JS 2. -.Jel'"'i.'orr.'":GT.cce ' err·::;r J. ·i_c,-
.' -·" 
s.ctions or IJeople e.re cor::-care0. 11 for same (similar) and ci ii'ferer' t 11 • 
i'hey should, it VIO'J.ld see;-::, te ta:~en togetr1er as a single unit. 
AccorC:.inc1y, e..ltLout·h i.t would still be ~ossible to argw:: 
that Pi:RICD.S have a tv1o rart structure of OJ:'JijlJHJG and Al'iS',;t.;RING, 
we no longer ioenti:f.;: t:r.:.c'r~ ;-::art \·Ji th a sin§l.e hi:LBJ;.;l{. l 1o sustsin 
a two part structvre for L_;::<ICU.S we \vould have to posit a furtlier 
intervening layer bet·.rcen !~.t.:I~B;:;h and ~BR.iOD. \Ve could call such 
a layer hOVJ:; and arE;ue the.t a p:;.~RIOD is made up of an OPENiliiG 
hCV.6 aYld an Al'JSk::;l-':.IIIG LCVl~ each of w~1ich in turn may comprise one 
or more hc~hBBR0. 
dowever, the JH'oblew turns out to be yet more complex as 1r1e 
can see from tlle follm,rinc example • 
.Sx.37 
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p er it r 
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yet ar10ther layer of stn:.cture nehreen Iv.OVS ar:d ~;2;.[(J:OJ. 
Analysis c:~lo:q~ tl'1e.sc :!_ines begins to look incrcasinp;lj co:nplex 
and unwieldy. horeovor alt~ough the end of one lecture is partica-
]_arly rich ;>atterning (see Appendix pp.A39-~-2 from 
':Iil.ere the above ;; ex2.rr,ple.s ·:ere taken) I have not noticed it to 
an~rthing like the ssr:10 cicr:reo lll other parts of tile data. Jlb.ir) 
would suggest thai~ i-:-; r:,El_y :i.n fact prove to be a particular rhetorical 
or stylistic device or one J.ecturer dealing with content of a 
r;articular kind. 
~-:'he notion or' tl:e[>f: ',:inclr:> of periods beinc rhetorically 
'structured' ind:icate[: per·rla:f'0 v1'ny such a feature is more cor:1mon in 
the written text nne:-..:Lyr:ecJ_ .iinter thall in the lecture data. .~··or 
the obvious major oi:{ference bebJeen the speaker and the writer ic 
t~at the latter ~as far more conscious control of the text he cr~atcs. 
'.!'he lecturer c/no G}!ec_;q:_; extewrore is limited in the kind of fore 
Illanning he can effecLive1y cmdertake as he tal1cs, and of course 
he can only 1 revJOr~: 1 l;is utterances in rather minimal v1ays (for 
example by 1 qualifyinc;' 1 restatinc' and~ 1 commenting' etc.). One 
·:JOuld also conjecture that elaborate structurint::; of the unfoL~inc 
utterance vJOuld be difficu~Lt to process in real time b.'/ tbe 
audience. 'i'hese notions lead us bac~z to the rather v:eaker clair-Gs 
of 'retrospective organisation'. Nonetheless I do feel that v1e 
can specify some constraints on the cor1s-cituents of :r-:;:; .. UOD.::l eveE 
sc;ci ~·or:r:ulation is only in broad terms. 
~~'"!embers 01ltlir..ed in Cl1. IJ:~: co not take F.SR~CD initial p0si 1:icn. 
3y and large L1-:.ey a.re c:!_ose:J,;c re=ated to the previous 1. ctlSCOUrf:38 
'i'hose ht:HBi~RS v:hic:l co be;:_;iL .Lr~.RIG.JS a::::'e most ty~)ically of the 
iNJ:i'OHhll~C or /OClJ.:HEJ VETiet; c..nd it v10uld seem that if there is 
a "head" in I~ii;XLU:J str·uctcre it ·c~ould be constituted one or 
other of these ki.J'·.bZ;;tS. :lt fi!;ot<ld be noted oi course that boti:1 
:FOCUSING and I.tJL·G-'~Lii<,_i h"X.:i;J.t~.s can occur :i.n the same PEBIOiJ. Indecn 
some of the prc6.ict ivc l·...:.i.:)z~:,.:.:; noted above COLlld bP. dealt with a_, 
instances of the r!.i:.;.iu..'.LiL ~c oi ~ocus (see Ch.III p 113 ). T J.n 
general there ser:m:c~ no obviol.<B limit on the number of rt!<..hbBE.::> in a 
This then is t~e model of discourse (albeit a rather looGe one) 
,;c leave it to the concludint; chaptec-
'-''h::.ch folloHs to r::xar;'~Ee c]Or :<; of the ramifications of thi'' f1ioriel. 
CUNCLU.SION 
~ DISCUSSION 0:? 'J1~S JISCCU.R.S:S 1-:0.::.l.LL 
It could be said trw.t tl;e r.··.oQ'el O.L" analysl· ·"' ·,-,ro·ooseQ' n' erel·r 
• - jJ .c - ' ... , 
contains a number of ti1eorel:icaJ. embarrassments. The chief diffi-
culty is that units orJ different layers of the discourse scale d.ra\·J 
en differing formal criteria in their isolation. Thus K£:K3.ER3 are 
isolated by reference to syntax, Pl!.:RIODS by reference to intonation 
and EPISODES b:y reference to the type of lv:EHBER that occurs at 
their boundaries. ~s a consequence of employing varying criteria 
in the isolation of these units, it becomes difficult to establish 
precisely the structur2l rela~ionships that obtain between them. 
There does in facL exist a crude constituency relationship 
behieen the units on different ranks: the boundaries of the highest 
unit, EPISODE, coincide ·,vith boundaries of all the lovJer scale discourse 
units. Nonetheless it has proved difficult to delineate the structure 
of units on one rank in terms of differentiated units from the rl.illk 
below. This is true of the relationship between Jv1ENBERS and l?EIUODS as 
vie pointed out at the end of t:he last chapter: apart frorr: cla.irnint:: 
that PERIODS include at least one INFORMING or FOCUSSING iYiEEB:ER, it 
:proves difficult to clpecify J::recisely \•!hat types of }iE};BI~;R in v/(lat 
order combine toc;ether to forl~< the structure of a PERIOD. '.l:'bis 
initial problem becomes more pressinc as we move up the discourse 
scale: It is not possible to sr_1ecify classes of types of P:GRIOD 
v:tich in predictable sequences ::'orm l!.:FISODES. 'vie cc-mnot 1 for instance, 
a v•Iatertight distinction bebwen :FOCU.SSING Ft.;RIODS w~!.ich ~ . con valn 
ILFCRl·iiilG EZE3:SRS. .Some ?E:rtiOD.S q1.;.ite naturally err:brace the t1·1o. 
T:::~is i-JOuld seerJ ac.-1 ir.!portant point '.rtich is ':mrth illustrating by 
exa~x;::.le: the f olloviint; text contains within it a. sl::crt ZPISCDE. 
.. , . 
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= member bounda.ry = period boundary = episode bound e.-ry 
Four EEhBE.R.S form ti1e text of the exarnple. 1'-iEJ.lBE:Z{ ( 1) is classified 
as a FOCUS (RE'l'ROSPL':CTIVI:;) since it summarises the preceding discourse. 
In itself it forms the conclusion to a preceding EPISODE. It is also 
in itself a PEHIOD (the final tone unit before the ex<:)Jnple is LOv:J hl~Y, 
proclaiming tone) since it bee; ins in HIGH KEY and ends in LO'vJ lillY. 
!ViEI·-'iBER (2) is e_ .t-'E0Sli:CTIV'.6 FOCUS (HEADING) and, ending in 
!UGH Y~Y forms the first part of a tvm VJ:."'MBER PEI-?IOD. 
l''!El•'lBER (3) is an INE'CRhiNC hEHBER, end~> in LOltl KEY, proclairnint; 
-:one before an :i.mr:1ediately following member-initial HIGTI KEY tone-
1mi t and therefore constitutes the second half of a hm member PE.i-UOD. 
lVIEHBEH ( 4) ta.l-:e,s the form of a PROSPECTIVE :fi'OCUS (l'iET.ASTA'I'El'lliNT) 
end thus constitutes the onset of a new EPISODE. 
In the example, therefore, !!EMBERS (2) and (3) together fo-rrr., 
not only a PEHIOD, but also a self-contained EPISODE. In doint; so, 
:.t is noticeable that the h1o h:C::i'iBSRS ace of contrasting tyr1es: o:ce 
::.s a _FOCUS, tbe other is c::n Hii'O:rth. 
Accordingly the exerr~ple l-rould sec::rr. to confirm tne observatior~ 
U--.e_t it is not lJOssible to ;J.nai:,biguously specify the ?:::;HIO:U types 
-.:::--_ic!1 in seqc.;.ence con.sti tute the structure :::Jf an ;l:-'I.3CuE. Al2. that 
ce::-1 conficientl,;· be asse:rted is that EPI30D~.3 conto_in at least one 
a:::or.[_;st ther;; 2n II;~ C_;j_. 
Nonetheless Cot1' r. t ~le -<::.,':iC lower units on the discourse scale 
c:o have an i:.1terne.J. si:ructJ..ce, even thouc;h thic:; structure is 
Qii'ferentl;y specifif:c J.Yl so.c:: cai;e e·t.tD.er in terr~s oi .<::->yntax or 
'rhL7S, aJ. t~1'~ ccm.st:i. tuency re1R.t ionshi;J beb·:een tite 
bvo is not altot:e~J.-'(· cJccn· :n concrete ter;:Js, cac.h unit nonel;~.eles:c; 
has a certain 1 ictivcn0c3 1 about it: tne ll~ely choices us the 
2.nd flr'edictao} e nC~ture either in tec:·mf; 
of syntax or Consccpwntly, the onset and clomn·e of 
s:J.Cil units is c Tr::ccr._:n i ca~Jle • 
.in the data and 1. L 
utterances tJLut 
of Lee lecture. 
-o }robably a re1J.ec~iun o~ ~~t2nL 
wfiSOui.:i. 
occ~:c·, 
s~:r'-lcture? 
evider_ce 
s~ove t~e smallest 
of indicc~t 
Ol,. 'D~~i'icant .J..n this 
- ss~ecially in lcc~Lrcc - --; c _._>.__) ~·undcJ:lc;r~tallJ 
One difficult;; r•o•:re'!8Y' ' .. ·~;_t[L trec~tin[~ both coh;sion a.rtd intonati.cm 
c.::-3 indicators o:C d:i.coCnlu·c·e c·:-tructure (or organisation) is that tric3 
~~ocedure nresupposec ;:_: tr1J ctvre Hhich they caE refle:;cL. 
}~is view implies some r.+nuct·L1re I rle"r' c·tr"L•c·[-tq·(-' u v .. _ _ v_ ..._, .r' 1.l -.. ~ ,__ .-
dictotocy 1n the of =:.scol·.rse. Indeed this has already been 
sugcested at least in~licit i1wold.n[; t!:;e notion of unclcrl.:;c 
to explc:d .. n the .i.x: tcr-
s';.rface item sac!: [;<c:; 1 axle' 1 cr 1 but 1 Lo signal this relationshi;l• 
such te:rwc; c~een: tc as a statement of inter-h8hJ3l~.i.' 
) to establish a more 
cture ar;plicabJ.e to ot!iCl ro.c:r.s of uiscourse. 
~uch work mis~t ultimately cccount for the constit~ency ot 
didr.;.t; .L '.·Jc:.ntc~: to c}c: s. ~·:·:_;:~·t; eT - :::11'~, 
L_;;;:lr:iicl:irct; h~J::roc:J§ 1 e~~,c:. c:' ::_ c;>b.G :-:~crt 
c::r_8 so fcrt:-.• ~ •• ' :; __ Lei"~ ~ :..,:~._:_0~<5. tc ~~-i_:_~--
Oe :1_ . ' . 1;/ l' ~ ·t: :;: ~ - ~:'Lc c_.._ 
__,., . . ~ -
.J.. S~·_JCJ~----C C,_COlT:~-J~'-~-~:_,~ ,_,-
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?2JIC0S. A key ~roble~ in t~~s stud: is that ~hile the surrace 
:.·airly \·jell establisr:ec', no clee.r ;:::::.cture has err:ere::;ed of t;-,e 1 
are;ue in the f:~neJ_ &rlaJ:/Gis (s.s does Brazil; see Discoui·sc lntona-
c:ion, p.1.) tlla_t intonatio:-1 is en importc:mt as:.:'lect of 
realisation statemcntc 'd;·Lich 1·e:1ate categories of discourse to tne 
actual utterance. .:~H.i ::_t i.s ~;osc;ible that this t:hesis L.ac paid 
too much attention to S'1Tface i'eatl;res and not enoug-h to the umlor-
lying categories: there is too nuch of the 'reaJ.isation 1 and not 
enout;h of the 1 catep;or:i.os 1 • Cn the other hand it can be arcued 
;·Ji th some justification l:llat only those categories should be f'osited 
1
.·Ihich close attention to the formal features of the surface of t.he 
text can sustain. I E;uD·;r::ct in fact that to specify constituency 
relationship more precisely mi3bt be to misrepresent the data. 
Jespite the theoretical short-comings of the discourse model 
proposed herein, it nonetheless seems to possess a flexibility 
and c:bstractness lackin.c; i.r1 r;wre refined hierarchical models. 
1-.:. • .Straker - Cook's (!97~;) stud:r was cited in the oyJening CLapter 
and has provided an invalual:Je startinc; point for the clevclop-
:-:1ent of this study. lL hel}Jed -:_::>oint the way to many featuren 
noted herein and i.ncieeci r:or:J; of 1-;,ic.: terms have been retained 
(e.g. zr:rsODE). But suer-. a vjell •wr):ed out hierarchy of u.nits 
structured in constituency relationships tends to be somewhat 
rigid in its application to t~e data. It tends to work li~e 
a. ratD.er ruthless t:ric~ ':1:-1ict - r~ur~erim}JOsed on a text - tends 
to conform it to its mm reauire>Gents rather tteil1 reflect tr1e 
eztrer:1e flex~Oili ty and dynamic qu.c.1i ti.er3 o::-- an ·rJ_nfoldint~ GlJeech 
~~ 
9vent. It 
course both reflects bac:'( on i_-~self and digresses fror:: its ul time_t·s 
direction that this rese:::_rcr-_ e,'cter:;nts to capture. 
(a) In the are::; of fmo .Special .Furpoces this rei3e&rcL 
provides evidence o: ttc cues used by lecturers to structure, parti-
') 
tion and pattern ti.~.e c.i~i.sconr;~;e L. .A l(cy component he~e oi' course if; 
tr1e work on intom;i_on. 
be treated crudely by the lecturer to socmcnt tl:c 
ir1formation or ccntm,.t oi' L e lecture. Not cn1y t.hcrefore uo the;·.' 
of 
O[~!li tion of ~-)~~·cLO.:J o.nr")ct :)J"J.(). te:rnine.ti on in terr:1s of level 
contrasts s~ould be a r (;'~:ts~.r thinG for non-native o·>· 
~ngJish to acquir~ 3eno1~~Vl 
intonation' but inducl~vc 
c.:_ c.cude 
i. hountford (I 
"o. r:1od.el of GJ1&1~/r:-;is constructed ui.t:t1 tJ1e J!recisiorl of a_ :=ca.:-r:r.--:e.-
tica1 model tla~.r be t~1C: \,'!:::'Or~.[ sort of rr,odel to CtCCOlJ_Ht fer 1 ... \.0 
d:]naf:'lic and ex-i:erc:;orc c{'~ar~~-ctcr of ciiscoursen C~t;.""t2S') 
c .• 'J:he difficL.J.lties e:t:J_.JeYienceci b;I s·tudents attendinz; lect~).res 
eiven in t~c ~sdi~D 0~ 
le.:r1g~age crm be sumr:1ed 
::itraY:er-Coo~~, I /. 
~nglist w~ere this is not their first 
1J."0 in :,.:orcis useci one of them: 11 •:.re 
b~t ce.r:'t fo~_lo'.r,· ~~r-.e lectv.re!i. 0ee 
seconc· 
. ' J' ·., .L) , 
. l 
-~S?2) conc2.t.ciuu ~ t: 
uc effective us at: . " .. lfll 0 rrc r'3,l~ J.O!I. 
" . 
..reJ.lf}_nce on tert_i_ary education" 
l p.31). 
J.ectv.res in terLiary ed1Jcation Uwr~ one 
.er_; a good lecture VJOulcJ. l1e corni~arir:;cn 
of ciifferent 1ectur:_Ji1 2 lee; ;ri.tl-: tf1c student nolcs to ':ihich ·i;,'w 
tte relr~tive c.:~Lf.fercnt kincis O F '~ focu:_-:sins ;:;cLivit 
·;;o v1hat actually 
be seen as a 
(3) h0NOLCG1..~Jc.; iliU - "'t' ,-, ~ , ,- , r ' - , V,l.()\..J\.... L.;_(,,_,~~-~j 
Study of s:-JoJzen e cs:.n provic~o an inthc;uinc intcr:"o.ce 
bel:vwen the stud.:; c.f ·.J~".i.Ll;(;n t<2xL and the devolopinc; work on multi-
yarty discourc::e. .cJe,:;~~:i_ tc: ti~e fact that (for the most lXJrt) there 
is only one speaker in locturet3, the mode of D..nalysis proposed in 
::he preceding clta,_t~t'2rs trL?.t it nonetheless remains a 
l3eco.use the listener c&rmot provide 
clear feecibac~ ln~ica~ cotillJI'ehension (or rnisundenota.ndinr;) tr1c 
lecture.r cont<mtly rescrts to the plane of subsidiary diE;coursc 
in the form of t,losses or icJCidec.> in an attempt to lcecp hi.:; raeaninc 
clear: he reports, mwJ.:i.ficc and comments on the thread oi' the 
l.ec-cure. In cioir.c c~ ,..., J....)V' :~c re<;;Jonding partly to overt 
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J.~~~ (l01:tlded 1~~/ interaction. 
This appenc'.ix con te.inc tr,:::.:clscripts of two first year ur..i versi ty 
introductory science lect1J.:res end one second year introductory science 
lecture. 
The tr2nscripts rwvc no c been consciously 1 tidied up 1 to en}r great 
extent. Performance error,s - snell as false starts, for instance -
have been retained. '1'}.-;.e intention has been to render as accurately 
as possible every word or sound uttered by the lecturer. 
( 1) In rare cases vrbe:ce \vorci ~; or phrases have not been clearly intelJ it;-
ible they have been enclosed in round brackets. 
(2) ShoJt pauses of around one second in duration are dmoted by a full 
stop. Longer pause,s are denoted by a number enclosed j_n round brackets 
civing its approximate duration timed in seconds. 
(3) 3tudent responssc, where they occur, are Jlrefaced by 3 end 
enclosed within square brackets. 
(/+) For the sake of readability, syntactically independertt units 
are separated one froD &nother by use of a slash or stroke thus /. 
(5) Also for the sake of readability 1 those par,.nthetic statements 
11hich are embedded within syntactically independent units are 
enclosed within square brackets. 
A.2. 
L E C T U R E 0 N E 
MATHEV~TICAL PHYSICS FOR FIRST YEAR 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING STUDENTS 
/Right /so let's turn to mathematics for the next forty-five minutes 
(3) /last time I talked to you er about • this suffix notation (7 sec 
pause while writing on board) which allowsusto. handle arrays of 
numbers (2) aij thing like (6) things like this sijk • arrays of numbers 
and write down equations which apply to • elements in arrays of numbers 
in a very compact and economic economical form /(2) today I want to 
extend that and to introduce • another notation to you (2) which has 
some advantages and some disadvantages • called the matrix notation 
/(3) this is more specific {1) /but its • a suffix notation • is much 
more flexible (5) more flexible and general (6) /the matrix notation 10 
is more specific /and its also • more compact (4) as we shall now see 
(3) /er • those were examples (1) /I'll now get down to the examples 
in more detail • a • as to how the two notations er • relate to one 
another • /remember if we take • er • an array which we will call xi 
that's subscript i this is shorthand for the set of numbers x one, 
x two, x three, up to xn • ordered set that is it matters what order 
you write them in ./one or four five seven is not the same as one 
seven • five four (5) /but there is no implication of a particular 
way of writing this • /now we may • choose to write this in the matrix 
notation as a vector x ./ and I shall choose to underline vectors 
which are one dimensional • arrays of numbers • to indicate that they 
are so (2) /when you get more familiar with the matrix notation you may 
drop the underlining because you will know that they are matrices {?) 
/and there are two standard ways of writing in • er • an array • in 
the matrix notation like that which is called the column matrix Ljou 
put the elements • in a column7 • /and there is also you can write a 
row matrix in which you • write the elements one after the other in 
a row /it may seem very trivial just telling you how to write the 
20 
things down /but er • the matrix notation is concerned with the geometr-
ical layout of the numbers on the page or the blackborad (4) /now • for 30 
simplicity I shall call this form • the transpose form /the row form 
I will call the transposed form • /so I'll always write that as xt 
underlined (4) /I'll say more about transposing in a moment (5) /right 
(3) /you don't need these two different layouts in the suffix notation 
• /x subscript i is shorthand for the ordered set of numbers /you 
don't have to say whether you ordered them • lying down or standing 
up /I mean its er (2) you'll see • that this flexibility of this notation 
doesn't require such precise definition • /right now let's look at 
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er • a two dimensional array - aij • /that is it has two • suffixes • 
/now • we shall • sometimes I will talk sloppily about the number of 
suffixes as the dimension of the array • /the proper word (3) is (2) 
rank (2)/the rank (3) of • an array (3) is the number • of suffices 
(2) /I should actually be more more precise • free suffices • (2) 
/two suffices are the same remember we have special rules operating • 
/so this is ar an array of rank two • /I have to say that that that even 
this definition • doesn't er • remove all confusion because • the • 
the word rank is used in mathematics for for other things (1) /but 
that's • our definition of it in this context • /so aij is • similarly 10 
• shorthand for set of numbers ~e wrote it down last time I won't 
write them all down7 • a one two a one one a one two up to a one n and 
then a two er one a two two up to a two n and so on up to a n n • 
/now the matrix notation • way of writing that down • er • ~and I 
will write • square ma two dimensional matrices • with two underlines 
• for the moment • just to remined you ~ is to write if think its 
fairly obvious you • (3) at least it it's • one of two obvious 
choice§7 • you write • as the top row of the matrix a one one a one 
two a one three up to a one n • second row a two one • up to a two n • 
and so on till the nth row is a n one • a n two • up to a n n • /there 
are n squared elements • /and er • that's the way they go • /now • 
the only thing that is tricky • is to know • whether you you • you • 
write them by rows or by columns • /had you chose chosen to written 
write them by columns in the same way • you would have got • a 
different layout (3) /the rule is • that the first suffix • label 
the row • (7) is the row label and the second suffix is the column 
label (4) /that's a completely arbitrary choice • /but it's one that's 
as well to make • (6) /so if we put these down in words we can say • 
in the matrix notation • the ith element • of the matrix x once 
20 
underlined • is xi • and • the element • ~hat's the the one dimensional 30 
definitioE? • the two dimensional definition • is the element in 
the ith row (2) and jth column (4) is aij (7) /now we will before 
we're through we will need to meet three dimensional three suffix • 
arrays • /and there is no • convention for writing them down in matrix 
notation /its part of its limitation (15) • /now I can put in some 
extra little definitions • which er are necessary in order • to • er 
work freely with matrices • /we define the transpose matrix (7) aT 
(2) twice underlined (4) the ij th element of the transposed matrix • 
is aji (2) /now what that means • is the element in the ith row • and 
jth column of the transposed rna matrix is obtained by reversing the 
role of row and column labels (4) /I'll • that is the second choice 
that I • I mentioned before /if we had written down columns • a one 
one a one two and so on • a one n going downwards a two one a two two 
and so on we would have generated the transpose matrix (2) /its called 
transpose actually because if you draw that diagonal line through the 
matrix • and just flip the thing over you arrive at the transpose 
matrix /every element is swapped • with the one on the opposite side 10 
of the diagonal (2) /so that swaps with that an an one /that's the 
operation of transposition {2) /it's not clear now why you'll need 
it but I'm mentioning it now for the sake of completeness (4) /I 
shall mention two other definitions • because er • we will need them • 
later • er • although they • won't mean much to you now • /there's 
the complex conjugate matrix (4) which we will call a star ~a:? 
(2) /and it's very simple • /it's ijth element is simply • the complex 
conjugate • of aij /in other words you just take every element in the 
matrix and take its complex conjugate • /now all but one of you have 
met complex numbers already • so that that will mean • something to 20 
you • /finally • what's called the hermitian conjugate • which is the 
combination of these two operations • /its usually called a dagger 
~~- /and its ijth element ~hat's the matri37 • is • the complex 
conjugate of a transpose (4) /and that means that it is just aji • 
complex conjugate (4) /and that all sounds rather complicated /forget 
about those last two definitions but note them down /we'll • ss • want 
them when we come back to them (10) /right (10) /now • problem sheet 
one question one /has it got to the back / • erm asks you to work in 
the suffix notation • and write a lot of things out • in full • because 
remember all these equations in the suffix notation er are shorthand • 30 
for sets of equations • /sometimes the set only contains one equation 
but normally it will contain more • /the number of equations corres-
ponding to the number of • free • suffices (5) /right • er (3) /I 
will simply work one example of that sort /but I'll remind you first 
of the summation convention (2) which we had last time which says • 
that • when a suffix is repeated !?ow let me put it very brieflr7 that 
the repeated • (Femember repeated suffices we call dummy suffice§7 (3) 
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/repeated suffices are summed over (7) from one to n /always from every 
suffix runs from one or n (3) /remember that the repetition had to be 
within a single term (3) /right • so • I will write down perhaps the 
most er the important equation of this sort iwhich isn't actua~ly 
explicitly ther~ so that I can do it as an example which is the equation 
aij xj equals bi (3) /okay (1) /now how many free suffices are there 
in that equation then I'm going to ask you how many dummy suffices 
there are in each term (2) /vlhat is the what are the free suffices (8) 
isomeone answer§l louder louder what? iS: is there any? there isn't 
aniJ well • /what are the suffices? /let's go slowly what • iS: i 
and J7 i and j i and j • /so we have to decide er which are the free 
ones /maybe we'll decide which are the dummy ones /those are the ones 
to the left of the free ones /now • which • how many terms are there 
in that equation L3: three17 three • /how many people think there are 
three /how many people have has anyone an alternative suggestion to 
three LS: tw£7 two • /how many people think there are two (counts 
hands) yes (4) /how many people think there are three (5) /the definition 
of a term was something separated by a plus or an equal sign /and er 
so that there are indeed two terms • /now • a repeated er a dummy 
10 
suffix is one that is repeated in a single term • /so • what dummy 20 
suffices are there in that term /iS: j7 /j • /j is dummy • /and there-
fore i is free • what about this term /what dummy suffices are there 
(2) L-¢_7 silence • /there aren't any • right • so • the rule is 
therefore that the equation exists for every value of the free suffices • 
/let us wri~it down first of all with n equals two. /that is i and 
j take on the values one and two • /so • what do we do about j • 
/it's a dummy suffix /what do we do about it (3) LS: sum i!7 sum 
it • /yes • /we sum over it (2) /but • we have to write this equation 
down for all the values of i so let's label the equation by i where i 
equals one and i equals two (2) right • now I'd like you to write down 30 
now • this equation • for i equals one • and surr.ming over j /write 
it down (8) /write the left hand side down write your right hand down 
and put an equals (30) /how many people have finished come on / (20) 
right • /my turn (2) /so • on the right hand side is the easiest 
thing so let's do that first • /i equals one /so we put b one • /the 
left hand side has i equals one so we put a one there for i /and j 
occurs both as the second suffix on a • and as the only suffix on x • 
and j has to be summed over /so • first of all we'll write down the 
term j equals one • /and then we'll write down the term j equals two • 
/and then we'll add ther:1 (4) /so the equation is a one one x one plus 
a one two x two equals b one (4) /any mystery (2) /right . now write 
down the same equation for i equals two (2) /for this you get thirty 
seconds (20) /right . so • all we do then is change the label i where-
ever it occurs /it's the first suffix on a and the suffix on b /so 
it's a two one x one plus a two two x two equals b two (4) /right • 
and that's the answer • /that is short for that • /not much profit 
you might say for all this complicated i's and j's business /I would 
have rather written that down • /OK • well I'll not ask you to increase 10 
n to seventy-five • /but we'll increase n to three just to see the 
thing begin to build up • /now what is the effect of increasing n to 
three • /there are two effects • /er I mean I don't mean detailed 
effects it depends on the look of the system of equations • /what will 
happen • /somebodyL- _7 /what /LYou'll get another ters? 
/another term /another term /from where IL- _7 /in which 
equation /iin bot~7 /in both equations /you'll get another term in both 
equations in which it will be a one three x three plus a two three an 
a two three x three there because the sum over j will run over an extra 
term /iS: and we'll have another equatioB7 /and we'll have another 20 
equation corresponding to i equals three (writes on the board) and so 
on 'n /if n was seventy-five there would be seventy-five equations • 
with seventy terms on the left hand side of each /okay • /no mystery • 
/right • /now • let me say er • to come back to matrix notation you 
can now do question one although you'll doubtless have to think a 
little bit • /okay • /and question one is simply to give you practice 
in that /you see when you look at that for the first time and I ask 
you to write it down • then • the universal response is is to nervous 
about putting pen to paper /well I hope you overcome that • /it's 
the rejection factor I was telling you about • /well it's op it 
operates on this • /it shouldn't operate so strongly now • /right • 
now let me tell you what the matrix notation • for • er • this equation 
is • /it's simply • it's actually the same set of equations in matrix 
notation ( ) ~ x equals b (5) /now • you couldn't know that because 
I haven't defined yet the operations of addition and multiplication 
for matrices (7) /they are defined • in question four • /and I want 
you • looking at the book • to yourselves work through this casic • 
er • setting up of a whole new notation in mathematics (4) /I told you 
30 
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the relation between the mat the definition of a matrix • and the 
corresponding suffix (notation) • /now • I will first briefly go 
through these definitions but not • slowly enough so you'll understand 
them • /I intend that you should learn these yourself • /but first 
of all er • I want • to be sure • that • you all • have met the • three 
words • commutative commutative associative and distributive • /how 
many people • have heard those words and know what they mean • /so 
there are some of you who haven't • /okay • /well • as always in 
mathematics there's a grandiose term for a simple idea (6) /when you 
set up a number and we'll be coming back to deal with fundamental 
things like that in a bit later • er after we've dealt with this specific 
example which will be useful to illustrate the general points • a 
number system consists of a set of elements /let's think of integers 
/they're the elements one two three four five six seven so on the 
negatives ones and zero (2) and two operations • Lwe shall be interested 
in such number systems called fields usuall~ (5) and these two 
operations (2) /there are the elements which I will call a b c and 
so on • or occasionally I will call them a. but I'll try and avoid 
l.. 
that for confusion because • er • it will generate confusion • /there 
10 
are elements a b c /and we have two operations (2) which we call 20 
adding • and multiplying • plus and dot • because for ordinary numbers 
we identify them with ordinary addition and multiplication • /you 
can define number systems in all sorts of ways • which I will • as I say 
talk about later • /now • /so (8) /we will look for three properties • 
commutation • add • multiply • /we'll make a little table • /commutation 
is the statement under addition that a plus b equals b plus a (2) 
/commutation under multiplication is the statement that a times b equals 
b times a • /that's the definition of commutation • /it is a commut-
ative number system if that if those two relations hold • /comrr.utative 
under addition comn,utative under rr,ultiplication (2) /it is associative 30 
(3) if (2) /now I'm using brackets to indicate the order in which 
things are done /remember you always evaluate the inside of brackets 
before • anything else • /so if I write a plus b in brackets plus c • 
I mean you add a plus b first • then you add c onto it • /that • it 
is associative • if that is equal a • plus b plus c • that is you add 
b and c together first and then add on a (2) /and if it is not commut&tive 
it is important to keep the ordering of the factors the same • /notice 
a b and c occur in the same order on both sides • /similarly for 
multiplication (2) a • times b • all times c is equal to the a times 
b times c (5) /so • I'll go back to adjectives commu: commutative, 
associative, and distributive {3) /these are definitions • three 
lines and lots of arrows • /a distributive is a link between the two 
number systems /it is the statement of the extraction of brackets /that 
is a into a multiplied into b plus c equals a times b plus a times 
c /that is it doesn't matter whether you do the multiplication 
first or the addition first • /now all the all the number systems 
that • er • you know (2) er except matrices • satisfy all these 
properties /you have to find out I'll give you clue that matrices do 10 
not satisfy all of them for those of you who haven't met this (2) 
er • /but er • they satisfy most of them (3) /these are words that 
(2) even if you had a traditional maths course you really should have 
heard of • by now • although they are not I admit on the prerequisite 
sheet (2) /is is everybody clear about that • /so this is the statements 
that one plus two • plus five which is three plus five • is equal to 
one plus two plus five • which is one plus seven 'n they're both equal 
to eight /there it's a set of very obvious statements /it's the state-
ment to two times three equals three times two • /right • now I 
promise to mention briefly the definitions of the definitions of er • 20 
multiplication • of of of of matrices • /but I think I'm pressed for 
time and there's one more thing I want to introduce you to in this 
rather nectic lecture • /er so I will leave you to look that up in a 
book (1) /as I say my highest ambition er • is that all our students 
by the time they leave us can at least learn from a book (6) /right 
(2) /I will say I am I er we will be coming back to go over this of 
course next week • /if you can discover it for yourself it will be 
that much more memorable to you • /right • I'm now going to go right 
away from this rather abstract approach (4) and talk about the solution 
of sets of linear equations • which is what problem sheet nought is 30 
about • /now • I don't think you'll have any trouble • er solving 
problem sheet nought (5) in a (2) completely ad hoc way • without 
using systematic methods /but what I want to teach you now er is a 
systematic method (7) of solving (3) sets • of • simultaneous linear 
equations (15) /okay • /some of you already will know a systematic 
method • many of you I regret to say will er know a systematic method 
based on ratios of determinants • /how many people have been taught • 
to solve sets of equations by working out determinants and dividing 
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one by the other (3) yes • /well • that's the normal way to teach it • 
/and er • it is fine • er for • the sort of size of matrix that you 
have been asked to invert • /but • er • I should explain why it 1 s not 
so good in general • /to work out a determinant • an n by n deter-
minant • involves n factorial • er multiplications and additions (4) 
/er • the method I'm going to teach you • involves n cubed over two • 
er (or er • ) maybe over three • hardly matters • er multiplications 
and additions • /now • when n is three (2) you will see • that this is 
still larger than that (1) /but when n gets to be • six • let alone 
when n gets to be a hundred • n factorial becomes a very expensive 
thing indeed • /now in fact of course nobody nowadays would ever 
dream of solving • a hundred by a hundred matrix erm • by hand /for 
one thing it would take them several lifetimes to do so erm • /but 
er • it is • you you may want to deal with intermediate size matrices • 
/and • it is also important to know • how computers work when they 
invert matrices • because they will invert to a hundred by a hundred 
matrixforyou. in considerably less than a lifetime (1) something 
like a second /and er {1) er (1) they • they of course work in the most 
economical way which is this (1) way which uses a method called pivotal 
10 
condensation (2) which is a nice old nineteenth century • term (3) 20 
also sometimes called Gaussian elimination • /almost all • results in 
mathematics are named after Gauss • who invented them all • (3) 
/perhaps you can't call every theorem Gauss's theorem /some other 
people got in. on the act (2) /he was a clever guy (2))right. so 
I'm now going to do an example • illustrating how we • use this method 
/you will see the the general method I think better by an illustration • 
than by er (4) /and that will finish the hour • /x plus y plus z equals 
two (5) /two x • plus three y • plus four z • equals six • /now • I 
would like to ask you to stop writing (2) because I think you will 
follow this better if you don't • /and I promise to give you a chance • 30 
to er • recover from that • very daring thing to do er (1) afterwards 
(2) /I think you may miss the point if you /sorry five x • plus • three 
y • plus z equals six (1) /I hope I've cooked this so the numbers come 
out reasonably nicely • /but please don't look don't look at it and say 
Oh we must just try a few things • because the real world is not like 
that • /okay • /now • it will make my argument simpler for me if you 
allow me • to write the equations by bringing the numbers over onto the 
left hand side .)that is. subtracting the right hand side from each 
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from the left hand side of each equation • /so we get minus two • equals 
nought • minus six equals nought • minus six equals nought ./okay 
/this is just to make the argument simpler /there's it doesn't make any 
difference • /but we now have a set of things • which are all zero • 
/okay • /and the essential point of the method is that I can add any 
multiple of zero • to er something else • without changing it (2) 
/d'you • is that clear /shall I say it again /if I have some quantity 
(2) like this • even if this were not zero if I have some quantity here 
and I add • something which is zero to it • it isn't changed • /and 
if I add three point seven two seven times that times zero to it it is 10 
still not changed • /is that quite clear to everybody that this is the 
thing we have to hang onto and the rest is just • playing games (2) 
/right • now of course one doesn't know what x y and z are at this stage 
and so one • as we were all told we couldn't add sheep to goats or 
apples to oranges so we must not add x's toy's at this stage /we 
keep things therefore tidily in columns • /okay • /now • what I want 
to do however • er the is is to get to the situation where we have 
one of the equations which is easy to solve • /and that situation will 
arise if the equation is in (2) a form such that there are only zeros 
below the diagonal • or above • /but we'll make that choice • because 20 
the bottom equation is then the equation z minus equals nought • 
which you and I can both solve without working too hard • /okay • /so 
the first stage of this method is to get rid of all the elements below 
the diagonal by adding multiples of zero • /and the second stage I 
might as well tell you now • is to work backwards because having solved 
z minus six equals nought • sorry no the second stage is then to get 
rid of all the elements above the diagonal • /okay /and then we have the 
equa the top the bottom equation is znnus six something equals 
nought • /the second equation is y minus something equals nought • /and 
the first equation is x minus something equals nought • /okay • /now 30 
I don't expect you to • have more at this point • than the idea of 
adding multiples of zero • to to equations • which doesn't change their 
their their content /it doesn't change them at all • /and to aim • to 
eliminate all but one variable from the equations • /and the method we 
proceed is the one I've described to you • /of course you're used to 
the idea of eliminating variables but one tends to do it in a rather 
sort of ad hoc way by substituting • when one started on this game • 
/and then came these determinants which one • never really quite 
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understood why they worked • /but we'll understand even that by the end 
of this course /but er • so now we come back to this method • /now • 
/so • we will leave the top equation unaltered because remember our 
first objective is to get rid of these elements • (min) x plus y 
plus z • minus two equals nought • /okay • /now • what multiple of the 
top equation do I add to the second equation in order to get rid of 
two x /S: minus thre~ /minus three /~: no • minus tw£7 /minus two • 
/have a vote /who thinks minus two • /who thinks minus three /right • 
/so let's add minus two times this • to that • minus two x plus two 
x is indeed nought • er minus two y L- _7 er gives y one y • 
minus two z is plus two z • I need a bit more space • minus minus 
two is plus four minus two equals nought • /okay • /x • plus y • plus 
two z • plus z • minus two equals nought • /okay • /now for the third 
equation what multiple of this do we have to add /~inus fiv£7 /minus 
five • /okay • /so then we get nought • minus five plus three is minus 
two y • min • minus five z plus z is minus four z • plus ten minus six 
is plus four • /you have to check me because it's easy to make mistakes 
/so now notice we got rid of those two • /the next step we want to is 
to get rid of him /now how do we get rid of him/[" J /we can't 
use this equation 'cos that will put x's back/[" J /you use the 
second equation • /and what multiple of the second equation do we add 
10 
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to this /L?: plus two_? /plus two • /so • er you'll forgive me if I don't • 
write everything out every time because (2) we've still some way to go • 
/but I won't start rubbing out • because that really will worry you 
when you're not writing things down • /er so we then have x plus y 
plus z /actually you will allow me to do one thing though /you will 
allow me not to write down all these • plus signs which • cloud the 
issue so much • /in fact in a moment you're going to allow me • just 
to label the columns x y z /in one you can write one • one • one • and 
minus two • /okay • /and then for the second equation one two • and 30 
minus two (4) /and for the third equation we're going to add plus two 
to that • so we got nought nought we get another nought • /that gives 
us plus four z minus four z • which is (pause) nough no z's ifaughte!? 
and er Lfaughte!? (pause) and er Lfaughte£7 /right • /this is a lesson 
I wasn't meaning to teach you at this point /Lfaughte£7 /I better 
generate myself another equation • /let me explain what I have done • 
/it will help you in your later understanding (10) /I have • produced 
three equations here which are not really three equations • /the third 
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one • is a combination of the other two • /when you do this procedure 
you learn that fa that fact • /in fact the the determinant of the 
equations for those of you who have met them • the determinant of the 
left hand side should have vanished • /and its because of that that I 
got into trouble . /in geometrical terms each of these equations 
represents a plane in three dimensions • /and two planes intersect in 
alwe. /and . of course a third plane the third equation will cut 
the line wa point and that's what I'm trying to do • /what I have 
done • is got a third plane that goes right through the whole line • 
/just to link to geometry /right • /well I'm now going to assume • that 10 
the bottom equation because I think I remember what the numbers I put 
in first turned out to be of that form • /that will enable me to proceed 
down this along this way • /er • in other words that we had got it in 
that form (2) /the examples you have to work with • I hope will not 
have this this problem • /so • that's our diagonalised matrix • /now 
let us go backwards and eliminate • the two • er sorry it's in a 
triangular form now /now let us eJiminate the two • which we can do 
by adding minus twice this equation • if we leave this one alone one 
minus one • /and minus twice that equation to that one • /and we get 
one • nought • er nought • /that's alright • /and now we want to • get • 20 
get rid of these two things • which we will do • by adding minus one 
times this equation to that one and then minus one times that equation 
/okay • /and the final result will be to replace the top equation • by 
one • er nought /er that is zero so it makes no effect • /here we have 
minus one • instead of minus one • /and the top equation is one nought 
nought minus one /and the second one is one • nought • nought 
/and the third one is one • minus one • /now • we have to put back the 
labels /and remember that this is the statement • that one times z 
minus one times one equals nought /that is its the equation z equals one • 
/this is the equation one times y • plus nought equals nought /that 30 
is y equals nought /and this is the equation one times x • minus one • 
equals nought • /so that the answer is • that x • y • z • equals one 
nought one • /and you'll be able to check that that is indeed the 
solution of these equations • /erm you might like to write down • er 
work backwards and find the equation that would have generated us • 
a one and a one there /it clearly had an extra z • and an extra (2) 
minus one there • /okay • well apologies for that confusion /now you 
see we have a systematic method • which • will work • to • er • with 
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any number of equations • /suppose we had had four equations in four 
unknowns here • we would had have to had four successive ste or three 
successive steps of elimination because the top equation is always er • 
you leave it alone . erm eliminate first all three • and then two . 
and then one • /okay • /so the number of steps of elimination is . n 
minus if we have n equations n minus one . plus n minus two . plus 
and so on . down to one . an arithmetic progression which you ¥..now 
how to sum and gives us roughly • n. squared • over two • er (3) 
eliminations /in this case we had two plus one • /if there were three 
we'd have three plus two plus one and so on (2) /er /right • /in 10 
fact what one gets precisely is n into n minus one over two • /you 
add that arithmetic progression • /now • er • in each of them • there 
is a a reducing number of of operations to do • /in the first one you 
have n plus one operations to do • /one of them is going to give 
you a zero so you have effectively n • /that's er when you go through 
the first time /when you go through the next time • /or maybe I should 
do this carefully • /so the first the first time through there are n 
minus one rows • /and • you have n terms in the row • /the second time 
through there are n minus two rows • /and there are n minus one terms 
in the row • and so on • until the end • you get er • two times 
one • /and • if you sum that series up you find that it gives you the 
order of n cubed operations • /and that's er where where I got my number 
n cubed through • /I'll show you that the determinant involves n 
factorial • another time • /right • /well question three asks you to do 
that for a three by three • /er question two asks you to do it for two 
by two no sorry for three by three and four by four respectively • /this 
is just arithmetic /and you will find it quite easy /but you may get 
confused /and it is of course important to check your answers at the 
end • /but is everybody clear about the procedures • and about the 
basis of it . /you are always adding multiples of one equation • which 
is ze zero to other equations • /and you choose it so you produce 
zeros . if you've got some array like this (7) to pro produce zeros 
first down there • then down there . then down there • and so on • till 
you get it down to triangular form /and then you • produce zerios up 
here • up here • and so on • so that in the end its just a diagonal 
set of equations of the form • x one equals something x two equals 
something x three equals something and so on /(3) right have a go at 
that • /that • you are er to have a go at over the weekend and you 
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will receive (further) problem session on that stuff on • Tues on 
er • Tuesday at twelve • /are there any questions /we've covered a 
hectic amount • /er the reasons are partly organisational because it 
will be some time before I give you anything more to digest /all 
these things are of course well covered in the book • except the suffix 
notations which is not well done in Boas / (6) /okay • /right so 
now • er has anybody got a problem with the preliminary survey /I 
don't mean can are there any of you who can't do all of it /I'm sure 
there are /but is there anybody er not have the copy with them or 
anything of that sort • /if so can you m~e sure that you hand it in 
next time/~ 7 /you never had a copy • /I have a few here but er 
only • I've only brought two /who never had a copy ~auld you m J 
/no • /I wouldn't mind having them on a piece of paper at all /I 
put them on er in fact I would expect you to have to work on a piece 
of paper /the reason why I gave you a form to hand them you know asked 
you to put them in on the question paper is just that it's much easier 
for me to erm to handle them in that form /er I'm not interested 
really in a detailed understanding of your level of knowledge but just 
whether you have got the basic ideas ( ) /~hen do we have to 
10 
hand them i~ /I'd like them in this afternoon /I'd like you to hand 20 
them to John by four o'clock~ J /I'd rather you didn't /I don't 
really want you to m~e a big deal of this /er I I would rather you 
handed them in er at the end of this afternoon /er and get on to the 
problem sheets of the course itself /~r J /aha /everybody should 
have a problem sheet nought and a problem sheet one /and on at the 
the Greek alphabet is repeated on the back of problem sheet nought 
/so you can safely give it back to me on the back of the preliminary 
survey where my secretary put it by mist~e /problem sheet one /~ J 
/sure /~ J /on the on the preliminary survey /no I don't /can you 
look those of you who have mislaid your copies of the preliminary 
survey could I ask you to look over your neighbours and write it on 
a sheet of paper /but try and put it in roughly the same place so that 
I can look at the same little squares to see the answers (2) because 
it's er a significant amount of work going through these things and I 
don't like to juggle it by having a varying format (4) /okay/ 
30 
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L E C T U R E T W 0 
AMPLIFIERS AND CIRCUIT DESIGN 
FOR FIRST YEAR 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING STUDENTS 
A.17. 
Now I've got • something like twelve hours of lectures • with you • 
to introduce you to the subject of • electronics • /now the book that 
I recommend • is now costing I'm afraid something over three pounds /it 
was just three pounds when I bought mine • /er it's this one • 'Electr-
onics • for Engineers' by Spreadsbury /it's a very readable book • /it 
is I think the best one • for this course that • is • currently avail-
able • /it contains a little more than we shall manage to cover this 
year • /but that means of course that it will be useful to you next 
year • /but it does contain • in a very readable form • all the material 
which • I shall be covering this year • this phase • /there is another 10 
one which you might like to have a look at • /you might even like to 
buy it • /it isn't all that much more expensive • /it was three pounds 
thirty I'm not sure what the current price is • /it's called 'B J Ts, 
FE Ts and Microcircuits' • /it's a McGraw-Hill publication , /the 
initials stand for Bipolar Junction Transistors • F E Ts for Field 
Effect Transistors • /that is not such a readable book /it's packed full 
of information • /it's a very good book in its way • /but it isn't so 
easy to read • /but you might like its style better than Amhed and 
Spreadsbury • /I don't recommend that you buy that one • unless you 
feel you need its rather mathematical style • /that's the one I 
recommend you buy • /there are a lot of other books on electronics • 
none of which I am going to recommend • /urn which books you do buy • 
I think it will have to be largely up to you depending on • what style 
you like what level you feel you need /there are books at very 
elementary levels which are very useful • if you aren't • able to 
understand • the other two books that I've recommended • /urn there are 
books which will talk about • how transistors work • how field-effect 
transistors work • how you make transistors • /this isn't essential 
reading for this year • /it may help you in your understanding of how 
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to design circuits with them though if you do know a little bit about 30 
them • /this book tells you how they're made in relatively simple terms 
but if you want to go into more detail there are other books • /I 
would suggest that before actually buying any • other than perhaps 
that top book there • that you look at it carefully perhaps borrow it 
out of the • departmental library or the main library • and see whether 
it really does help you (8) /I'm going talk about electronic circuits 
(15) /now (2) /I've put this slide up to show you where what I'm going 
to • talk about • comes in • /electronic circuits is the application 
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of devices • to • together with • resistors inductors and capacitors 
to produce • circuits that perform • certain specified functions • 
/now there are a vast number of these functions which one can • imagine 
• /electronic circuits can by and large be broken down into two main 
classifications • analog circuits • and digital circuits (2) /digital 
circuits we shan't be talking about this year at all • /that belongs 
to phase two • /we shall be talking about • essentially • analog cir-
cuits • /now there are a large number of analog circuits /there are 
amplifiers • /there are frequency changers • voltage regulators • er 
mixers, feedback circuits, ramp generators • and thousands of different • 10 
operations which analog circuits can perform • /but we shall be dealing 
• primarily with one class of analog circuit /it's perhaps the most 
important one • /and if you've got a grasp of that particular aspect • 
of analog circuit design you can rapidly expand • into the others as 
well • /so we shall be concentrating on amplifiers • analog amplifiers 
(4) now amplifiers of course can perform • a number of different 
functions • /they can amplify • what are essentially steady voltages 
or currents • sometimes and rather • unfortunately called 0 C amplifiers 
direct current amplifiers • /what it means is its amplifying a steady 
voltage • /or • we might amplify • a small • but time-varying voltage • 20 
/it needn't necessarily be a periodic wave form • /it might be • something 
that does this • /this might be the output of some measuring • trans-
ducer • measuring • the velocity of the wind outside • /it's not a 
periodic er wave form at all /but you want to know you want to amplify 
this very small signal and use it in some way • /so • the amplifier 
may be called upon to amplify time-varying signals • /they may be 
small • or they may be very large signals • /the difference between 
small signal amplification and large signal amplification • I hope 
will become clear to you during the course of the er lectures (2) 
/the wave form may in fact be periodic • /the simplest one of course is 30 
the sine wave (4) /it could of course be a square wave (3) or a • rec-
tangular sort of wave or a triangular wave • or any other periodic wave 
form • /there's no restriction on the sort of input wave forms that we can 
apply • /the ones we shall be talking about most however are in fact • 
amplifiers • of sinusoidal signals /these are the • signals we have 
to deal with most • /and in fact since you can take • a periodic wave 
form such as this or this or this and break it down • into its 
component sinusoids • /in other words a square wave is made up of • a 
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sine wave of frequency f one • /if you add to that • a smaller signal 
only a third the amplitude • of three f one • and then five f one and 
seven f one you actually build up • this • square wave • /and this is 
true /any periodic wave form can be broken down into a number of 
component sine waves of different frequencies • /this means that if we 
know what the response of our amplifier is to • sine waves • we've 
really described • its action • to not only sine waves but all the 
other periodic wave forms as well • /this is why we shall in the main 
concentra~ on dealing with • what is known as sinusoidal excitations 
sine wave • signals • /another class of amplifier which we shan't be 10 
talking a great deal about this year is the so-called power amplifier • 
/this is • the type of amplifier which is essentially a large signal 
amplifier • dealing with fairly heavy current • meant to supply large 
powers to a load which may be a motor • or it may be a • loudspeaker 
if it's an audiamplifier (3) /I shall be concentrating mainly on 
amplifiers for • amplifying • sinusoidal signals A C signals alternating 
current • /this is a misnomer • /to say it's an alternating current 
voltage an A C voltage as so many people do of course is a bit of a 
nonsense • /urn • we all do it so I'm afraid that I'm going to have to 
use this rather loose terminology /I hope you'll know what I mean /I 20 
mean a periodically time-varying signal • which is probably sinusoidal 
( 3) I so we shall be dealing with small signal and large signal A C 
amplifiers • and amplifiers • of • steady voltages • D.C amplifiers (4) 
/now an amplifier • consists of • some electronic device plus a handful 
of other components • /and a typical transistor amplifer • might look 
like this (15) /now that is the theoretical circuit diagram of • a 
transistor amplifier (6) /it's got one active device namely a transistor • 
and a number of resistors and one or two capacitors (3) /now you as 
designers will have to • know • what is the function of each of those 
components • er • and be able to assign values to each of these compon- 30 
ents (2) /but as far as the basic process of amplifying a small signal 
connected onto the input here • is concerned there are really only two 
• elements for doing any real amplification the transistor itself • and 
this resistor here • /as far as the signals • the alternating signals 
are concerned only those two components are doing useful work • /the 
others are there to carry out a process known as biassing (2) /in 
other words just to get the device • into a working state • /without 
these other components this will not act as an amplifier • /so we have 
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to take the basic device • and operate it in such a way to make it work 
in the way that we want it to (4) /and these components are • associated 
• with getting the device initially into the state that we want (2) 
/now we shall look during the lectures at the number of different 
devices (2) the • valve • mainly for interest's sake /they're not 
used very often these days (2) but they're relatively simple to under-
stand /we shall be talking a bit about valves /we shall be talking 
about transistors • both • bipolar junction transistors (4) bipolar 
transistors (6) /these are the common or garden transistors • these 
are the ones that were first produced • in the fifties ./er we shall 10 
also look at another type of transistor called the field effect tran-
sistor (14) and something called an M 0 S transistor which is a metal 
oxide semiconductor transistor (10) M 0 S transistor • /and of course 
we shall also look at the properties of some • integrated circuits 
which are • quite complex structures • comprising a number of transistors 
• and resistors • and sometimes capacitors • all on a single • piece of 
silicon which measures only about one millimetre square • /it's a very 
• complex • circuit (?) /well let's ask ourselves what is it an amplifier's 
intended to do (8) /to save ourselves the • trouble of writing down • 
the complete theoretical circuit each time we refer to amplifier • we 20 
very often use • a symbol which represents an amplifier (10) /and that 
is the symbol of an amplifier • /we have an input terminal and we have 
an output terminal /to that output terminal • we would connect the 
external load (3) /this symbol here • is • the • earthing • terminal 
often referred to as ground or earth • /and we would apply • a signal 
let us in this case say it is • a sinusoidally varying signal a sine 
wave from a laboratory oscillator • connected to its input /in other 
words the input signals • the voltages are injected with respect to 
earth potential /this is zero volts (2) /and so we are injecting an 
alternating signal here and we would expect to get a larger version of 30 
this (1) here which is being fed to our load resistance which we usually 
call R L (2) /now that defines the general amplifier (1) /we can talk 
about the input voltage V-in • here • and the output voltage • here 
V-out • measured with respect to earth • /so that's the voltage that 
appears across the load resistance (1) /and we can define • immediately 
two properties of this amplifier • /if we take the ratio of the output 
voltage to the input voltage this tells us • how many times bigger the 
output is • compared with the input • /this we call the voltage gain • 
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/so the voltage gain of the amplifier given the symbol A V is V-out 
over V-in • (3) /we could equally well measure the current flowing into 
the input terminal of this amplifier and measure the current flowing 
out of the output terminal • /in other words the input current I-in 
supplied from the source • the output current I-out supplied from the 
amplifier which flows through the load • /and if we take the ratio of 
the output current to the input current • that is also • a gain • if 
it's an amplifier • /and we call that the current gain A i (4) /output 
current over input current (3) /and so • our general amplifier will have 
two properties • a voltage gain and a current gain (1) /now • there are 10 
many amplifiers available today • which don't just have one input /they 
have two inputs • /most modern integrated circuit amplifiers have two 
inputs • /once again we would connect the load (1) R L to the output 
terminal of the amplifier /but we have two inputs (3) /and we can connect 
a voltage V-in one to one terminal • and a voltage V-in two to the other 
terminal • /now • these are • what is known as differential inputs • /in 
other words if in fact we make V-in two equal to zero • Lf'll put a 
negative sign there • and a positive sign there ._7 and we apply • plus 
three volts there • /and this say has a gain of two • /what we would 
get out here • is a voltage of minus • six • /in other words • it 
inverts the sign of the input voltage /so if it's plus three • it comes 
out as a minus • six • because we're multiplying the magnitude of the 
voltage • by the gain of the amplifier /so the gain is two /two times 
three is six • /but it's a minus six because it inverts • the polarity 
(3) /if instead of putting the voltage onto there I put plus three onto 
here • I get plus six out • /this terminal does not invert the polarity 
(4) /therefore I have a choice • /I can • insert • the voltage either 
on that terminal • or on that terminal /and depending on which one I 
use it will either • invert or not invert • the polarity of the input 
20 
voltage (3) /I could equally well of course • feed a voltage • to (4) 30 
both terminals simultaneously • /I could put plus • two on that one and 
plus • three on that one • and what I get then • is an output voltage • 
which is twice • the difference between these two {2) /in other words 
this • path gives me plus six • this path gives me minus • four • /and 
so the answer is plus two • /and what it's done you see is to multiply 
by the gain of the amplifier the difference between the voltage of these 
two terminals • /this is why we call it a differential amplifier • /it 
measures the difference • between • the voltage on the two • input 
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terminals (2) /if of course I was to make that a minus • in the first 
place and have a negative voltage going in • I would have three minus 
minus two which would give you five • multiplied by two so the actual 
voltage would be ten (1) /but it always takes the difference between 
the voltages • on its two input terminals • /and so that • is another 
form of amplifier which we shall be • coming across quite frequently 
the differential amplifier • /its voltage gain • is the output voltage • 
divided by the difference between the two input voltages (8) /er slide 
it up a bit more (2) cover that bit up for the moment (4) /now these • 
input quantities • these input voltages as I said can be • steady 
voltages • as • in our example here • plus three minus two /these are 
steady voltages not changing with time • /these are our so-called D C 
inputs • the steady input voltage • /equally well they could be some 
form of time-varying signal either a periodically time-varying signal 
(1) /they don't have to be periodic (2) /but we • in the main shall be 
talking about sinusoidal • input signals • so-called A C signals • /so 
these input quantities the input voltage and the input currents can 
either be steady voltages or currents or • sinusoidal voltages and 
currents for our purpose (1) /now if we in fact measure the product of 
10 
the input voltage and the input current • that gives us the input 20 
power • /Volts times amps is watts • input power ~ supplied in this case 
• from • the source (5) /let's take a hypothetical amplifier /we connect 
it to a given load (4) and we drive it from a laboratory oscillator • 
/we measure I-in and V-in • and we measure V-out and I-out (6) /the 
power supplied by the oscillator is • V-in l-in • /and the power dis-
sipated in the load • is of course the product of V-out l-out • so 
(5) /now if it's a good amplifier • it will have both voltage gain and 
current gain • /so V-out will be much larger than V-in • and I-out will 
be much larger than I-in • /therefore the power dissipated in the load • 
is much larger than the power • supplied to the input terminal (4) 30 
/in a typical example it may be as much as er ten thousand times greater 
• /question is where does this power • come from (1) /there is obviously 
an increase in power available to us (1) at the output • compared with 
the power available to us at the input /after all that's what an amplifier's 
about /that's why we bother with them • because they are • increasing 
the power available to us n /now where does that power come from (2) 
/anyone know? /~: inaudibl~ /it comes from a thing magically known as 
the power supply • /er • it's a box of tricks somewhere • which supplies 
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usually • direct • power (3) /we call it the power supply unit (20) 
/now the power supply unit may be a battery (2) /as such it's a source 
of power (1) /it's a direct • current source • /and • it's connected 
to the amplifier /and the actual flow of power to the load • is in 
this direction • /it's fed from the power supply unit through the ampli-
fier • to the load • /now this load may in fact be simply as I've 
shown here a physical resistance • /and all that it's doing then is 
warming it up • /or it may be a loudspeaker if it's an audiamplifier 
/it may be a motor • if we're trying to • produce movement • /or • 
it may represent the input • of the of the next stage /we may want to 10 
cascade a number of amplifiers one behind the other /so this • load 
resistance for this stage is in fact • the load imposed by the next 
stage (3) /but whatever the load is • the power • fed to that load is 
derived essentially from • either a battery or a mains-operated power 
supply unit • /now • when I drew this simple theoretical circuit here 
• you notice I didn't actually draw in the power supply /I just indicated 
that it was present • by saying that you need to feed this from a 
supply • which will give you plus twelve • volts • /now this is the way 
we normally operate /we don't bother to draw in the power supply unit 
normally /we just specify • that a certain potential is necessary /but 20 
remember • that all the power • fed to the load • Lwe would connect a 
load her~ (1) all the power fed to that load • is derived from that 
power supply (4) /virtually none of that output power • is supplied by 
the input (3) /maybe • one hundreth of one per cent is in the example 
I chose • /but • virtually • none of the output power comes from the 
input source (2) /if the • amplifier has a pm;er gain of ten thousand 
then as I • in the example we looked at earlier • then in fact the con-
trol source • the input source only supplies one hundreth of one per 
cent of the total power required at the output • /the rest of it comes 
from the power supply (4) /therefore • this • input signal is merely 30 
controlling • the performance of this amplifier • /and this amplifier 
really • is controlling the flow of power from the power supply unit 
to the s to the load • /it's rather like a valve • /it's like a tap if 
you like if you like to consider the • analogy • with a domestic water 
system • /when you turn the tap on • you're letting • water • flow • 
from some • reservoir which is equivalent to the power supply unit • to 
the load whatever it is • the garden sprinkler or whatever (2) /your 
hand • isn't supplying any of the water • /it is merely supplying • the 
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information to control the amount of water that goes through • /and 
that really is what an emplifier is • /it is some • rather elaborate 
electronic valve • that is • allowing that in response to the • controlling 
input signal allows power to flow from the power supply unit to the 
load (2) /now as soon as you've said that you can see that there are a 
number of • ways in which an amplifier can go wrong or not give • 
exactly what you want of it (10) /to be able to • well let me just draw 
a single example • /one form of amplifier could be as follows (5) 
/there's the power supply unit • giving the voltage of plus V (2) /and 
there is the load resistance • /there's earth (1) R one R two • /and 10 
we can say that all inside that • this • blue box (3) represents our 
amplifier • /and let us say that this is a variable resistence • which 
is connected to the outside world in some way • /it may be motor-driven 
• /or maybe you turn it with you hand /but it's a variable resistance • 
/now • the voltage across the load (2) is what /would anyone like to 
say ( 10) /well first of all you would wa11t these • the voltage that 
appears across the load also appears across this resistance 'cause the 
two are in parallel • /so I'd have to combine these two in parallel and 
form an equivalent resistance • /so this is equivalent to • R one • and 
a new equivalent resistance • across which the voltage we want appears • 20 
of R two • in parallel with R L • which is R two R L over R two plus 
R L (2) /and • if we want the voltage if we've got a voltage V plus 
applied there • and we want the potential there • we can say that • V • 
R L which appears now across the parallel combination of those two • 
V R L • is equal to R two R L over R two plus R L • times • V • divided 
by R one plus R two R L over R two plus R L /so that's an expression 
for • the output voltage • /it is a certain fraction of the input voltage 
/and the actual fraction depends of course upon the actual • value of 
this resistance /and as we vary it • so we shall vary this resistance 
and we shall vary the output voltage • because essentially • we shall 30 
be varying that quantity • that quantity • that quantity and that quantity 
/so the output voltage will vary (3) /but you can quickly see from • 
this • relationship • that the actual • as I vary R two • V R L will • 
vary in some rather strange manner • /it isn't directly related to R 
two • /I can't say that V R L is • directly proportional to R two can 
I • /it isn't • because R two appears there there there and there • /so 
even if I can get • a linear • variation • with time • of R two • the 
output voltage won't • be linear • /now what do I mean by linear /let 
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us say that • I am going to operate • with the passage of time I'm going 
to rotate that control so that • there is zero resistance and there is 
maximum resistance and this is the variation of R two • /let us say 
we have • a linear variation with time (2) /if you in fact look at this 
expression you'll find that the output voltage • ~ don't know what it 
is /I've not bothered to work it ou!7 but we'll say it does something 
that looks more like this (3) because in fact R two appears in various 
places in this expression • /the variation of voltage isn't • in accord-
ance with the input quantity /the input quantity is the linear variation 
of R two with time • /the output voltage does not vary linearly with 10 
time • /now this is one of the problems you see as soon as you go to a 
practical situation • /you • don't necessarily • have • a linear relation-
ship between the input and the output • /and in designing an amplifier 
you strive to get this linear relationship • /it can never be • completely 
linear • /but you try to get it as linear in operation as you can • /the 
straight definition of linearity is that the • output should be prop-
ortional to the input • exactly at all times • /now • if in fact • the 
output • voltage differs from the input control (2) then we say we've 
introduced distortion • /so if we have • an amplifier exhibiting non-
linearity it will obviously distort • the signal • /the output signal • 20 
will not be quite the same as the input signal /it will be a distorted 
version of the input signal • /and in amplifier design • we want to keep 
the • amount of distortion to an absolute minimum (5) /but • this is • 
essentially the problem • /it's in using our • various devices • in 
such a way that we minimise this distortion (3) /urn • another thing that 
we want • is to say that the amplifier has • a low • intermodulation (1) 
performance (7) /say for instance we feed • our amplifier from two 
signal sources simultaneously one oscillator • an oscillator there and 
and oscillator there • with respect to earth (2) /now we can choose the 
amplitude of the signals we feed in from these two oscillators and we 30 
can also choose the frequency • /thus we can feed this into the amplifier 
with a frequency f one and this with a frequency f two /and what we 
should • get at the output is an amplified version of this signal • 
added to • that signal (2) /so the output should • comprise two signals • 
one of frequency f one and f two /now if in fact • there is non-linearity • 
in the amplifier • and the output is not exactly proportional to the 
input • then what we might find is we get f one amplified f two • 
amplified • but we also might get f two minus f one f two plus f one /in 
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other words we've generated some new frequencies in the amplifer (2) 
/this is a process known as intermodulation (2) /it's a damn nuisance 
(1) /er • if you • those of you that know something about Hi-Fi • when 
you look through the (2) specification of a power amplifier you may see 
• that it says intermodulation • /it tells you • what is the pas er 
how much • of the unwanted signals are generated by the presence of • 
the wanted signals • /you can imagine if you've got a violin (2) 
playing • and • ~e'll take an extreme exampl~ and a bass drum simul-
taneously • er you wouldn't like to get a combination of the two 
coming out in addition to the two required tones /intermodulation 
sounds very nasty indeed • /it makes the sound instead of mellow or 
sweet • or • in the case of the violin penetrating it sounds makes 
it sound rough • /there are signals present which weren't present in 
the output which weren't present in the input • /that's known as 
intermodulation distortion and should be kept • as low • as • possible 
(1) /another thing which you've probably all heard • if you take your 
trans er take an ordinary record player don't bother to put the er 
pick up down on the record but just turn the volume control up you'll 
probably hear a hiss (2) /well that's an unwanted signal that isn't 
present at the input because nothing's going into the input of the 
amplifier • but something's coming out of the output • which is 
unpleasant • /it's called noise • electrical noise (2) /so • one would 
want to keep the noise output in the absence of input signal to a 
minimum • /now of course all these requirements are difficult to 
achieve • /and the designer strives pretty hard to maximise his 
linearity reduce his distortion keep intermodulation • down • and to 
keep the noise down (20) /right • well that is the requirements • /and 
I think I've • shown you one or two of the problems and the difficulties 
that arise when you try to make real amplifiers • /wer (2) now then 
10 
20 
/how do we actually set about analysing • an electronic network an 30 
electronic circuit • /and how do we go about the design (2) /well • 
there are • two types • of • network (2) /there's a • so-called • 
passive network (5) represented by a box say • with two terminals • /and 
it may have resistors in it • and the odd capacitor • but nothing else 
/it hasrmistors inductors or capacitors in it • /there are no sources 
there no batteries no • transistors or anything • /that is known as a 
passive network • /it contains purely • resistance • inductance • 
capacitance • /that's a passive network • /it may have two terminals • 
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/or in fact it may have four terminals • shown here • /I shouldn't 
bother to copy these down • /this is ~ally Professor Allansons's 
subject er circuit theory /I'm just trying to differentiate between 
the two basic types of • circuit • /there's the passive circuit two 
terminal four terminal with an input and an output • /and there are 
some called active • networks (6) /and these are the ones that we're 
interested in • /an active network is one that contains a source /this 
may be a source of voltage • or a source of current (4) a battery a source 
of voltage • or • an A C voltage source (3) /this is the symbol of a D 
C voltage source a direct voltage source a battery /this of an alternating10 
voltage source • /or it may contain current sources • which has a symbol 
like that • /this is a source of current (2) /it's a bit unfortunate 
we don't have a different symbol to distinguish between direct current 
and alternating current /we use the same symbol • /but • the fact that 
it's a capital 'I' tells you that it's direct current • and the small 
i tells you you're dealing with alternating current • /here • you do 
have a difference in symbol • although they tend to be used this can be 
used to represent aD C voltage source as well /there's no general 
agreement on this • /a capital V will tell you it's a direct voltage 
/a little v • will tell you that it's an alternating voltage • /so 20 
capitals • denote • steady values • /little • letters denote • lower 
case letters denote • er • alternating quantities • /now any network 
which contains one or other of these or • combinations of these an 
anything else resistors inductors capacitors is said to be an active 
network (13) /now • there's one additional • type of network that can 
be said to be an active network • and that is a circuit • containing 
a transistor • a valve • an F E T • or multiples of each of these or 
combinations of each of these • /now transistors in themselves aren't 
sources • /valves aren't • /a transistor as you've all seen is a little 
gas incapsulation with three wires • coming out of it • /it is not a 30 
source of power (2) /from that • as far as • that is concerned it 
looks just like a passive element /it has no • inbuilt batteries or 
voltage sources or current sources • /but as soon as you put it into a 
circuit • and you • do what you have to • to get the thing working • 
/It's this process I referred to as biasing earlier og7 • then currents 
will flow through it • voltages will appear across it • /and you can 
vary those voltages and those currents • by • applying voltages and 
currents • to the control terminal of the transistor • /and as far as 
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the outside world is concerned • it is very convenient • to represent 
the transistor • plus its power supply • as a source • /the p~er supply 
is really the source • /but it is very convenient from the • point of 
~w of analysing what goes on in these circuits to say that • it's the 
transistor that's the source • /it makes for simpler understanding of 
circuits (1) /so • we also say that any • circuit containing • a biased 
transistor or a val e or an F E T or an integrated circuit is also • 
an active circuit • /that's not strictly true • but • it's very conven-
ient • to be able to do so • /the point is • the reason we say this • 
is there is the amplifier containing the transistor • there's the power 10 
supply • there's the load • and there is the control • /now as far as 
the • load is concerned • what it sees is current being fed to it and a 
potential • V-out • being applied across it • /now as far as the load 
is concerned • it doesn't know whether that's coming from • a battery 
in here • the value of the voltage of which is changing with time • or 
whether it's coming from a power supply unit via the amplifier in response 
• to the control signal • /and as far as the load is concerned it doesn't 
care what • which of those two situations actually obtains • /all it is 
interested in doing is getting its current at the right voltage • 
/therefore • this • sort of argument enables us to say • that the 
(1) amplifier with its transistor is an active network • /in reality 
the transistor on its own is a purely passive device • /it does not 
contain any sources • /but when we put it into circuit • it's very 
convenient to say it suddenly becomes an active • device • /and in fact 
we then build up • what is • a model of that device /we can say • well 
once we get it into circuit • the transistor behaves • in the following 
fashion • /it behaves • as • a current control current source • /I'll 
be explaining that term next time • /the important thing is • it enables 
us to simplify the analysis • of these devices • to regard them as 
20 
sources in their own right • /we produce what is known as a model • of 30 
that device /it's an equivalent circuit • for the transistor • /we 
might use the term equivalent circuit or we might use the term a model • 
a mathematical model • /the actual transistor might look like that • 
/it stands a quarter of inch high • /its mathematical model looks like 
that (2) /and the fact that we can make use of these mathematical models 
enables us to very greatly simplify the analysis of what goes on /we 
don't have to consider the physics of the device /this is the important 
thing • /we don't have to consider • the exact way the transistor works 
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if we can o represent it by a simple equivalent circuit a simple model o 
/we don't have o to bother about o how it actually works /now this is 
important o /there are so many different types of device o currently 
on the market o that if you had to understand the precise operation of 
each one of them you'd spend all you time doing that /you'd never get 
around to actually designing any circuits • using them (1) /you'd spend 
all you time just well learning how what is the physics of the device • 
/by using these models o we can • short circuit this process completely 
• /we can design /we can analyse o /all we have to know is what the 
device does • not how it does it • /and this is important because • as 10 
time goes by more and more • devices come onto the market /different 
types of devices • using totally different physical principles are 
being introduced from time to time • /and you • have got to be able 
to design • with the devices that are likely to come along in the next 
twenty years • or forty years • depending on however long your careers 
last • /urn • therefore • you shouldn't really be concerned at this point 
with how does it work /you should be asking yourselves what does it do • 
how can I simplify this into its simplest form • and what sort of model 
can I use to represent it • /and then get on with the job of design • 
/so it's important • to devise • these equivalent circuits • /now one 20 
point of warning about these equivalent circuits of course is • are 
they adequate o /you can go on make you can make equivalent circuits 
which are very very complex • which fit all the observed facts /when 
you devise an equivalent circuit what you're doing is producing a 
circuit which behaves o in exactly the same way as the transistor • 
obeys • er behaves o experimentally • /all these equivalent circuits are 
experimentally determined • /at least they have a basis in experiment • 
/you can simplify the sophisticated circuit for a lot of operations (2) 
/um we shall see • as we go through this • that • the full equivalent 
circuit of a transistor is very complex but we shall use simplified 30 
versions of this • because they're adequate for our purpose and they're 
much easier to handle • /and of course you can go on simplifying and 
simplifying until you reduce it to absurd lengths • /so • the point 
that I'd like to make • is that you must suit • the complexity of the 
mathematical model that you use • to the application that you have in 
mind (4) /well • it's one thing to say well there's my transistor /I 
can represent it as follows • in a circuit /and I can analyse that 
circuit /Professor Allanson will show me how to analyse the circuit 
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/once I've put it got the equivalent circuit • he will show me how to 
analyse what goes on /and I will know all~out what goes on in that 
circuit • /now that's part of the story • but of course the transistor 
or the valve is • the physical entity • /and we also have to make sure 
that • it can pass the current • /Mr.Mellitt pointed this problem out 
to you the other day /it's no good expecting a hundred amps to pass 
through a tiny transistor /it'll go pop • /you have to select an 
appropriately sized transistor • /can it withstand the voltage • /can 
it dissipate the power • 'cause it's got current flowing through it • 
voltage across it • /that means that power is being dissipated in it 10 
in the form of heat • /can it get rid of that heat before it burns 
out • /so you've got to be concerned with what are known as ratings the 
voltage current and power rating of the transistor (1) /you should 
co~ernyourselves as engineers with what does it cost • /is it readily 
available /it's no good saying that's a marvellous transistor /it only 
cost four pee /but you can't buy it 'cause it's out of stock • /is 
there a cheaper solution /in other words can you use a cheaper device 
/don't overspecify • /don't use a five pound transistor where a four 
pee one will do • simply because you happen to like the colour of it 
(.) /is it safe • /is it reliable • /is it electrically safe • /are 20 
its terminals connected in such a way that they won't cause damage to 
itself or its neighbouring components • /is it reliable • /this is 
often related to the design of the circuit and not the actual cost of 
the component • /a component is only reliable • if you obey • if you 
operate it within these maximum ratings • /if you exceed any one of 
these • it'll have a short life • /often how big it is is important • 
/what power requirements are needed (2) /and of course the mechanical 
packaging may be important /if it's a military component it'll have to 
be proofed against all sorts of nasty things vibration • shock • humidity 
/it'll have to operate from minus forty degrees theta plus eighty 30 
degrees C • /they're very • strict on the operating conditions • 
/industrial components there are slightly less strict conditions on 
these • /these all dictate the form of packaging you use /and that also 
you will have to take account of • /so (1) I'll leave you with the 
thought that not only have to got the to use the appropriate model for 
the application /get your design out /you've also got to select your 
components so that they'll do the job that you want them to • /will do 
it reliably and as cheaply as possible (4) /right we'll stop there 
urn (2) /some copies of the syllabus here for those that didn't get one 
on Friday /I won't actually hand these out /I didn't get as far as I'd 
thought I might /I'll hand this out next time. 
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(Supplementary Subject) 
FOR SECOND YEAR STUDENTS OF 
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Right /well now you'll remember at the end of the last lecture • we 
were • looking into the differences • between the root and the stem • 
as seen in transverse section (1) /and the first point that we noticed 
was • that um • in the root we have • er a narrow steele • strengthening 
material in the centre of the root • /in the stem • much more superficial 
• /and remember that this was related to the forces • the main forces 
acting upon er these organs (2) /er (1) in the same way if the steele 
• is er narrow then the cortex in the root • will be wide • /in the 
stem if the steele is wide • then the cortex will be narrow • /and 
related to these er forces which act remember that in the stem you also 10 
have very often er this urn layer of urn collendima (1) cells thickened 
at the corners • /and these are just under the epidermis /so once again 
strengthening material • urn • near the surface of the organ (1) /now 
another if you think of these sections which you've seen in the practical 
class • urn you'll remember • another point of difference • /in the • 
root • the xylem and the phloem occur on different radii /remember this 
sort of business (3) the xylem here and the phloem • in the grooves • 
/so that er thinking of the organ as a whole which of course will be 
much larger than the board • in proportion • er • the xylem main limbs 
as it afpears in transverse section of the xylem are on a different 20 
radius from the phloem \1) /in the stem. er the situation is different 
• because the xylem and phloem are on the same radius (1) /now if you 
have a stem with separate vascular bundles like this • and so on (1) 
/Just show xylem and phloem for simplicity xylem here phloem towards 
the outside~ these are on the same radius (1) /er not all incidentally 
not all stems have this urn • arrangement of separate vascular bundles • 
/these are always taken this type of stem is always taken as the type 
for the herbaceous dicotyledonous stem the young herbaceous type 
dicotyledonous stem um /but er • it only really represents about half 
(1) er of the flowering the dicotyledonous flowering plant kingdom 30 
because about an equal number of plants have (1) a continuous ring 
of phloem and a continuous ring of xylem on the inside (1) /and er 
why this is never brought out • er • in er elementary courses er I 
don't know because this is not necessarily representative of structure 
as a whole /but the rule about being on the same radius still holds 
good • /if we have a complete ring of phloem and a complete ring of xylem 
then • on any radius er the er phloem and xylem are going to be on that 
radius (2) /in the roots certainly the protoxylem at any rate and part 
of the metaxylem alternates with the phloem • /so this is another good 
point er to bring out erm if you are asked to • compare the structure 
of a dicotyledonous stem and a root (5) /now another • important point 
which urn • arises is the position of the protoxylem where the xylem is 
first formed (1) the position of the protoxylem in relation to the 
metaxylem (1) /er • in the root • the protoxylem is out here (1) /in 
the stem the protoxylem • ~his is the inside of the stes7 the protoxylem 
will be found here (2) /so in other words • in the root • the protoxylem 
is on the outside (1) and the xylem • subsequent xylem forms inwards 
(1) /in the stem the protoxylem on the inside and the subsequent xylem 10 
metaxylem and so forth • is produced • outwards (3) /now there are 
technical terms which apply to these two conditions • /when the protoxylem 
is on the outside and subsequent xylem development is inwards • we say 
that it is the structure is exark (?) /we find that in a root /erm in 
the er • stem the opposite situation where development is outwards from 
the inner protoxylem • you refer to this • as endark (9) /now I think 
that's as much as we • need to say • er for your purposes • regarding 
the er • structure and anatomy • of the • flowering plant /and I want 
now to turn • to • erm speak for the rest of the erm • course • on 
flowering plant reproduction (5) /now I would er refresh your memory 20 
again • er about er • the sort of general structure of the plant • 
/remember this thing with er which we had a simple diagram • showing 
soil level • the root system down here (2) and so forth • the main stem 
producing leaves (5) and having buds on it of two kinds • those which 
occur • in the angles formed between the leaf stalk and the stem • 
which we call axillary er buds • and • the terminal bud (1) /the 
axillary buds can develop (1) er • into er lateral branches • /and 
these lateral branches • will • reproduce the structure of the main stem 
/that er axillary bud there develops • /it will produce its own stem with 
leaves and axillary buds and a terminal bud (4) /growth in length of 30 
the original stem • the original main stem • continued by the terminal 
bud (1) /and er these er buds • in general • have the characteristic 
of • indefinite growth /once they begin to develop they go on and on 
(1) /course for various reasons • a particular plant according to 
conditions • erm individual buds may remain dormant for long periods • 
/nevertheless they • have the • capacity • for indefinite growth (2) 
/now the urn (1) flowers of the plant (1) /Which of course are what 
we're going to talk about in relation to flowering plant reproductio~ 
(1) these are • as it were • modifications • developed from modifications 
of buds (4) /flower buds may replace (1) some of the axillary buds • /or 
a flower bud may replace the terminal bud • /but • the point about it • 
the point of difference is • that the flower buds • are of limited 
growth (1) /once the bud opens and the flower appears and matures then 
• that is the end of the growth • of that particular • er part of the 
plant • /if the terminal bud develops into a flower • then • the growth 
in length of the main stem has come to an end • /and if any further • 
vegetative that is non-reproductive growth er is involved at a later 
stage it must be • by means of the development of laterals (2) er 10 
axillary buds (2) /er the converse holds good that if the • axillary 
buds develop as flowers then growth of the plant • er is er maintained 
• by er • activity of the terminal bud (2) /now of course er plants as 
you may know • erm flowering plants are of er two main kinds • /there 
are those which complete their life-cycle in a • single year a single 
growing season • and these are what we call annuals (3) /and there are 
those which are • which go on from year to year • producing flowers each 
year • and increasing in er size of plant • and these are what we call 
perennials (1) perennial plants (4) /now er let's er think of er (1) 
what er • the flower is like and first of all • we'll deal with the 20 
sort of main er characteristics (1) /one can look upon the various 
parts (1) of the flower • as modifications • of • the leaves which would 
be present in an ordinary vegetative bud (3) /and er what I'm going to 
do is er put up a sort of general diagram first of all • /and then we'll 
er describe the various parts of the flower and then later on • go into 
er go into • er details of er variations • which we find in the 
different parts • and end up with a consideration of the actual reproductive 
process (2) /now in er • a flower which has er • open and fully developed 
bud flower bud is open • and the thing has developed to maturity (2) 
we find that the flower is bullt • up upon the basis of • er this structure30 
here which I've shown as erm • er as a sort of dilating • axis • rounded 
at the tip • /and here again • there are • many variations • /and er 
we'll come onto those er later on /we'll just take this • as a sort of 
basic type to begin with • /now this • is the • end of the • axis of the 
stern /this is a modification of the stem • a modification of the • stem 
of the bud originally (2) equivalent to the short stem which you saw from 
example in the Brussels sprout • a stumpy thing with all the leave on 
it • /well now this er represents the same • thing • /the apex up here 
meristematic and um this um • axis which however here is somewhat 
swollen rather than tapered • as in a vegetative bud such as the Brussels 
sprout (1) now L}f wf7 we find that borne • on this um • short stem (1) 
which doesn't grow any more • Lfixed length once it's reached er maturity ~ 
er we have various categories of organs • which can be looked upon • as 
urn • modified leaves modified in connection • with reproduction (1) 
/erm • there are er • varying views actually on this matter but er we 
won't go into that /the generally accepted view is that the • parts of 
the flower • are to be looked upon as modified leaves (1) /now first of 
all if you work up towards the apex of this structure /this structure 10 
is called the • receptacle (8) strictly the floral • the floral receptacle 
(3) /now on this as we work the way up • sides of the receptacle • we 
come to • a ring • of structures • which er • can vary in shape /if we 
look down from above • er they might look something like this (1) /if 
this was a cross-section of the receptacle you might have things like 
this (3) and so on (2) /and these structures are referred to as the 
sepals of the plant (8) /now (1) the number of sepals • er depends upon 
the particular • flower that you're dealing with • not necessarily the 
species • but er the small group to which that flower belongs (4) /they 
also vary • in the • degree to which they are joined together • /some- 20 
times you find that the sepals are • quite separate • and you can take 
er • a pair of forceps and pluck them off one by one (2) /sometimes 
you find that they are joined together • and the degree of join also 
can vary (1) /they may be joined and most frequently are • just in the 
basal region or perhaps for up to half their length • /and then the • 
distal parts are separate • /now there's a general term • which we er 
use • in connection with the sepals (2) /the sepals are collectively 
referred to as the calyx of the flower (5) calyx (1) /so • if we er 
carry on with this um • thing here • L}t's er over the stem this um over 
this thing (4) got the receptacle ther37 (4) /and I'm going to show 30 
the um • calyx • like this (3) in a very diagrammatic way (4) /now 
normally the calyx • um is er • !Part of the calyx that is the sepal§7 
are green in colour and they look rather like scale leaves (3) /if we 
move up slightly up the receptacle • we come to another • group of er 
organs which normally i?ften have to use this word normalll7 • are 
larger • than the sepals (1) /sometimes they're of the same shape • /and 
er there's really little point in putting up er another drawing equivalent 
to the calyx drawing • showing the form • of the er erm of the next type 
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of organ • /er this sort of shape would be urn • quite typical for one 
of them (1) /but they're usually much larger than the um (2) sepals 
(3) /and we might show them like that • on the diagram • /now these are 
what we call the petals • of the flower (4) the ~etals (2) /and er once 
again there is a collective term • to apply • to these • /the collective 
term for the petals is the corolla (15) /so here's the um (2) calyx 
(2) /here's the corolla (6) /now while sometimes the • corolla • er can 
be er green like the calyx (2) it more frequently is of a different 
colour (1) maybe white or indeed of any colour • /in fact the character-
istic feature of the corolla • is bright colour er which er gives the 10 
• appearance and character of the flower to the casual glance (3) /erm 
occasionally • some flowers • some types of flower • er the er corolla 
can be missing • altogether • /there may be no corolla (3) /sometimes 
in those circumstances • the sepals • function • as a corolla • and 
are not small and green • but become large and coloured • looking like 
petals (3) /sometimes again • both • categories of organ • may be 
present • and both may look the same (1) /in other words the sepals may 
be large and coloured • and indistinguishable • visually • from • the 
petals (1) /er because of urn (2) to take account of these urn cases • 
there is er an overall general term • applied to calyx and corolla • 20 
/these two lots of organs together are referred to as the perianth • of 
the flower (3) /so a perianth may be distinguished quite easily into 
sepals and petals • /or • er • the two may not be capable of being 
distinguished er except on the basis of position • /the lower ones • 
are • could probably • be called the calyx (5) /now er I mentioned that 
in most cases the corolla • is large and coloured sometimes assisted • 
or replaced by the sepals (1) /and this • is in connection • er with 
the reproductive process (1) because a great number • of flowers • er 
depend • er • upon er insects • flying insects • erm for • the process 
which we call pollination which we'll come on to • later on (4) /what 30 
pollen is and how it works and so forth we'll deal with • er in a 
subsequent lecture (2) /but er • conveyance of pollen from one flower 
to another • is an essential part • of the reproductive process • /and 
this • very often • is brought about through the agency of flying insects 
such as er bees butterflies and so forth (3) /and er the • bright colour 
of the er perianth particularly of the corolla (2) is looked upon as 
one of the features • serving to attract (2) er suitable insects to the 
flower (5) /well now er this is not the (1) end of the er (1) general 
structure of the flower /indeed we have not yet • got • to the essential 
parts of the flower that is those parts without which • reproduction 
would not be possible (3) /these are as it were the er trimmings of the 
flower er serving a function (1) the sepals when they're green • normally 
• er acting um to protect the developing the rest of the developing 
flower in the bud stage (2) the corolla serving to attract er insets 
(3) /erm but er these er organs are not themselves directly involved 
in reproduction (1) /I would draw your attention to the fact that not all 
flowers by any means depend upon insects for the process of pollination • 
/quite a large number/the grasses for example • er depend upon the agency 10 
of wind (1) to carry • the pollen (2) /and it's not surprising therefore • 
that in such plants (1) erm • the corolla • is usually • rather small • 
and insignificant • /there is no need • as it were for • to have a 
brightly coloured corolla (4) /now (1) /again • moving up • the receptacle 
• we come to another group of organs which • look very different • from 
the perianth parts (3) /and once again I'm just er showing a sort of 
diagrammatic vertical section • of the flower (3) /these er structures 
• are characterised by having (2) er relatively long • erm • stalks (1) 
which are more or less um • circular in cross section • /and then on 
the top • they have (5) a head • which er (1) is somewhat elliptical • 20 
/it varies actually in shape • /er it is not • circular in cross section 
that is in that direction • /it tends to be lobed • /and that's why I've 
drawn a line down there (3) /we'll um when we come to the er practical 
er this afternoon and er on Monday • we'll be looking • at er • er an 
example of a flower maybe actually seeing • these urn organs • /but 
er • these things then have a stalk • which varies in length and thick-
ness according to the particular flower (1) and • a head • which is 
affixed on the top stalk in various ways • various points again according 
to the plant (1) /and er (1) these er organs are referred to as 
stamens (6) /and these can er be looked upon as the male parts of the 30 
flower (9) /now the stalk of each stamen • is referred to as the filament 
(8) /and the head • of each stamen • is referred to as the anther (5) 
/so • anther and filament bracket together as stamen (5) /now just as 
we had • urn collective terms • for .sepals • and petals (2) we also have 
one to cover • the stamens (2) /and er this term is the androecium (5) 
/it's an oe dipthong (5) /the androecium (1) that's the collective 
term for all the stamens in the flower (8) /well now we're getting 
rather near the apex • of urn the receptacle (3) /and er we come now to 
the final • erm • component • the last of these er floral components • 
/and er the form (2) forms which er these organs take • erm is er highly 
variable • /we may • for example • find (2) as we move up • the sides 
of the final dome • of the receptacle • a number of structures which 
(1) are somewhat Indian club shaped (10) /it might look something like 
that (5) /er (1) the actual shape in a particular flower varies quite 
a lot between different flowers • /erm sometimes er • the er neck part 
here is very short (2) /in some (1) flowers • quite a number of them • 
instead of getting er a number of these structures quite separate • at 
the top • you may get • er them partially joined together • so that 10 
I'm going to put up urn (1) another bit of receptacle • apex • here (3) 
/in some cases we find something like this (3) /in other words we have 
one sort of • globular structure at the base there and then a number 
of • separate stalks projections out of the top like that • /now that's 
rather suggestive • that urn (1) this type of structure has been derived 
from this (1) in evolution by the fusing together of the basal parts 
leaving the tops • free (6) /er another stage • in this process • you 
could end up with what looked like a single (2) Indian club shaped 
structure on the top (3) er which looks like one of these (2) but has 
in fact been formed by the fu the total fusing together • of a number 20 
• of separate structures (1) /you might say well now how do we know 
that (2) /well we can find out very often • more often than not by 
cutting a transverse section • of this er bulbous space • /and if we see 
in transverse section • something like that • with partitions • three 
compartments • that suggests that that • structure has resulted from 
the fusing together in evolution • of three • separate • structures (3) 
/so urn the er situation at the top of the receptacle • varies quite a 
lot /it's difficult to say er to illustrate a typical • erm example • 
/that's why I've mentioned • these er three forms • /now these er 
structures are referred to as the carpels (10) CARPELS • not to be 
confused with bones (4) /so in this example here we have three • 
separate carpels • /in these examples we have • fused carpels • in this 
case partially fused • in this case totally fused (4) /there is er a 
collective term again • to • describe the carpels • /and this term is 
the gynaecium (3) /once again there's a dipthong but this time it's 
ae dipthong (3) /and the gynaecium represents the female part of the 
flower (16) /now I just want to refer mention one or two terms which 
er further terms which er • are worth • erm • knowing in connection with 
30 
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er • the general basis of floral structure • /going back to er the 
sepals you remember that these could be wholly separate or they could 
be fused together • to different extents (2) /if they are separate then 
we refer to the calyx as being polysepalous (8) polysepalous (6) /if 
they are fused together (3) to any extent (1) er then we refer to them 
as being gamosepalous (8) /and er a synonym • of gamosepalous is 
synpetalous er synsepalous (15) but gamosepalous is the normal one (2) 
/er likewise in connection with the urn • corolla (8) we have er poly-
petalous (4) and normally • synpetalous (2) /gamopetalous is also used 
but the common usage in this case • is synpetalous (4) to cover • 
separate petals • and joined petals • respectively (4) /now while we're 
on the subject • again • of • the petals (1) urn • this er drawing urn 
diagram which I've put up here • you'll notice • is a symmetrical (1) 
diagram (2) er suggesting that all the um petals and all the sepals and 
so forth are the same (5) when you look down from above on to the flower 
all the petals • look the same shape and size • that the whole thing is 
radially symmetrical {1) /but this again is not always the case • by 
any means (2) /in quite a number of flowers (3) er the urn {2) the 
10 
foxglove and various other ones (1) they're not • /the flowers are not 20 
• radially symmetrical • /they're asymmetrical • /and this asymmetry • 
is almost invariably • due • to the petals being unequal in size and 
even • being differing in shape (?) /if the flower as a whole (2) is 
radially • er symmetrical • then we say that it is an actinomorphic 
flower (9) actinomorphic • radially symmetrical (4) sepals all the sepals 
all the petals and so forth (1) are symmetrical • in shape and size (8) 
/er er there may be alternating differences /as you go round a ring of 
petals you may have • large ones and smaller ones • alternating in a 
ring • /but the overall effect is a radial symmetry (4) /if on the other 
hand • there is a marked • asymmetry (1) then we say that the flower is 30 
zygomorphic (11) actinomorphic • and • zygomorphic (5) /now I think we've 
said enough er about petals • and sepals • because as I've mentioned • 
these are not • the truly essential • organs of the flower • from the 
point of view of reproduction • /if you can get • the pollen of the 
flower transmitted • by some agency or other • then reproduction can 
take place even if the flower had no calyx • and no corolla (3) /let 
us therefore • spend some time • thinking • about • the androexium • or 
the male part • of the flower (5) /now er • I've shown (3) er these er 
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again on the diagram as separate structures (1) /er it is possible it 
often happens • that erm there is some degree of fusion • of stamens • 
/but when this occurs it only relates to the filaments • /you don't 
get the anthers fu~ing together • only the filaments • /and here again • 
the degree of fusion can vary (2) /you may have • the filaments fused 
(2) down below and then the upper ends free (2) /or • you may have the 
filaments all fused together • so that you have • a sort of androecium 
tube • with the anthers • er round the top (13) /now I mentioned that 
er when we were talking in general terms • that the urn • filament is 
attached to the anther in various ways (1) /urn • it can be attached • 10 
more or less as I've shown there at the mid-point (3) /or • in some 
flowers • it's attached • at er one end of er the anther so that er • 
here's the upper end of the filament and the anther sits • on the top 
of it • like that (1) /the anther is upright instead of being • more or 
less • horizontal (6) /the degree of urn • rigidity of the connection of 
the filament to the anther (1) can vary • according to the plant (1) 
of to the flower (5) /very often • the anther is er pretty rigidly 
affixed attached to the top of the filament (2) /but in some • flowers 
• notable again the grasses (2) er the connection is er rather lax • so 
that • the anther can move • very freely • on the top • of the filament 20 
• /now this is a feature which is found • in those flowers or very 
frequently found in those flowers which depend upon the wind • to 
convey pollen (2) /why should this be so (1) /because • the wind can 
blow the anther the anther can shake around • on the top of the filament 
• and the pollen • which the anther contains as we'll see shortly • er 
can be shaken out and caught up by the wind • er very easily (3) /with 
that feature • incidentally • often goes • er a considerable • er 
length • of filament (1) longer filaments • so that the anthers (1) 
are not confined • within • the corolla and so forth • but are way up • 
er above the flower (1) /this again • is a good thing • from the point 30 
of view of er the wind picking up • the pollen (3) /the anthers are up 
in the air and can readily be caught • by the wind (1) /another thing 
again • in such flowers • usually the filaments are not terribly rigid 
they're rather thin • and this all helps the • er stamens to wave about 
and er • cause the pollen to become airborne (2) /however er this these 
are adaptations (1) on the part of the androecium • to the particular 
made • of pollination (2) /the general run~ things is is that the 
filaments are • er fairly rigid • and the connection to the anther • er 
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is also • er pretty fixed (9) /now er the er let's er forget about the 
filament and think of the anther because (1) as you'll have gathered 
from what I've said about pollen • this is the actual organ • which 
produces • the male • component • of the er • life-cycle • /it comes 
to contain the male component (5) /usually • the anthers • have four • 
lobes (3) /now of course in this in these drawings here I've only 
shown • as it were two • /but that's because of the limitations • of 
er a drawing • in a single plane • /we can only see two lobes from any 
one side (3) /but er the best way of er seeing things • is to urn • 
look at urn (2) sections • transverse sections of the anther head (2) 10 
/now by transverse section I mean one • in that direction in relation 
to that anther • or that direction in relation to this one • here (12) 
/now supposing then we cut this section (9) er the view we get rather 
depends on the (1) stage of development • of the anther as to whether 
it's a young one being formed in the bud • or whether it is a mature 
one (2) or even a moribund one in an open flower (2) /but this is the 
er general shape of it (15) /the transverse section will look something 
like that (2) if we are dealing • with (1) a fairly young (1) anther (?) 
/and er if we look at this under the microscope • this young anther • 
in say a flower bud • then we will see • er some differentiation of 20 
tissue • in the section • /we'll see first of all in each of the lobes 
(3) there is er a more or less central • region (3) where the cells are 
very different • in their shape and in their er • optical density • er 
from the rest • of the anther (8) /and er it is these areas here • which 
are going • in due course • to produce • the pollen grains • the pollen 
(2) /but at this er young stage there will not be any actual pollen 
present (1) /and what I want to do er (2) Lnow I don't know how er time's 
going but I'll at least urn • make some er general remarks • I don't want 
to put up a detailed diagram because er we'll just have time to start 
and it's time to be don3? (3) /but er we find • that • these urn regions 30 
(1) in the four lobes are divided • into various layers • of cells (4) 
/and it is er • in this • central region • of each of these groups • 
that the actual cells which are going to produce (1) the • er pollen 
grains (4) er are actually formed (5) /now I think we'd better leave it 
at that point because we can't get any further without putting up a 
diagram (1) /so we continue that on Monday and on Tuesday/ 
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